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ABSTRACT

This publication was produced as a teaching tool for
college e-aristry. The book is a text for a computer-based unit on
the chemistry of acid-base titrations, and is designed for use with
FORTRAN or BASIC.computer systems, and with a programmable electronic
calculator, in a variety of educational settings. The text attempts
to present computer programs that are relatively free of reliance on
specialized large computer systems programs. The case-study approach
presented is highly research and laboratory oriented. Similar subject
matter is conventionally taught in most introductory college
chemistry courses, but this text material attempts greater depth of
instruction through utilization of the computational resources of a
computer. (Author/BT)
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ABSTRACT

The 223-page book, Case Studies in Systems Chemistry: Carboxylic
Acid Equilibria, was written, published, and distributed for evaluation as a teaching tool for college chemistry.

The book is a text

for a computer-based unit on the chemistry of acid-base titrations,

and is designed for use with FORTRAN or BASIC computer systems, and
with a programmable electronic calculator, in a variety of educational
settings.

The text is novel in that it attempts to present computer

programs that are relatively free of reliance on specialized large
computer systems, programs that can be used by individual students in
an open-ended manner.

This case-study approach is highly laboratory

oriented, with a strong research flavor.

Similar subject matter is

conventionally taught in most introductory college chemistry courses,
but this text material permits significantly greater depth of
instruction through utilization of the computational resources of a
Computer.
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INTRODUCTION

Collegiate instruction in chemical equilibrium and chemical
kinetics, the two broad areas of systems chemistry, has been limited
in sophistication by the formidable barrier imposed by the repetitive,
time-consuming, and boring arithmetic required for comparing data from
experiments with predictions of theory. Comparison of data and theory-a central aspect of the appreciation of science as well as a critical

aspect of the learning of science--has thus traditionally been given
scant attention in introductory college courses dealing with the
subject matter of systems chemistry.

The wide availability of computers and computer terminals on college campuses has vastly expanded
possibilities for exploration of the relationships between laboratory
data and theory in systems chemistry, although these possibilities
have not yet been exploited.

This research project was designed to

..lake available, to both instructors and students, resources needed for

utilization of their available computer facilities for college-level
instruction in systems chemistry.
Work has progressed in the development of case studies in several
areas of systems chemistry, with open-ended descriptions of how computers can be used to facilitate confrontation of student data and the

predictions of student-formulated models. A detailed case study in
the field of the solution chemistry of acid-base equilibria, appropriate for instruction in an honors section of general chemistry, has
been developed -as a prototype for other similar text materials projected for coupled equilibria, kinetics, and simultaneous kinetics and
equilibria. The complete case study, entitled Carboxylic Acid
Equilibria, is submitted as a portion of this final report.
Of strong interest to the investigator has been the presentation

of this material in forms applicable to a wide range of computer
systems.
The case study includes programs written especially for an
IBM 1130 system with a plotter, using FORTRAN language, and also
related programs written especially for a remote typewriter terminal,
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using BASIC language.

A program for a Wang 700 series programmable
calculator is also included, but our efforts to use such small
computers has been disappointing and we do not feel that continued

work with programming our Wang 700 or our Olivetti P602 is warranted.
The most important aspect of this research is to alert chemical
educators to the new possibilities for teaching what has become a
classical subjecc in general chemistry, analytical chemistry, and
physical chemistry. The investigator presented a talk on systems
chemistry (see Appendix A) to the New England Association of Chemistry
Teachers at their August 1972 meeting, and copies of this talk were
distributed to all participants at the 1972 Mount Holyoke Conference
on Chemical Education sponsored by the Division of Chemical
Education,
American Chemical Society.
It was announced at these meetings that
materials being prepared under this grant would become available
during the following year, and could be sent to chemistry teachers
upon request.

METHODS

An effective way of demonstrating to teachers of chemistry that
a new approach to teaching can be used is to present examples of haw
it is being used. Likewise, one effective way of showing
students how
to use a technique is to show it being used, and then ask the student
to use the technique in a different but closely related manner. For

both reasons, the case study approach has been utilized in this
research to provide examples of the use of computers to facilitate the
comparison of models and data.
Each computer program is illustrative of a wide variety of
similar programs, so that the program need not be followed as a
recipe, but can be varied and extended by the student. Theiprograms
of the case study are meant to open new vistas, not to exhaust possibilities.

A wide range of programs utilizing small desk-top programmable electronic calculators were investigated, with detailed
programming attempted with an Olivetti P602 and a Wang 700. One Wang

program is presented in the completed case study, but our efforts with
four experienced student programmers and our attempts at stimulating
student usage has been disappointing and generally negative. Workable
programs for these calculators can be written, but there is an inherent
lack of flexibility that inhibits student experimentation
with these
programs. We have found great enthusiasm for the IBM 1130 programs,
particularly with graphical plotter output, and good response to the
BASIC programs, contrasting markedly with the responses to the smaller
and less versatile equipment.
The original programs were written by the students, in many cases,
and many modifications of the programs have been suggested by students.

The materials of the case study have been tested by classroom-laboratory
use in a college general chemistry course for students with strong
science preparation, and in an independent study project by a secondary
school senior who was completing a second year of chemistry. Most of
the students involved in formulation and testing of this material are
girls, and almost all are science majors.
The completed case study, Carboxylic Acid Egullariar has been
rent to 30 interested high school and college teachers who have
expressed interest in this research, and some suggestions have been
received. Corrections and changes arising from theirdpomments will be
incorporated in a set of revision sheets that are tope incorporated
in the case study in June 1974. Preliminary responses indicate that

the computer progAms are indeed usable in computer installations
other than the Smith College facilities.
RESULTS

The case study begins with a detailed statement of its performance objectives. Three general objectives are stated, followed by a
list of specific objectives written in behavioral terms. The
investigator has used this case study for teaching a unit in general
chemistry, and has evaluated student performance in terms of the
ability to meet the stated general objectives.
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Such student evaluation

is highly satisfactory with an honors-pass-fail (or
its equivalent)
grading system. The performance tends to be either full achievement
or failure, and the investigator sends students with a performance of
`failure' back to the text, lab, and computer for further work.
Mediocre work gets equated with failure, and the middle range of

grades gets eliminated.

The acceptance of such an evaluation scheme
probably carries with it a rejection of a bell-shaped distribution
of grades.

The case study is an integrated discussion of theory and
methods
of treating laboratory data. Computer programming details
are introduced as needed. The approach is intended
to appear highly pragmatic:
methods are introduced whenever there is a need. The goal set before
the student is the arranging of meaningful confrontations between
data and theory.
Emphasis is placed on model building and on simulation of these
models. Students are reminded that a computer gives a novice chemist
power to test models that was unavailable to researchers in former
decades.
Students are encouraged to test assertions that appear in
older research articles, as well as assertions made by textbooks,
teachers, and this case study. Some teachers may find this open
approach threatening, as indeed may some students. But the approach
offers an opportunity for students to become liberated from reliance
on textbook dogma, and to test important ideas for themselves.
Distinction is made repeatedly between macroscopic and microscopic

descriptions of chemical systems, emphasizing that macroscopic
descriptions are phenomenological and therefore potentially accessible
in terms of experimental observables, whereas microscopic descriptions
are necessarily made in terms of theories and thus are accessible only
in terms of models.
Perhaps the discussions add motivation for the
students to achieve facility with simulation techniques, for simulation
of models provides an easy method of dealing with microscopic
descriptions.

The chemical literature contains vast numbers of research reports
dealing with acid-base equilibria with only a few containing as much
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detailed quantitative analysis as in this case study.

There is thus

a reservoir of material in the journals for use in teaching about (and
in learning about) the equilibria involving carboxylic acids. Early
in the case study (on page 61), there appears a listing of bibliographical sources providing entry for a student into the primary
research literature. Additional comments are made throughout the text
to lead the student to the library.
The initial computer programs are presented in FORTRAN language,
with much of the output to be obtained with a plotter. This is by
far the most satisfactory method that has been employed by the
investigator. However,
,quate results can also be obtained using a
time-sharing terminal and employing BASIC language, and several
appropriate BASIC programs are presented, beginning with page 90.
In every case, effort is made to show a program that "works", but at
the same time to encourage the student to adapt that program to the
particular specialized needs of the moment.

In teaching this material, the investigator has repeatedly found
that students miss many important aspects of both theory and experiment when they do a single experiment with a monoprotic acid.

Thus

repetition (by titrating a diprotic acid and interpreting that new
data) of the whole procedure has a great deal of pedagogical value.
Happily, there are many significant features that are new to the
diprotic acid case, thus adding some additional interest.

The new
features center largely about the use of both macroscopic equilibrium
constants and microscopic equilibrium constants to describe the same
chemical system, and the possibility of having alternative but indistinguishable descriptions of the same system.

base equilibria are explored in Chapter 2.

These features of acid-

Finally, in Chapter

3,

polyprotic acid equilibria is introduced in a research context, leaving
many possibilities open for the inquiring student and the imaginative
teacher.

9
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CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that computer use by students in an introductory
general chemistry course can be used to integrate laboratory and cla_
room, as evidenced by the accompanying textual materials and by their
Alccessful use in the investigator's classes. It is the judgment of
the investigator that satisfactory evaluation of student performance
can be made by using the three general objectives stated at the
beginning of the case study. We feel that computer systems comparable
to the IBM 1130 with plotter provide flexibility and performance that

is-completely adequate for the instruction envisioned with this case
study, but that further efforts to utilize programmable calculators
such as the Wang 700 or the Olivetti P602 are not warranted. Undoubtedly there should be continuing efforts to increase the portability
.

end transferability of computer programs, and other writers should be
encouraged to develop better ways of writing programs that can be re:
on a variety of different computers with a minimum of editing.

The completed case study is evidence that the availability of
computing facilities for students can change the substantive content
of introductory chemistry courses. The wide distribution of such case
studies can be an aid to stimulating similar activity on many campuses,
and to exchanging curriculum information between teachers. The case
study approach also provides a medium for self study in which a
student, with modest laboratory equipment and access to a computer,
can learn a substantial amount of science without requiring extensive
interaction with an instructor.

_Of
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SYSTEMS CHEMISTRY: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

George Fleck
Department of ChemisLry
Smith College
,Northampton, Massachu,etts 01060

Hampty Dumpty eat on a watt
Humpty Vampty had a gteat Sat;
All the king'4 hone es
And att the king14 men
Couldn't put Humpty Dumpty back togethek again.
Poor liumpty Dumpty got taken apart rather violently.
It's
easy to smash an egg. With some practice, an egg can be disassembled with more finesse. The art of separating yolk and white is

not so hard, unless you insist on using just one hand. And with
some more sophisticated techniques, the egg can be separated with
finer resolution and a variety of pure compounds can be isolated
from an egg.

To take apart an egg
even to take apart an egg and
separate it into many of its constituent compounds
is a straightforward task. But clearly more than a king's command is needed to
put it all back together again.
So it is with descriptions of an egg. Analysis--the description
of an egg in terms of its constituents
is straightforward. We
can find out what is in the egg, and we can characterize each of
the components in terms of its molecular structure. But synthesis

--explaining how the molecular constituents function together as
a system to create a Plymouth Rock chick
is an intellectual task
of considerably greater magnitude. Whether literally or figuratively,
it is a whole lot easier to take an egg apart than to put it back
.

together again.

There is a lot to be learned about things by taking them
apart.
The search for the ultimate parts and pieces of things and
stuff was a driving force in transforming alchemy into chemistry.
When earth, air, fire, and water were replaced by scores of chemical
elements, chemistry had become an analytical science. And when

.6
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the elements had been taken apart and found to be made of electrons, protons, and neutrons, part of chemistry had almost become physics. An enticing goal for many chemists has been to
talk about the world in terms of simpler and simpler models,
and in the process to cut up chemical reality into smaller and
smaller pieces.

Yet the rise of chemistry during the past hundred years as
a significant force in our society has not appeared to the lay
observer to he due to prog-ess in identifying elements, nor to
the insights of quantum mechanics, nor to the ability to determine molecular structures, nor to the ability to make refined
chemical analyses. Layman, physician, businessman, homemaker,
soldier, and politician hare seen and felt the impact of chemistry

in the twentieth century in terms of a host of new materials put
together by the chemists: fabrics, drugs, plastics, explosives,
fertilizers, and construction materials.

There is private fun

in taking things apart, but there is public rewardin putting
things together, especially for building
sizing
things new and useful.

that is, in synthe-

As we look to the future, we can see new chemical challenges.
Design and synthesis of new materials will continue to be important.
Society will demand from chemistry new fuels, new fabrics, and new

foods at low cost and in abundance, without regard to constraints
imposed by thermodynamics.

Society will ask chemistry for ways

to perform miracles in waste disposal, air and water purification,
and instant drug therapy for cancer, heart diseases, and olf age.
In a world rapidly moving toward a confrontation with the limits
of readily available natural resources, many of the material
expectations of society may be found to be unrealistic or imattainable, and chemistry may soon be called upon to help delineate the
'imits of the chemically-possible exploitation of this planet.
Increasingly, chemists may expect to be dealing with more compli-

cated and less well defined chemical systems: the various eco
systems, for example, and living organisms, for another.

12
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will also find themselves talking to economists, politicians,
voters, and consumers, trying to explain to this public the
limitations placed on chemical systems by the realities of basic
physical laws.
In the relationships of

:y with society, the future
will require increasing underst..nding of comple' chemical systems.

Chemists will need to know what to expect when lots of interacting
molecules get put together. Chemical education should begin now
to provide students with the intellectual tools required for
coping with complex systems.
TAKING IT APART, VERSUS PUTTING IT TOGETHER:
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CHEMISTRY CURRICULUM
The word system occupies a central place in the teaching of
physical. chemistry, and the word is commonly used in all areas
of chemistry to denote the mixture of chemicals being studied in
an experiment. The need is to make the concept of system an
open-ended concept, capable of being extended by the student to
systems of greater and greater complexity. There needs to be
explicit consideration of the ways in which sub - systems combine,
for seldom are the properties of a chemical system the simple sum
of its parts. There needs to be exploration of the advantages
and disadvantages of the phenomenological description of a syste.:,,
and of the relationships between macroscopic and microscopic
variables and models it. describing systems.
Finally, there nee.;
to be an awareness throughout chemistry that students

should he

reminded that the real world is made of chemical systems, few of
which arc understood, many of which need to be understood.
We began to make substantial progress in getting students
involved, at the freshman level, with systems chemistry when an
IBM 1130 computer became available on campus.
For our teaching
of solution equilibria and kinetics, access to a computer with
a plotter revolutionized our approach. The mathematics has
shifted from calculus to arithmetic and simple algebra. The lab
and classroom have come closer together, as the computer has
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facilitated a teaching strategy in which students confront their
experimental data with predictions of their models.

By giving
the students the powerful tool of computer simulation of a model,

the role of the teacher has changed; since the students have the
tools to challenge ideas and models presented by the instructor,
it is possible to have students and instructor joining forces in
an active pursuit of models that are faithful to good experimental
data.

Finally, the use of simulation techniques means that the
students can discover and verify certain properties of systems,
without having to accept textbook dogma. We find that realistic
small research-type projects are quite appropriate at the college
freshman level, at least in small classes with well-prepared
students.
Systems chemistry, when taught with the support of computer
facilities and a well-staffed laboratory, can enter the che.Lstry
curriculum in various ways. We are struggling with the appropriate
places where these concepts ought to be taught.

They can be
taught very early in a student's career, at the point where we

usually teach stoichiometry and titrations.

It can come at the

point where we usually talk about entropy and free energy.

It

can wait until senior year, and be used as an integrating course
to help put it all together for a student.
For the remainder of
this discussion, I wish to dwell on the substance of the concepts
that need to be taught, without necessarily implying the courses
where the concepts might be introduced or reinforced.
CONCEPTS OF SYSTEMS CHEMISTRY
LEVELS OF CONSTRAINT ON A DYNAMIC CHEMICAL SYSTEM.

Every

reacting system, given a constant environment, is predestined to
a particular evolution and a particular equilibrium state.

In

the absence of an adequate reaction mechanism, few predictions

can he made about the initial time-course of the system The
passage of time, though, places constraints on any reacting system.
As time goes by, less information is needed to formulate a
description of the further evolution of the system.

14
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token, less information about the system is available from datii

obtained from a system close to equilibrium.
A generally- reacting system can be described from time-zero

to time-infinity by postulating a reaction mechanism, and writing
a mathematical model that includes a set of mass-action rate
equations.
If values of the rate constants are known, the system
can be simulated by approximating the derivatives in the rate
equations by ratios of small differences, and the time-dependence
calculated by repetitive arithmetic via a process that is quite
appropriate for.computer computations.

Experimental data can be

used to evaluate rate constants, but experiments must be carefully
designed for that purpose.

For a complicated mechanism, the early Lima phase may be
categorized as "transient behavior" and ignores., so that attention

may be focused on the later stages of the reaction.

For any

system that can be characterized by mass-action rate equations,
eventually all transient behavior passes by, and the final approach
to equilibrium is a simple, exponential, first-order relaxation.
With some systems, the reaction all (or virtually all) the way
from time zero proceeds by one or more first-order relaxations.
The time-constant for a relaxation (a macroscopic rate constant)
is a function of all the microscopic rate constants of the
mechanism.
For a complicated system, the approach to equilibrium

in a final relaxation is described by a single number:This is
a great simplification for macroscopic or phenomenological descripti.q.
The situation renders hopeless, however, the prospect of gainini

detailed mechanistic information about a complicated reaction from
data obtained near equilibrium.

Often, but not always, a system may react in such a way so
that after an initial transient phase, some of the components may
be in a steady-state. Then just a few chemical species are beir4;
transformed from reactant to product, while other species have
concentrations that are time-invariant.

Steady-state systems can

be described with fewer variables, but again steady-state rate data

15
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yield less information, than a generally-reacting system. Most
biological systems arc in steady-states.
It would seem that

general analysis of steady-state systems must be an important
part of a systematic study of systems chemistry.
Finally, there is the equilibrium state.

A system that is

actually at equilibrium has reacted as far as it can react.

Such

a system can be described with the minimum number of variables.

However, the cost of obtaining this simplicity of macroscopic
description is that equilibrium experimental data has essentially
no information content regarding mechanisms of reaction.
STABILITY OF A REACTING SYSTEM.

Many thermodynamicists speak

with assurance when they say that no reacting system overshoots
equilibrium, that entropy always increases during a reaction,
and that the driving force for achievement of the equilibrium state

is the derivative of the free energy with respect to the degree
of advancement.

Each of these statements may well be true, if

properly applied and if properly qualified.
dictions abound.

Yet apparent contra.-

The concentration of an intermediate often

overshoots its equilibrium value during the transient phase of a
reaction.

Sustained oscillations have been observed in several

reacting systems.

Thus it is especially instructive to explore some.of these
general statements about the one-way nature of the approach to
equilibrium and the stability of the equilibrium state. A computtr
simulation is an ideal method for the student to conduct this
exploration. Along with the output of concentration versus time,
one can calculate entropy and free energy versus time. One can in
fact look at entropy and free energy of individual species, as well
as for the system as a whole.

A student should then formulate

some of the general criteria for reacting systems in terms that
can be defended on the basis of simulations of reaction mechanis',;.

Most elementary chemical reactions have inherent stability

because of negative feedback built into the form of the mass-action
equations.
Some chain reactions appear to lack this stability,

16

Page Seven
and it is instructive to pinpoint where stability is lost, and how
it can be restored. Such considerations of stability are very

important in talking about control in a living organism, where
steady-state concentrations are regulated by molecular control

processes that need to be understood. Using simulation methods,
an undergraduate student can subject some of the qualitative ideas
that appear in the biochemical literature to some critical tests.

The concept of self-regulated dynamic stability is really quite
apoealing.
STRUCTURE WITHIN A REACTING SYSTEM.

Homogeneous solutions
are convenient media for performing reaction-rate studies in the
laboratory. Homogeneous systems are also particularly amenable
to modelling with mass-action rate equations. However, there is
evidence that suggests that.some types of interesting reactions
cannot occur in a strictly homogeneous medium.

Certainly, a living
cell is a structured medium, and many of the special properties
of a cell derive from this structure. There is continuing interest
in ways in which an initially homogeneous solution, or gas, or gel
can achieve structure.
It is not enough to divide the wol.d into
homogeneous and heterogeneous media, for the criteria for structure
are probably quite subtle. The dynamic stability of non-uniform
structures such as flames or living cells is intimately involved
with reaction processes. Prototype models can be cast into
mathematical form, and simulated, setting up open-ended investioations for students'.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS.

There art. a few ideas that are

central to systems chemistry that need to be stressed to students.
shall merely list a few of the ones that I feel are significant.
1. The macroscopic behavior of a multi-component equilibrium
system, or of a multi-reaction reacting system, can be described
I

with fewer numbers than the microscopic description of individm.1
molecular processes.
2. A system is the superposition of individual sub - systems,
but the properties of the whole are not the additive sum of the
properties of the parts.

17
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3. There is room for subjectivity and creativity in making
models of chemical systems.

Various models may be equally useful,

and equally faithful to experimental data.
4. The best that we can sometimes accomplish is to make
statements about the forms, not the details, of equations that
govern a system.

But sometimes it is the structure of the dynamic

system, not necessarily all the details, that is significant.

Thus, although probably every candle flame is different, that arc
common features of candle flames that arise from the structure
of the mathematical model, features that yield stability and
integrity to a candle flame.

SUMMARY
It has been asserted that chemistry makes its impact on th.:

world by processes of synthesis, by putting things together.
It has been predicted that this putting-together activity will
increasingly involve chemists:. in dealing with complex systems,

chemical in nature, that are of concern to a wide range of nonchemists.

To deal with such research concerns in the future, as

well as to make current instruction relate to issues of sc.,:iety

as they impinge on chemistry, it seers appropriate to introduce

some explicit systems chemistry into the chemistry curriculum.
It is suggested that computer simulations of equilibrium syst(7.,

and kinetic systems is an effective way to accomplish this, wit,
.

the present structures of chemical curricula.

18
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INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDIES IN SYSTEMS CHEMISTRY
The focus of each of these case studies is a chemical system.
We shall use investigations of chemical systems to gain experience
with some useful experimental techniques and theoretical methods.
We shall also use these investigations to explore certain central
philosophical issues, including
inter-relationships between facts and theories in science;
analytical versus synthetic approaches to learning about nature;
inter-relationships between macroscopic and microscopic descriptions;
the role of time in describing nature; and
the possibilities for subjective, creative expression in science.

The systems themselves are worth studying for their own sake.
By pointing directly to significant and interesting chemical systems,
we shall try to keep tangible hunks of matter-- a living cell, a
lake, a beaker of solution, a jug of wine-- in front of our eyes and
at the front of our minds.

And then, to develop realistic theories

that are clearly and directly related to the real chemical systems,
we shall adopt a strategy of coniikontation oli data 6/tom chemical expeitiment5

with the

pudiction4 oli

chemical

theoky.

Over and over again, we shall

set up confrontations by carefully designing experiments and by
carefully designing chemical models so that both experiment and
model yields a number that should be the same iii
are consistent.

experiment and model

We shall exploit the use of computer

44:mutation

for obtaining numerical predictions from our chemical models.
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SOME COMMENTS ABOUT THE USE OF COMPUTERS
IN THE INVESTIGATION OF SOLUTION EQUILIBRIA
Much of the material that follows is oriented toward
computer calculations.

There is enough computer output presented

so that a student can read about the chemistry, with understanding, without having access to a computer.

However, the case

study is primarily intended to involve each reader with calculations and with interpretation of his or her own data, and for
these purposes a computer is of great utility.
This case study attempts to present the computer as a tool
that can liberate the student from depend(ace on the instructor
and on the textbook.

The case study is also viewed as a resource

for the student in developing a mature understanding of the
relationships among hypotheses, experimental data, and interpretation in the special field of solution equilibria.

Because the

computer frees both instructor and student from the limitations
of paper-and-pencil calculations, it is possible to explore in
detail and with assurance the consequences of various chemical
assumptions about the systems being investigated.

The computer is not viewed as a substitute for laboratory
experience.

On the contrary, the author has found that extensive

use of the computer has made possible a chemistry course in which
laboratory experimentation and the use of chemical theory are
very closely integrated.

Throughout the case study, there is an

emphasis on the confrontation of the student's own data and the
quantitative predictions of the student's own model.
In the main body of the case study, use is made of FORTRAN

25
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programming language, and the illustrative computer output has
been obtained from an IBM 1130 computer system which includes
an IBM 1627 strip-chart plotter.

The discussion assumes that
Our experience

input of programs is via decks of punched cards.

in chemistry instruction at Smith College has been with hands-on
student

use of the computer system,

Some very useful plotting

subroutines, available on our computer, are described in Appendix
I.

A single 15-minute orientation session, given to groups of

about ten students at a time by an undergraduate computer-center
assistant, is sufficient to provide all the information needed
for running a program.

In writing this case study, as well as in teaching this
material to entering college freshmen, it is assumed that the
student has no previous knowledge of computers or of programming
languages.

Working programs are presented that can be modified
As the case

easily by the changing of just a few statements.

study (or the semester) proceeds, the programs become somewhat
more complicated, with the result that most students gain a
substantial degree of facility with the computer while learning
about the chemistry of equilibria in solution.

Increasingly,

students are entering college with some experience in FORTRAN or
BASIC, and these students are encouraged to write their own
programs and to attempt special computer projects.
At the end of each chapter is a section discussing the use
of the BASIC programming language.

The illustrative computer

output has been obtained from a time-sharing terminal of the
University of Massachusetts computer system.

We use a Cartertone

7

S15C data terminal which is a modified IBM Selectric typewriter
coupled to the University of Massachusetts computer center via

a Bell System DATAPhone.
All FORTRAN programs in this case study are identified by
number, beginning with FORTRAN Program 1.

All BASIC programs are

identified by letter, beginning with BASIC Program A.

All Wang programs in this case study are identified by lower
case letter, beginning with Wang Program a.

We have attempted

to use a Wang 700 programmable calculator with output presented
on a Wang flat-bed plotter, but have found that the most convenient usage by students in studying_ solution equilibria is
by numerical output.

We have therefore given a program in this

case study only for use with a Wang unit with just nixie-light
output.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
FOR THE CASE STUDY

44444
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES
I. You should he able to show how the predictions of a

postulated set of chemical equilibria can be confronted with
the quantitative facts from chemical titration experiments in
such a way that the chemical model might be found inconsistent
with the experimental data.

II. For a postulated set of chemical equilibria involving
an acid with at least two dissociable protons, you should be
able to show how numerical values for the equilibrium constants
for that acid can he obtained from titration data of pH versus
volume of added titrant.

III. For a particular acid, you should he able to obtain an
experimental titration curve, analyze that data, propose a set
of equilibria to serve as a chemical model, perform a computer
calculation of the titration curve predicted by that model,
and finally compare the results of experiment and the rredictions of theory.

44444
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

To achieve the three general objectives, you should be
able to start with a particular set of equilibria, postulated
for a particular chemical system, and deal with that chemical
model and the chemical system in a stepwise fashion as outlined in the list of specific objectives that follows. Given
the particular diprotic acid, you should be able to:
1. STATE A CHEMICAL MODEL.

Make a list of all the

chemical species that you decide should be assumed to eAist in
the solution.

Write a balanced chemical equation for each
Check to be
equilibrium reaction that you decide to assume.
sure that there is at least one uay, via the assumed chemical
reactions, for each assumed species to be produced from the
chemicals that are mixed together to prepare the solution.

co
A. 0
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2. STATE THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL.

Write a set of simultaneous

algebraic equations as follows:.

a. For each chemical reaction, write an algebraic equilibrium-constant equation in terms of molar concentrations.
b. Write the electroneutrality equation.

c. Write algebraic conservation equations in terms of
molar concentrations.
3. DESIGN A TITRATION EXPERIMENT.

Propose\an experiment for

obtaining experimental data sufficient to pl t a titration curve.
Decide on appropriate concentrations.

Mich solution will you

use as titrant?

4. OBTAIN AN ALGEBRAIC PREDICTION FOR THE TITRATION CURVE.
The simultaneous algebraic equations that constitute the
mathematical model should be combined to give a single equation
that involves (H +), the equilibrium constants, and the known

totat concentkationb (the macroscopic concentrations or analytical
concentrations) of acid and base.

Then change to volume variables,

obtaining an equation that relates the two experimental variables
+
(H ) and V

titrant.
5. ESTIMATE VALUES OF THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS.

Calculation

of the theoretical titration curve predicted by your model
requires that you have numerical values for each of the equilibrium constailts.

You may use a literature value for the ion

product of water.

Probably the most convenient assumption for

the various acid dissociation constants involves use of the
half-equivalence method.

But however you proceed, you must put

some numbers into the calculations as starting values, numbers
that later can be verified or modified as calculations are
compared with data.

6. PERFORM A COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE SYSTEM.

Using the

algebraic equation that you obtained from the mathematical model,
and using the estimated numerical values of the various equilibrium constants, use a computer to calculate a predicted titration
curve.
Do your data agree with the calculations? If not, then
attempt to get a good fit by making appropriate changes in the

10

values of the equilibrium constants used in the simulation.

By

a series of successive approximations, you may be able to get a
good fit in the regions of the titration curve where the shape of
the curve is highly dependent on the values of the equilibrium
constants.

It may be that your data are not accurate or precise

or reliable enough for this comparison; if this is the case, you
must return to the laboratory and get some better data. Your
results should include a set of values for the equilibrium

constants, an estimate of the reliability of each constant, and a
judgment of the extent to which the data are consistent with the
original chemical model.

4 4 4 4 4
HELPS FOR ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVES
General objective I, the confrontation of the chemical model

with experimental titration data, is achieved in specific objective
6.

General objective II, evaluation of the equilibrium constants,

is achieved in specific objectives 5 and 6.
Key to Textbook:

G. M. Fleck, Equitilmia in Sotution,

:ew York: Holt, Rinehart

and Winston, Inc., 1966. Objectives 1 and 2: chapter 3. Objectives
3 and 4: chapters 4 and 5.
4 4 4 4 4

AN EXAMPLE OF THE CONFRONTATION OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT:
NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT
FOR THE DISSOCIATION OF A MONOPROTIC ACID IN SOLUTION

During the course of the titration of an aqueous solution of
a monoprotic acid with a solution of sodium hydroxide, the pH value
(measured with a glass-electrode--calomel-reference-electrode
assembly immersed in the solution) increases.

Initially, before

any sodium hydroxide titrant has been added, the pH is the pH of
a solution of the pure acid in water.

At the equivalence point,

when equal numbers of moles of acid and base have been added to
the titration vessel, the pH value is the sane as the pP of a
solution prepare,:: by dissolving the sodium salt of the acid in
water.

Past the equivalence point, the pH continues to rise as
11

additional titrant is added, approaching the pH value of the
sodium hydroxide solution used as titrant.
The titkation curve is a plot of pH versus Vwft0H, the volume

of added sodium hydroxide titrant solution.

We shall examine a

way to use these titration data to obtain a numerical value of
the equilibrium constant for the dissociation of a moncrootic
acid, an acid with just one dissociable proton.

We shall do this

by suggesting a chemical model to describe (and perhaps even
partially to explain) the molecular equilibrium within the

Then we shall perform a computer simulation set up in
such a way as to confront the model and the data. Demolition of
solution.

the model is possible as a result of this confrontation.
possible is the exposure of bad data.

Also

In this discussion, we

shall follow an organization suggested by the acid-ba4e equitibnia
specific objectives 1- 6 for a diprotic acid.

Let us consider the titration of 0.1000 molar acetic acid
solution with 0.1000 molar sodium hydroxide solution at room
temperature.

OBJECTIVE 1. STATE A CHEMICAL MODEL.
List of chemical species assumed:
HA

acetic acid

A-

acetate ion

Na ('

OH
H+

H2O
Equilibria assumed:

HA
P20

;.!

A

+

OH- +

OBJECTIVE 2. STATE THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL.
a. Equilibrium Constant Equations:

(A-)(e)
K
(HA)

K

w

(OH-)(e)

where (A), (HA), (H+), and (OH) are individual-species concentrations (microscopic concentrations) in moles/liter.
b. Electroneutrality Equation+
+
(Na ) + (H ) = (OH ) + (A )

(iii)

c. Conservation Equations:

[A] = (HA) + (A)

(iv)
(v)

[Na] = (Na')

where [A] and [Na] are total concentrations of all acetate-containing species and of all sodium-containing species.
OBJECTIVE 3. DESIGN A TITRATION EXPERIMENT. The goal of this
experiment is to obtain a set of ordered pairs {(14+), VNa0H} for
representative points in the titration, all the way from the start
Note that the experimental

to past the equivalence point.

variables, as directly observed in the laboratory, are pH and
V

Naoir

OBJECTIVE 4. OBTAIN AN ALGEBRAIC EQUATION FOR THE TITRATION
Equations i through v, a set of five simultaneous equations in five unknowns, constitute the mathematical model for
this acid-base titration. We seek to eliminate four of these

CURVE.

unknowns and thereby obtain a single equation relating, known
quantities in [ ]'s to the measurable (H+). Equations i and iv

can be combined to eliminate (HA), giving

(e)
[A] =

+

1)(A-)

(vi).

K

Equations iii and v together yield

(A-) = (e) - (OH-) + [Na]
We now put everything together.

(vii)

Equations vi, vii, and also ii,

are combined, resulting in the following cubic equation in

(1.14.):

(e)3 + {[Na] + K}(e)2
+ {K[Na] - K[A] - Kw} (H +) - KwK = 0

(viii)

Our titration is performed by mixing two solutions: a

041
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solution of acid having concentration [A] = nA and volume VA;
and a solution of base ;laving concentration [Na] = MNa and volume

added at any particular point in the titration equal to VNa.

If

there is additivity of volumes upon mixing (that is. if V solution
is equal to the um VA + VNa), then we can write the two macroscopic (total) concentrations for the solution being titrated as

VAMA
[A]

V
and

mg

V

A

+ V

[Na] =

V

Na

A

M

Na Na
+ V

(ix and x)

Na

During the course of the titration, only (e) and VNa are
variables.

';!e shall now substitute Equations ix and x into

Equation viii co give

V
-V .F
(xi)
A
Na
where the fraction F is the following ratio of two polynomials in
al

(le):

(H+) 3 + K(H+)2 - {K
F

(H

+)

w

+ K.I1 }(H+)

A

- K K
w

+ (K + MNal(I! +)2 + IK.Mila - Kv1(I1+)

- KvK

OBJECTIVE 5. ESTIMATE A VALUE FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT.

Try the half-equivalence method for getting a trial value of the
equilibrium constant K to include in the calculations that derelict

on Equation xi.

The half-equivalence method asserts that

(e) = K (and therefore that pH = pK) at the point in the titration
has a value equal to just hatS its value at the
Na
equivalence point. Thus, half-way between the beginning of the
at which V

titration and the equivalence point, the pH has a value that
permits a good guess for the value of K.

OBJECTIVE 6. PERFORM A COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE TITRATION
CURVE.

Now use Equation xi to calculate a titration curve, the

curve predicted 6ot gout own expetimentat conditionA, 6ot gout
acid, tion gout cAtimated vatue Sot K, expressed as a plot of pH
versus VNa.

+

The procedure is to assume a value for (H ) and then

to use Equation xi to calculate the corresponding value of VNa.
If this volume is negative, the calculation is rejected as not

corresponding to a point in the domain of chemical reality, and

'I.)

LA)
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another value of (e) is nicked.

This process is repeated over
and over, and the positive values of volumes are recorded.
These renetitive calculations can readily be performed by
a digital computer or a programmable calculator.

A FORTRAN

program that will accomplish our task is given below:
// JOB
// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER)
C
TITRATION! CURVE
ACETIC ACID
REAL K, KW, NUM, MA, MNA
VA = 25.00
MA = 0.1000
MNA = 0.1000
K = 1.75E-5
KW = 1.008E-14
PH = 0.00
1 PH = PH + 0.10
H = 10**(-PH)
NUM = H**3 + K*(H**2) - (KW+(K*NA))*H-KV*K
DEN = H**3 + (K+MNA)*(H**2) + (K*MNA-KW)*H
VNA = -VA*NUM/DEN
IF (VNA) 2, 20, 20
2 IF (PH - 7.00) 1, 1, 30
20 WRITE (3,10) VNA, PH
10 FORMAT (F10.3, F10.3)
GO TO 1
30 CALL EXIT
END
// XEQ

KW*K

Code for Translating Program into Algebra
FORTRAN Symbol

Algebraic Symbol

K

K

Kw

K

VA

V

VNA

V

MA

M

MNA

M
la
pH

PH

w
A
Na
A

H

(e)

*

x

**

raised to the power of

15

The output of this program is a long tabulation of ordered pairs
of numbers, where the first number is the volume of titrant added
and the second number is the resulting 'H value.

As a sample.

the first few pairs in the tabulation are riven below:
volume
4

of

titrant

0.027
0.178
0.337
0.513
0.714
0.949

2.899
2.999
3.099
3.199
3.299
3.399

4-

pH

Of course, there are many other ways to display the results of
the calculations, and you may have your own ideas about the best
way to set up your confrontation of model and data.
Compare calculated numbers with numbers from your own lab
data book.

If they don't match, try the calculations again with

a different value of K.

maybe you should also change Kw.

Can

you match your data and the calculated curve by choice of K?
so, what is the best value of K?
of your best K is?
estimate.

If

How reliable do think the value

Express K as some number, t some error

If you Can't match data and calculations, then report

what, in your judgment, is the problem.

If you suspect the data,

then return to the laboratory and get additional data which are
more reliable.
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Chapter 1

Titration of a
Monoprotic Acid

17

CARBOXYLIC ACIDS:
A COMMON CLASS OF COMPOUNDS
Some would say that the simplest of the carboxylic acids is
CARBONIC ACID, a chemical compound that has never been prepared
as a pure substance.
in solution.

Carbonic acid (H2C0s) appears to exist only

A solution that contains carbonic acid can be pre-

pared by bubbling carbon dioxide gas (CO2) through water.

This

formation of carbonic acid can be described by the chemical equation
CO2 + H2O : H2COs

(1)

Equation 1 is a symbolic chemical model, written to describe some
observations.

Does carbonic acid really exist?
Perhaps.

Is it a real compound?

But real or not, H2CO3 is a useful chemical species to

use in describing some very real reactions of carbonates, bicarbonates, and carbon dioxide with acids, bases, and water.

A common

model of these reactions consists of the reactions of carbonic
acid, bicarbonate ion, and carbonate ion, written as the pair of
chemical equations
H2CO3 it H+ + HCOs-

(2)

bicarbonate

HCOs- it H+ + CO 3

(3)

carbonate

In many respects, Equations 2 and 3 have been found to describe
faithfully the observed behavior of solutions.

This chemical model

has been found to be consistent with experimental observation.
Carbonic acid has only a few atoms per molecule, and it may
appear to be a simple species.

However, description of a system

containing carbonic acid may require Equations 1, 2, and 3, as well as

18

the equation for the dissociation of the solvent,
H20 it

114.

+ OH

A solution containing carbonic acid can be described as a system
of coupled and competing simultaneous chemical reactions.
solution may be a rather complicated chemical system.

Such a

We shall

find that many aspects of carboxylic acid equilibria can be discovered
in a study of a monoprotic acid (an acid that has only one proton

that dissociates) such as formic acid, acetic acid, or one of the
other acids whose structures are given in Table 1.

We shall think

about the system at equilibrium, ignoring the rate and the manner
by which the system achieves its equilibrium state.

Then we shall

look at additional features of carboxylic acid systems by examining
some diprotic acids in which each proton dissociates from a separate
site (proton binding sites are not unambiguously definable for the
various carbonic acid species).

We shall return at last to carbonic

acid, but this return will be in the form of a literature-search
and literature-interpretation project.

A molecule of a carboxylic acid listed in Table 1 contains the
structural unit

called the CARBOXYL GROUP.

The proton can dissociate, giving the

carboxylate anion and the hydrogen ion:

-Ce

and

H

+

)11D-

We shall now focus on compounds that contain just one of these
carboxyl groups.

19
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Table 1

STRUCTURES OF SOME MONOPROTIC CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

formic acid

H
H

H

,P

HIC\

acetic acid

H
H

monochioroacetic acid
DAvH
H

trichloroacetic acid

HH

H-C-C-C

propionic acid

-"H

HH
HH

lactic acid
f

)0

H

H
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CHEMICAL MODEL FOR A MONOPROTIC CARBOXYLIC ACID
Let us imagine a monoprotic acid that can exist in solution

both as the associated acid HA and as the dissociated

anion A.

Such a situation can exist with any of the compounds given in Table
1.

Solutions can be prepared by mixing quantities of the acid,

the sodium salt, sodium hydroxide, and water.

Such solutions may

have pH values that range from the acidic region to the basic region.
We shall construct a model for this system that allows the prediction
of pH values from statements of the amounts of acid, base, and
solvent used for preparing the solution.

In order to make this

discussion specific, we shall focus on the titration of a carboxylic
acid with sodium hydroxide.

The species present in solution are (we shall assume) as follows:
H20, HA, A, Na+, fl+, OH

(4)

The chemical equilibria required to establish equilibrium in this
system are (we shall asume) as follows:
H2O it H+ + OH

(5)

HA it H+ + A

(6)

This listing of the chemical species assumed, together with this
listing of the chemical equilibria assumed, constitutes the chemieat
mode.

6o4 the system.

Associated with each chemical reaction is an equitanium-constant
equation which we shall always write in a standard form, with the

molar concentration of a chemical species symbolized by enclosing the
formula of the species with ( ), and with the equilibrium constant
symbolized by a capital letter K with some identifying subscript.

Thus we write, to accompany Reactions 5 and 6, the algebraic equations

21

Kw = (e) (OH-)

(e)(A)
KHA
(HA)

The numerator in each equation is a product of concentrations of
keaction imoduct4, and the denominator in each case is a product
of concentrations of keactant4, with the terms "product" and
"reactant" defined in terms of the chemical reaction equation as
it is written in the chemical model.

When the solvent occurs in

a chemical reaction, its concentration (toes not appear in the

equilibrium-constant equation; instead, we write the number one
in its place.

These equilibrium constants may be expected to have

constant numerical values under constant conditions, but they will
in general be functions of temperature, pressure, solvent, and
concentration.

Hopefully, an equilibrium constant will not change

its value very mucli with concentration within the concentration
range which is encountered in the experiments under consideration.

The requirement of electrical neutrality of the solution
requires that the number of positive charges in the solution be
equal to the number of negative charges in solution.

Written in

terms of molar concentrations, the elect/Lica neutkaeity equation
is

(A) + (OH-) = (e) + (Na+)

(9)

We shall also require that there be conservation of mass and
non-transmutation of elements, and that chemical reactions that are
not included in the model do not occur.

Such requirements can be

stated algebraically in terms of a set of conzekvation equationz,
of which we shall require two here:
[A] = (HA) + (A")

(10)

22
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[Na] = (Na) +

(11)

Equation 10 states that all the carboxylic acid originally placed

in solution is distributed between the species HA and A.

The

quantity [A] represents the total of all A-containing species, in
moles per liter.

Equation 10 is an algebraic statement that the

acid, when added to water, cannot

disappear, but can be transformed

into any of the species of the model if there is a chemical equation
for the transformation.

,.

nce there is only one sodium-containing

species in the model, Equa Ion 11 is particularly simple.
It is helpful to distinguish between two sorts of concentrations:

we shall speak of mactohcopic concentnationh, symbolized by letters
enclosed by

[

]'s, and micnohcopic concentnationh, symbolized by

letters enclosed by ( )'s.

Macroscopic concentrations can generally

be known by the experimenter from the manner in which the solutions
were prepared; macroscopic concentrations are thus experimentally
observable quantities.

Microscopic concentrations are concentrations

of individual chemical species, and often these concentrations can
be found only by interpreting experimental data in terms of a model.

One goal of our manipulations of this model of an acid is to
obtain ways to relate observable macroscopic concentrations and
the microscopic concentrations of the species listed in the chemical
model.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR A MONOPROTIC CARBOXYLIC ACID
Equations 7, 8, 9

10, and 11 comprise a set of simultaneous

algebraic equations that describe in quantative tcrms the chemical
nodel of a carboxylic acid.
mcdet ion the system.

This set of equations is the mathematicat

These five equations can be combined to

23

+

eliminate all the microscopic concentrations except (H ), giving
the cub

equation

(e)3 + f[M] + KNA1(H+)2
+

NA M

KHAEA1

- Kw} (1{ +)

KwKHA = 0

This equation is written in terms of a rather special microscopic
We

concentration, (H+), which is used here as a maAten vaniabte.

shall use (Ht) to describe the chemistry of the system, largely

because of the relationship between (e) and the experimentally
measurable quantity, pH.

We shall assume the equation
(13)

pH = -9ogm4H+)

where pH is the reading on a properly-standardized pH meter, and
+

(H )

i
is
the molar concentration of the species called the hydrated

hydrogen ion, or the hydronium ion.
It appears, from a casual inspection of Equation 12, that
there are two macroscopic variables:

[A] and [M].

In an ordinary

titration, however, [A] and [M] are not independent variables.

It

all becomes clearer if we change variables so as to make the actual
experimental variable--the volume of sodium hydroxide titrant added
to the acid solution, called VNa0H--explicit and prominent in the
equation.

If the two solutions used in a titration contain only the

solutes HA and NaOH respectively, if we call the volumes of the two
solutions that have been mixed V

HA

and V

NaOH'

and if the volumes of

the two solutions are additive (that is, if Vtotal = V HA + V NaOH ),
then

V

[A] _

V

HA

M

HA HA

+ V

(14)

NaOH

and
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V
V

where V
V

M
NaOH NaOH
HA

+

(15)

VNaOH

is the volume of sodium hydroxide titrant added,

NaOH

is the original volume of carboxylic acid solution,

HA

MNaOH is the molarity of the sodium hydroxide solution, and

MHA

is the molarity of the carboxylic acid solution.

Introduction of Equations 13 and 14 into Equation 12 permits the
elimination of [A] and [M], and gives an equation that relates

the two experimental variables (e) and V
v

NaOH

= -V

numekatolt =

dcnominatok=

Inumeltatolt

HA

a

.

The equation is

)

(16)

denomatolt
KHA(H+)2

(14) +-3

(H +)

NaOH

3+

KHA 4. MN aOH

{Kw
(H+)

KHAMHA}(H+)

KwKHA

2 + {KHAN aOH

Kw (H+)

KwKHA

EXERCISES

1. Combine the appropriate algebraic equations and obtain
Equation 12.

2. Learn about the use and limitations of Equation 13.

One

cuthori Itive source of information is R. G. Bates,_DeteAmination
ol5 pH, New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964.

3. Perform the algebra that takes you from Equations 12, 14,
and 15 to Equation 16.
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PREDICTIONS OF THE MODEL FOR A TITRATION EXPERIMENT
In a titration

experiment, quantities of the titrant are

dispensed from a burette into a solution of acid, with the volume
of added titrant being recorded after each addition.

The pH of the

resulting solution is measured, after each addition of titrant.
There results a pair of two numbers, V
and pH, which characterizes
NaOH
the solution at each point in the titration. More titrant is added,
and a new set of numbers, Vliaoll and pH, are recorded.

When this

process is continued throughout the titration, a set of ordered pairs
{V

NaOH , pH} is obtained that can be plotted as a tititation cultme oi

the caxboxyZic acid.

If required, we can use the operational defini-

tion
pH = -togio(H+)

to convert the ordered pairs IVNaoH, pH} into the ordered pairs
{V

+

NaOH'

(H )}.

Our task, in using our model to simulate this

titration experiment, is to obtain a predicted titration curve in

a form suitable for comparing with actual experimental data.

Numerical substitutim of a value of (e) into Equation 16
yields a value of V
K

NaOH' provided that numerical values for KHA and

w are already known, or are assumed.

Methods for making reasonable estimates of the numerical values of
these two equilibrium constants will be discussed in a later section.

For purposes of understanding the following computer programs, just
assume that the appropriate numbers have somehow been revealed.
If
you have your own data, and want to make a prediction of the titration curve, you should jump ahead to the later section, and find out
how to make an informed guess.

We shall program the IBM 1130 computer to perform this calculation for us for many values of (H4").

A program that will accomplish
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this task is FORTRAN Program 1, listed on page 28, with sample output
given on pages 28 and 29.

Let us examine this program, since it

is

typical of programs that can do the drudgery of repetitive calculations
for us, leaving us free to think about interpretations and meaning
of the numbers.

Each typewritten line in this program is called a statement.

In each case, the statement was given to the computer in the form
of a single punched card.

The first four cards are contnot candy;

they must be present and in the proper order for the program to
function.

(Actually, the * LIST SOURCE PROGRAM statement is not

needed for the program to function; when it is included, the printer
will type out the program as it appears on page 28.

Such a print-

out is helpful in spotting mistakes when you are running the program
for the first time; later on, you may find that such a listing of
the program takes too much time, and is not helpful, and you will
then want to remove this control card.)

The C on each of the next
A comment card does not carry

three cards indicates a comment caftd.

instructions to the computer for the program, but is included only
to remind the user of special features of the program.
A special feature of the FORTRAN language that is often helpful,
but is annoying to us at this point, is the use of the letters I, J,
K, L, M, and N (the letters from I to N, the first two letters of

INteger) as first letters of variables used as integers.
are numbers without decimal points.

Integers

Since we shall wish to use the

variable names KHA, KW, NUM, MHA, and MMOH (because they remind us
of KHA, Kw

), we tell the computer that
NaOH
we intend to violate these rules of FORTRAN grammar; we include the

numerator, MHA' ana M

'

statement REACKHA, KW, NUM, MHA, MMOH.

In FORTRAN, the word "real"

is used to describe numbers with decimal points.

A series of cards follows next to define various variables and
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// JOB

S71007.551

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD. 1132 PRINTER)

TITRATION-CURVE
PREDICTIONS OF THE CHEMICAL MODEL
MONOPROTIC ACID. ASSUMED VALUE OF KHA

C
C
C

REAL KHA. KW. NUM. MHA. MMOH
KHA = 1.75E -5

VHA = 25.00
MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000
KW = 1.008E -14

H = 1.
1 H = .5*H
PH = CALOG(H1)/21.303
NUM = H**3 + KHA *(H * *21

DEN =

(KW + (KHA*MHA))*H

H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*()) **2) + (KHA *MMCH

KW*KHA
KW) *H

KW*KHA

VMOH = - VHA *NUM /DEN

2
20
10

30

IF (VMOH) 2. 200 20
IF (PH
7.001 1. 1. 30
WRITE (3.10) VMOHt PH
FORMAT (F10.3. T10.3)
GO TO 1
CALL EXIT
END

// XEQ

PRINTER OUTPUT:

0.194
0.739
1.607
3.100
5.552
9.100
13.349
17.406
20.524
22.542
23.707
24.336
24.663

3.009
3.310
3.611
3.912
4.213
4.514
4.815
5.116
5.417
5.718
6.019
6.320
6.621
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24.830
24.915
24.957
24.979
24.990
24.996
25.000
25.004
25.010
25.021
25.043
25.086
25.173
25.348
25.702
26.424
27.933
31.232
39.239
64.818
416.096

6.922
7.223
7.524
7.825
8.126
8.427
8.728
9.029
9.330
9.631
9.932
10.233
10.534
10.835
11.136
11.437
11.738
12.039
12.340
12.640
12.941
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constants, and to state the initial conditions of the titration.
Since only capital letters (and no subscripts) are available for
communicating with the computer, we use such expressions as KHA and
VHA to represent KHA and VHA.
that M

The writer of this program thought

NaOH could be most clearly represented by MMOH rather than by

MNAOH; you can use whatever combination of letters you wish, with
a maximum of five letters per variable name.

Large and small numbers

are written in exponential notation, which means that two of the
FORTRAN statements translate as follows:
KHA = 1.75E-5

=>

K

KW = 1.008E-14

.1>

Kw

HA = 1.75 x 10-5
= 1.008 x 10-14

Most of the remaining cards contain statements that constitute
a computation toov, and we shall look at this loop in detail later.
Statement 30 and the following card provide the necessary mechanism
for ending the program.

The last card in the deck is the instruction

to execute the program.

Unless there are instructions to the contrary, the computer

proceeds sequentially through the statements.

After one statement

has been executed, the statement immediately following it is then
executed.

However, you as the programmer may change the sequence

of operations by using the GO TO or IF statements:
1The statement
GO TO 1

will be followed by execution of the statement numbered 1.

Then

the program follows sequentially after statement 1.
1The statement
IF (A) 1, 2, 3

30

4. 9
...

provides for transfer of the program to one of three different
statements, depending on the numerical value of the variable A.

If A is negative, then the next statement executed will be the
statement numbered 1.

If A is zero, then the next statement that

is executed will be statement 2.

If A is positive, then the next

statement executed will be statement 3.
Note that only some of the statements are numbered.

You may

number any statement with any number, remembering to never use the
same number twice.

You can add spaces within a statement, almost at your own
convenience, in order to make the typewritten statement more
readable to you.

If there is doubt in your mind about the order

in which the computer will perform the indicated arithmetic within
a statement, then add some clarifying parentheses; parentheses have
the same meaning in FORTRAN as in arithmetic and algebra.

You must.

always use a closing parenthesis with each opening parenthesis.

.

Other arithmetic symbols used are:
+

addition Aign
Aubt,Laction Aign

/

diviAion Aign

*

matiptication 4ign (do not indicate multiplication
witfijust parentheses)

**
=

means Itaised to the power. oil

equats 4ign

The printer instructiolis to print ordered pairs of values of
VMOH and PH can be written as
WRITE (3,10) VMOH PH
10 FORMAT (F10.3, F10.3)

where the 3 in the WRITE statement is the code number for the printer,
31

and the 10 refers to FORMAT statement 10, Waich gives some details
about how the printer is to print the output.

The list of variable

names in the WRITE statement indicates the variables whose numerical
values will be printed by the printer.

The notation 10.3 means

that a total of ten spaces has been reserved for typing the number,
with three places following the decimal point.

The F (bon. "6toating

point") means that the number will be printed as an ordinary number
with a decimal point (that is, not in exponential notation, and not
as an integer).

The heart of this particular FORTRAN program is the computation
loop.

A large value (larger than will be encountered in the actual

titration) for (1-1+) is assumed; the concentration of 1-1+ is symbolized

by the letter H.

Then this value for

(1-1+)

is reduced to SO% of

its previous value in statement 1, the pH value is calculated for
future reference, and then (1-1+) is substituted into Equation 16.

A value of titrant volume is calculated, and it is tested in two
IF statements to see if it is negative, positive, or zero; and if
it is negative, whether the titration is in the acidic or basic
region.

Only positive values of volume are acceptable as having any

chemical meaning.

Negative values are encountered at the beginning

of the calculations, and here the computation loop cycles without
any output being printed.

When (1-14") gets small enough to produce

a positive volume, the cycle begins to 4nclude the WRITE statement
and output results.

Finally, when (1-14") becomes smaller than its

value in the titrant itself, the calculations pass outside the
realm of chemical reality, the volume becomes negative, and the
program is terminated.
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1/ JOB

571007,551

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER)

TITRATION CURVE
PREDICTIONS OF THE CHEMICAL MODEL
MONOPROTIC ACIDt ASSUMED VALUE OF KHA

C
C

C

REAL KRA, KW, NUMt MHAt MMOH
KHA = 1.75E -5

VHA = 25.00
MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000

KW = 1.008E14
H = 1.
1 H = .8*H
PH = - (ALOG(H)) /2.303

NUM = H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KHA*MHA))*H
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH

KW*KHA
KW)*H

KW*KHA

VMOH = - VHA *NUM /DEN

IF (VMOH) 20 20, 20
2 IF (PH
7.00) 10 10 30
20 WRITE (3,10) VMOH, PH
10 FORMAT (F10.3, F10.3)
GO TO 1
30 CALL EXIT
END

/1

XEQ

PRINTER OUTPUT:

0.038
0.184
0.339
0.510
0.703
0.928
1.194
1.509
1.886
2.336
2.871
3.502
4.240

2.906
3.003
3.100
3.197
3.294
3.391
3.488
3.585
3.681
3.778
3.875
3.972
4.069

t
r.7..1
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5.093
6.064
7.151
8.346
9.632
10.984
12.372
13.764
15.124
16.422
17.632
18.737
19.725
20.594
21.347
21.989
22.532
22.986
23.362
23.672
23.926
24.134
24.302
24.438
24.549
24.637
24.709
24.767
24.813
24.850
24.880
24.904
24.923
24.938
24.950
24.960
24.968
24.975
24.980
24.984
24.987
24.990
24.992
24.994
24.996
24.997
24.998
24.999
25.001
25.002
25.003
25.005
25.007
25.009
25.012
25.015
25.019
25.024

4.166
4.263
4.360
4.457
4.553
4.650
4.747
4.844
4.941
5.038
5.135
5.232
5.329
5.425
5.522
5.619
5.716
5.813
5.910
6.007
6.104
6.201
6.298
6.394
6.491
6.588
6.685
6.782
6.879
6.976
7.073
7.170
7.266
7.363
7.460
7.557
7.654
7.751
7.848
7.945
8.042
8.138
8.235
8.332
8.429
8.526
8.623
8.720
8.817
8.914
9.011
9.107
9.204
9.301
9.398
9.495
9.592
9.689

25.030
25.038
25.048
25.060
25.075
25.094
25.118
25.147
25.184
25.231
25.289
25.362
25.454
25.568
25.713
25.894
26.123
26.412
26.777
27.242
27.834
28.594
29.575
30.852
32.536
34.789
37.866
42.188
48.506
58.296
74.933
108.185
203.028
2050.702

Vu

9.786
9.883
9.979
10.076
10.173
10.270
10.367
10.464
10.561
10.658
10.755
10.851
10.948
11.045
11.142
11.239
11.336
11.433
11.530
11.627
11.724
11.820
116917
12.014
12.111
12.208
12.305
12.402
12.499
12.596
12.692
12.789
12.886
12.983
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Perhaps you may feel that the output listed on pages 28 and 29

inadequate to give a realistic prediction of a titration curve
that is, in fact, a continuous function.
are rather widely spaced.

Some of the output pairs

it is easy to get the output more-closely
+

spaced; we simply make the decrements in (H ) smaller in Statement
1.

Such a revised program, together with the resultant output, is

given as FORTRAN Program 2 on pages 33 and 34.

A GRAPHICAL PREDICTION OF THE MODEL FOR A TITRATION EXPERIMENT
The numerical output of the previous computer calculations
is a prediction with greater precision than the corresponding
experimental data.

However, most people find it rather difficult

to visualize the shape of the predicted function by looking at the
long listing of ordered pairs of numbers.

The computer program

which we shall now examine yields a graphical prediction.

The

principal readout from the computer is a graph of the titration
curve, drawn and labelled by the plotter.

The program, FORTRAN

Program 3, is presented on page 37 and the plotter output is given
on page 38.

We shall examine some aspects of this program which

pertain to the use of the plotter as the output device.
PLOTTER
PREPARATION
SUBROUTINE

The plotter preparation statement in the program is
of the form
CALL PREP (XS, YS, XO, YO)

where

XS is the scale chosen for the x-axis, written in inches
per unit, using a number with a decimal point.

YS is the scale chosen for the y-axis, written in inches
per unit, using a number with a decimal point.
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X0 is the distance in inches from the left-hand edge of
the graph to the origin.

in -:ludo decimal point.

YO is the distance in inches from the bottom or the graph
to the origin.

Include decimal point.

The statement in the program

WRITE
STATEMEL I

WRITE (7,15) KHA

tells the computer to write, using the plotter (the plotter h 3 the
code number 7), the numerical value of KHA according to the format
given in

ta

Aent 15.

The format information contained in state-

ment 15 tells the computer to write the characters typed on Ire
card between the two

marks.

'

label for the graph.

This statement is used to provide a

Similar statements are used to label the

x-axis and the y-axis.

Following the CALL PREP statement, a WRITE (7,
results in a label placed at the top of the graph.

) statement

Following each

of the CALL XAXIS and CALL YAXIS statements, a WRITE (7, ) statement results in a label placed along the corresponding axis.
Other

words and characters can be placed anywhere on the graph; see the
IBM plotter instruction manual for detailed instructions.
SUBROUTINE
YAXIS
SUBROUTINE
XAXIS

The y-axis statement in the program is of the form
CALL YAXIS (X,Y,U,N,NLAB)
where

X and Y are the coordinates of the origin of the axes.
U is the distance between tick marks on the y-axis.
N is the number of tick marks; thus N x U is the length of
the y-axis.

NLAB is the number of tick marks that are to be labelled
with the value of the scale at that point.
The corresponding statement is used for the x-axis.
r
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3
// JOB

571007551

// FOR
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, /132 PRINTER, TYPEWRITER, PLOTTER)
C
TITRATION CURVE
C

PREDICTIONS OF THE CHEMICAL MODEL

C

MONOPROTIC ACID, ASSUMED VALUE OF KHA
REAL KHA, KW, NUM, MHA, MMOH
KHA s 1.75E...5

VHA s 25.00
MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000
KW = 1.008E -14

CALL PREP (.2t .55. 1.t 1.)
WRITE (7.15) KHA
15 FORMAT (*PREDICTION OF A CHEMICAL MODEL WITH KHA x*,E11.3)
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE TITRATION CURVE
H = 1.
1 H = .5*H
PH =
(ALOG(H)) /2.303
NUM = H**3.-t. KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KHA*MHA))*H
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN

KW*KHA
KW)*H

KW*KHA

IF (VMOH) 1,2.2

2 CALL FPLOT (2,VM0HoPH)
5 H = H
.1*H
PH =
(ALOG(H)) /2.303
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH
NUM = H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KHA*MHA))*H

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IF(50.VMOH) 10,3,3

KW)*H
KW*KHA

KW*KHA

3 CALL FPLOT (0,VMOH,PH)
GO TO 5
C

DRAWING AND LABELLING THE AXES
10 CALL YAXIS (0., O., 1.t 15, 5)
WRITE (7,17)
17 FORMAT (*PH')
CALL XAXIS (0.,0.,1.,50,10)
WRITE (7.16)
16 FORMAT (*MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END

// XEO
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EVALUATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
BY COMPARING PREDICTIONS OF A MODEL
WITH THE DATA FROM A TITRATION EXPERIMENT
If we proceed to interpret experimental data according to the

chemical model described on page 21 we shall have reduced all the

differences between various monoprotic acids simply to the differences
in the values of the equilibrium constant KHA.

Since we intend to

describe the particular acid by specifying the numerical value of
its equilibrium constant, it is important that we have a reliable
method for evaluating that equilibrium constant.
The shape of the titration curve depends on the value of the
equilibrium constants KHA and Kw.

Thus it would seem that one way

of obtaining a good value for the equilibrium constants would be to
find the values for K

HA

and K

w

that yield a titration curve that

gives the best fit to experimental data from an actual titration
experiment.

This is, in fact, what we shall do.

FORTRAN Programs 1, 2, and 3 each give predictions of the
titration curve for a monoprotic acid.

In each case, however, it

is necessary to supply a numerical value for both of the equilibrium
constants before any calculations can be made.
to make an informed guess for such numbers.

Thus we need a way

Then we need a convenient

way to plot the predictions of the model on the same graph as the
experimental data; or a convenient way to list the predictions of the
model in the same table as the experimental data.

We shall proceed

first to develop two ways--one numerical and one graphical--to
use the computer to facilitate a comparison of data and model for
various values of the equilibrium constants.

5,)
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FORTRAN Program 4 has been written to accept (as input) your
experimental data from a titration, and to yield output as a tabular
comparison of observed and calculated values of titrant volume for
each of the experimental p11 values.

The input data arc in the form

of a set of ordered pairs IVNam, pH}.

Each pair of numbers is

punched on a separate card, and the computer reads these cards one
by one.

From each card, the card-reader reads the values of VNaoH

and pH.

The computer converts each pH value to a value of (H +),

and calculates a value of V
NaOH which we shall call VMOH (CAL).

Then

the computer prints out VMOH (CAL) and the experimental value of
VNaOH

called VMOH (EXP) originally read from the card.

Statements 28 and 25 give instructions to the card reader (the
number 2 is the code number for the card reader) to read the next
card in the hopper, to interpret any number punched in the first 20
spaces as V, and to interpret any number in the next 20 spaces as
PH.

The computer (because of FORMAT statement 25) expects l'iat each

number will have a decimal point; no matter how many decimal places
are in the punched number, the number will be read with two decimal
places and additional digits will be ignored.

These data cards are

placed immediately following the // XEQ card.
Every program requires a mechanism for ending itself.

Here we

use the device o_ placing a negative number in the first 20 spaces.

The IF statement following statement 25 transfers the program to
tne next statement for each data card that actually contains
experimental data (all experimental volumes are zero or positive),
but terminates the program when V is negative.

Thus, by punching

the last data card with a negative value of volume, we end the program
after all the experimental data have been read and processed.
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// JOB

571007,551

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER)

C

CONFRONTATION OF DATA AND MODEL. A NUMERICAL
TITRATION CURVE
MONOPROTIC ACID, ASSUMED VALUE OF KHA

C
C
C
C

DATA CARDS HAVE VMOH PUNCHED WITHIN THE FIRST 20 SPACES AND
PH PUNCHED WITHIN THE SECOND 20 SPACES
INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT IN EACH VALUE OF VMOH AND PH
LAST DATA CARD MUST HAVE A NEGATIVE VALUE OF VMOH

C

C

COMPARISON

REAL KHA, KW, NUM, MHA, MMOH
KHA =
VHA = 25.00
MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000
KW = 1.008E -14

28 READ (2,25) V, PH
25 FORMAT (F20.2, F20.2)
IF (V) 30, 29, 29

29 H = 10**(PH)
NUM = H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KHA *MHA)) *M
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH

KW*KHA
KW)*H

KW*KHA

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
WRITE (3,10) PH, VMOH, V
=1,F6.2,4X,1VMOH (CAL)

10 FORMAT (1X,' PH

=1,F7.2,4X,IVMOH (EXP)

11,F7.2)

GO TO 28
30 CALL EXIT
END
// XE?

PRINTER OUTPUT:

PH
PH
PH
PH
PH
PH
PH
PH

=
=
=
=
=
=

=

3.42
4.11
4.51
4.58
4.85
4.96
5.32
5.54

VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH

(CAL)
(CAL)
(CAL)
(CAL)
(CAL)
(CAL)
(CAL)
(CAL)

=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

1.00
4.57
9.02
9.97
13.82
15.36
19.62
21.46

VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH
VMOH

6,/

(EXP)
(EXP)
(EXP)
(EXP)
(EXP)
(EXP)
(EXP)
(EXP)

=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1.00
4.47
8.89
10.26
14.53
15.96
19042
21.19
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In actual practice, we would run this program several times,
each time with a different value of KHA.

The "best" value of the

equilibrium constant would be the value that gave the best fit or
experimental and calculated values of titrant volume.
EXERCISES

1. Certain regions of the simulated titration curve, calculated
with programs such as.1, 2, 3, or 4, are markedly more sensitive to

the particular value of the equilibrium constants than other regions.
Determine, by running such a program with a range of equilibrium
constant values, what experimental data will be most useful in
determining the best value of KHA.

2. The computer can be helpful in making a decision about which,
of several sets of output volumes in program 4, represents the best
fit of data and model.

One criterion for best fit might be that, in

the range where the calculated curve is most sensitive to changes in
the value of the equilibrium constant, the differences between calculated and experimental values of volumes should be as small as possible.
I

Thus we might find a program that made such a subtraction, and
printed out the difference, to be helpful.

Even more helpful would

be a program that summed the absolute values (or the squares) of
these differences, and printed this sum at the end of the calculations.
Write such a program, and execute it with your data, and with several
values of an equilibrium constant.

A GRAPHICAL
COMPARISON OF
DATA AND THE
PREDICTIONS
OF A MODEL

FORTRAN Program 5 takes the experimental data from a
titration experiment, punched on cards in the same
format as required by program 4, and plots these data
on the same graph as a calculated plot of the predic-

tions of the chemical model.

When such comparisons are made for

PI

0.1
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several different values of an equilibrium constant, inspection of
the computer-drawn graphs may be sufficient to permit an informed
estimate of the best equilibrium constant value.

The graphical output from this program gives the prediction of
the chemical model as a smooth curve, and the experimental data as
points plotted on the same graph.

Such output, using the same data

cards as used for demonstrating program 4, is presented on page 46.

The model and the data are consistent if the points fit the curve
within the limits of the experimental uncertainty of the data.
What i4 an exptanation 06 each oli the liottowing deviation4

between ptotted pointa and catcatated caftve?

1 The data points lie above the curve for volumes between
5 and 20 ml for a titration curve that has a sharp inflection point
at about 25 ml.

1 The data points lie below the curve for volumes between
5 and 20 ml.

1 The data points lie to the right of the curve for pH values
from 7 to 10.

1 The data points lie below the curve for volumes greater
than 30 ml.

1 The data points lie randomly above and below the curve
for volumes between S and 20 ml.
SOME NOTES ON
THE COMPUTER
PLOTTING PROGRAM

The smooth solid curves drawn by the plotter are
in fact constructed by instructing the plotter
to draw a series of very short connected straight

line segments.

The procedure is to bring the pen to one end of the

desired line, with the pen up (lifted off the paper) so that the

6')
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51
// JOB

S71007,551

// FOR
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER, TYPEWRITER, PLOTTER)
TITRATION CURVE
C
C
C

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITH THE PREDICTIONS OF A
CHEMICAL MODEL

C

MCNOPROTIC ACID, ASSUMED VALUE OF KHA

C
C
C
C

DATA CARDS HAVE VMOH PUNCHED WITHIN THE FIRST 20 SPACES
DATA CARDS HAVE PH PUNCHED WITHIN THE SECOND 20 SPACES
INCLUDE DECIMAL POINT IN EACH VALUE OF VMOH AND PH
LAST DATA CARD MUST HAVE A NEGATIVE VALUE OF VMOH
REAL KHA, KW, NUM, MHA, MMOH

KHA = 1.75E5
VHA = 25.00
MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000

KW = 1.008E14
CALL PREP (.2, .55, 1., le)
WRITE (7,15) KHA
15 FORMAT ('CONFRONTATION OF CHEMICAL MODEL WITH TILRATION DATA
X =',E11.3)

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE TITRATION CURVE

C

H = 1.
1 H = .5*H

PH = (ALOG(H))/2.303
NUM = H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KHA*MHA))*H
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH

KW*KHA
KW)*H

KW*KHA

KW) *H

KW*KHA

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (VMOH) 1,2,2
2 CALL FPLOT (-2,VMOH,PH)
5 H = H
.1*H
PH =
(AL.OG(H)) /2.303
DE( =
H:r*3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH
NUM = H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KHA*MHA))*H

KW*KHA

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IF(50.VMOH) 10,3,3
3 CALL FPLOT (0,VMOH,PH)
GO TO 5
C

10
28
25

29

PLOTTING DATA POINTS FROM THE TITRATION
CONTINUE
READ (2,25) VtP
FORMAT (F20.2,F20.2)
IF (V) 30029,29
CALL FPLOT (1,V,P)
CALL FPLOT (2,V,P)
f

6

t.`)
)
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KHA

PAGE

2

CALL POINT (1)
GO TO 28
C

DRAWING AND LABELLING THE AXES
30 CALL MAXIS (0., 0., 16, 15, 5)
WRITE (7,17)
17 FORMAT ('PH')
CALL XAXIS (041,0.'1.'50,10)
WRITE (7t16)
16 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END

// XE0
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pen is not writing.

The pen is then lowered.

When the pen is then

moved in the down position to the other end of the desired line, the
straight line is drawn.

An instruction to move to another position

yields a continuation of the line if the pen is left in the down
position.

The necessary information to control these pen movements

is included in the computer program in the form of FPLOT statements
of the form
CALL FPLOT (I,X,Y)
where

is an integer that controls the up-down pen position as

I

follows:
I

I

I

I

I

= 0

no change

= positive

control pen before movement

= negative

=>

= odd
= even

control pen after movement
raise pen away from paper

=>

lower pen to writing position

The variables X and Y are the coordinates of the graph position to
which the pen is moved.

If you want to place a printed label on the graph, use the
FPLOT statement to bring the pen to the position where you wish the
lower left corner of the first character to appear.
be in the up position.

The pen should

Then use the statement

WRITE (7,J)
where J is the number of a FORMAT statement of the form
J FORMA7 ('

t)

The desired letlers and numerals for the label go between the

'

marks.

If you want to plot a point on the graph, you may use the
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statement
CALL POINT (1)

This statement causes the plotter to draw an x mark at the current
pen position.

It expects to find the pen down and it leaves the pen

down when finished.

Other numbers may be used in this statement,

with other marks resulting; details are given in the IBM plotter
manual.

At the end of a graph, when all plotting and graphing is finished,
it is convenient to use the statement
CALL FINPL

This subroutine plots a cross at the lower left hand corner on top
of a plus sign put there by PREP.
during the plotting.

This is a check on machine errors

If the two symbols do not land exactly on top

of each other, the graph should not be trusted.

FINPL then raises

the pen and moves it to an appropriate position for beginning a new
graph.

USE OF THE MACROSCOPIC HALF-EQUIVALENCE METHOD
FOR MAKING AN INFORMED GUESS OF THE VALUE OF THE
EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT FOR A MONOPROTIC ACID
In order to confront the data from a titration experiment with

the predictions of a particular chemical model, it is necessary to
assume some specific numerical value for the equilibrium constant
KHA.

Only then can a theoretical titration curve be calculated for

direct comparison with the experimental curve.

If the agreement is

not very good, then a different value for KHA can be tried.

This

trial-and-error approach-- the method of successive approximations
will usually yield a "best value" of KHA after three or four such
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0'j1
4

calculations if the first trial value of K

HA

is reasonably close to

the value that finally gives the best fit between chemical model and
experimental data.

With a computer being used for these calculations,

almost all the effort goes into the first calculation.

Succeeding

calculations, with different trial values of KHA, require only that
you change a single card in the program deck, and each calculation
takes only about five

minutes of IBM 1130 computer time.

We have

already seen how to perform the calculations and get a readout, on
the plotter, of the simulated titration curve plotted together with
experimental data points obtained from an actual laboratory titration.
What we need now is a simple way to make a good guess for a value
of K

HA

to begin the successive

approximations process.

During the titration of a monoprotic acid, the pH value of the
solution will be equal numerically to the pKHA of the acid when the
concentrations of species HA and A

are equal.

The criterion of

equal concentrations of these two species is the mie4o4eopie delcinition
o6 the hat6-equivatenee point o6 the tittation.

A macto4eopie

haf6-equivatenee point is often defined as the point in the titration
at which a volume of base has been added which is equal to half that
volume required for reaching the equivalence point.

Microscopic and macroscopic half-equivalence points are not
necessarily identical.

If they are the same, within the limits of

experimental errors of measurement of volume and pH, then the pH
value at the macroscopic half-equivalence point provides the datum
for a convenient determination of pKHA and therefore of KHA.

In

any event, the determination of the pH at the macroscopic halfequivalence point provides a convenient and straight-forward way to

W.)
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get an approximate value of K

HA

to serve as a starting point for

the successive approximations calculations. The K

so obtained

will be an excellent approximation for cases in which the actual

value of the dissociation constant lies between 10-4 mid 10-"
where the actual value of pl(Hp lies between 4 and 10.
K

Even when

HA is of the order of 10-2, the value given by the half-equivalence

method is a useful starting point for a series of successive approximations.

FORTRAN Program 6 enables us to evaluate the half-equivalence
method by simulating the titrations of acids with KHA values ranging
from 10-1 to 10-12.

The resulting computer-produced plots are

presented on pages 53 to 58.

For each of these simulations, a

straight line is drawn with pH = D
)(HA' and another with VMOH =
v
If the intersection of these two lines lies on
1i2 MOH,equivalence
the calculated titration curve, the macroscopic and microscopic
.

'

half-equivalence points coincide.

All these calculations are for

titrations in which both acid and titrant have concentrations of 0.1
moles per liter.

The half-equivalence method becomes less reliable

at lower concentrations, but the loss of accuracy at pKHA = 4 is not
very dramatic at concentrations of 0.01 molar, for instance.
SOME NOTES ON THE
COMPUTER PROGRAM

The titration curve for an acid with a large
.

value of the dissociation constant

that is, for

a relatively strong acid -- begins with a slope close to zero.
aqueous solution of a strorg acid is a good buffer solution.

An
This

fact introduces a strange feature into these computer plots that is
entirely a quirk of our programming: the calculated titration curve
doesn't necessarily begin at VMOH = 0!
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The problem is that in the
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//

571007,551

....r..

// FOR
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER, TYPEWRITER, PLOTTER)
C
TEST OF THE VALIDITY OF THE HALF EQUIVALENCE METHOD
C
FOR EVALUATING THE. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT
C

MONOPROTIC ACID
REAL KHA, KW, NUM, MHA. MMOH
KHA = 1.E-4
VHA = 25.00
MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000
KW = 1.008E...14

CALL PREP (.2. .550 1.. 1.)
WRITE (7,15) KHA
15 FORMAT ('TEST DF THE HALF EQUIVALENCE METHOD, KHA 2 '.E9.2)
C

MARKING OF THE HALFEQUIVALENCE VOLUME, AND PH = PKHA
VMOH = .5 *VHA *MH /1 /MMOH

PH = ..-(ALOG(KHA))/2.303

VMOH 1 = VMOH
3.
VMOH2 = VMOH + 3.
PH1 = PH
1.
PH2 = PH + 1.
CALL FPLOT(1,VMOH,PH1)
CALL FPLOT(-2,VMOH,PHI)
CALL FPLOT(..2,VMOH,PH2)
CALL FPLOT(1,VMOHloPH2)
LALL FPLOT(-2,VMOHloPH)
CALL FPLOT(-1,VMCH2oPH)
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE TITRATION CURVE
H = le
1 H = .5*H
PH = .(ALOG(H))/2.303
NUM = H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KW
(KHA*MHA))*H
KW*KHA
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**i' + (KHA*MMOH
KW)*H ..- KW*KHA
VMOH = VHA *NUM /DE\
IF (VMOH) 1.2.2
-,

2 CALL FPLOT (....20VMOH,PH)
5 H = H .. .1*H

PH = (ALOG(H))/2.3(J3
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KW*MMOH
NUM = H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KHA*MHA))*H

KW)*H .. KW*KHA
KW*KHA

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IF(50.VMOH) 10.3.3
3 CALL FPLOT (00/MOH,PH)
GO TO 5
C

DRAWING AND LABELLING THE AXES

i
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PAGE
10
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CALL YAXIS (0.0.411.o15o5)
WRITE (7.17)
17 FORMAT ('PH')

CALL XAXIS (0.0.o1so5010)
WRITE (7.16)
16 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END

// XEC)
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searching process at the beginning of the calculations, when the
program is looping until V

MOH

too large.

becomes positive, the p11 increment is

It is possible for an overshoot of almost 0.5 p11 units

to occur.

This is of no consequence for a weak acid, where the

titration curve begins with a rather steep slope.

The simple remedy

for this problem (if you consider it to be a problem) is to reduce
the pH increment to some smaller value by modifying one statement in
the program.

The section of the program for drawing the two intersecting lines
contains some strange instructions f, the form of the FPLOT statements.

The procedure is to bring the pen to one end of the desired

line, with the pen up so that the pen is not writing.

The pen is

then lowered, and moved while in the down position to the other end
of the desired line.

This process yields a straight-line segment.

The necessary information for decoding these FPLOT instructions is
given on page 47.

A METHOD OF ESTIMATING THE VALUE OF Kw
FROM AN INSPECTION OF THE TITRATION CURVE
Confrontation of data and model also requires that you assume
some specific numerical value for the equilibrium constant Kw.

Then

a series of successive approximations can be used to find the value
that gives the best fit between calculations and titration data.

A straightforward method of estimating the value of Kw involves
use of Equation 7:
K

=

(1-1+)(OH)

A place on the titration curve is needed where you can know the
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values of both (H+) and (OH ).

If you continue the titration well past the equivalence
point, you will find that the pH approaches a limiting value.

This limiting value is the pH of the titrant.

Eventually, if you

were to add an extremely large volume of titrant, the resulting
solution would be essentially pure titrant.

If you can make a

reliable estimate of the limiting pH value, then you can use
Equation

7

to calculate Kw.

This pH value is converted into a

concentration, giving the value of (e) that results when (OH)

is equal to M

na011.

Rather than to rely on guessing the value of this limiting
pH, you may find that it is more convenient to measure the pH
of the pure titrant solution.
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WHERE TO FIND EQUILIBRIUM-CONSTANT VALUES IN THE LIBRARY
Much quantitative information about chemical reactions has
been reported in research articles in the form of numerical values
of equilibrium constants.

Such numbers for acid-base reactions

have been collected in several useful compilations that are listed
and described in this bibliography.

Obviously, research results

reported after a set of tables has been compiled will not appear
in those tables.

For recent research, consult Chemical Abstracts

or Chemical Titles for references to the original research papers.

GENERAL TABULATIONS
L. G. Sillen and A. E. Martell, Stability Constants of
Metal-Ion Complexes, 2nd ed., London: The Chemical Society,
1964.
Supplement, 1971.
An excellent and reliable source of equilibrium constant
For each entry, there is information about the solvent,
ionic strength, temperature, and experimental method, together with
a reference to the original research report. This is a virtually
'complete survey of the chemical literature for acid-base reactions,
metal-ligand reactions, inorganic oxidation-reduction reactions,
and precipitation reactions.
values.

ACIDBASE REACTIONS
D. D. Perrin, Dissociation Constants of Inorganic Acids
and Bases in Aqueous Solution, London: Butterworths, 1969.

D. D. Perrin, Dissociation Constants of Or anic Bases in
Aqueous Solution, London: Butterworths, 1965
G. Kortilm, W. Vogel, and K. Andrussow, Dissociation Conntants
of Organic Acids in Aqueous Solution, London: Butterworlhs,
1961.

Each of these volumes was published under the nunpivi:: or
the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
Compli -h'
information regarding solvent, temperature, experimental method,
data treatment, and a reference to the primary research publication
is given for every entry.
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USE OF A VISUAL INDICATOR TO DETECT
THE EQUIVALENCE POINT IN A TITRATION
Thus far in this case study, we have been considering the
use of titration data to learn about the chemical nature of a
carboxylic acid in water solution.

The most common use of the

burette is in the titration of solutions to determine the quantities
of some material in those solutions.

Such titrations are among the

most convenient methods of quantitative volumetric anatois, and
depend for their reliability upon methods of detecting the titration
equivalence point.

For determining the amount of a carboxylic acid

in a water solution, the color change of an acid-base indicator is
especially convenient.

We shall use a computer simulation to

investigate the utility and the limitations of visual equivalence-

point detection in the titration of a monoprotic acid.
Let us examine a solution prepared by mixing aqueous solutions
of the weak acid HA, the strong base NaOH, and the indicator HI.
Visual detection of the equivalence point depends on the species HI
and I

having markedly different colors, with at least one of those

species being highly colored so that only trace quantities of the
indicator are needed in solution.
Often it is necessary to dissolve the indicator in an alcohol -water

mixture in order to get enough indicator into a drop of indicator
solution.

However, in describing the chemistry of a titration, it

is customary to ignore the drop of alcohol that is introduced into
the titration mixture when the indicator solution is added.

We shall examine the conditions under which an abrupt color change
would be expected to coincide with the equivalence point, thus
signalling the point to halt the titration and read the burette.
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Consider the special case of a titration in which the indicator
concentration is so low that throughout the titration (but in
particular in the vicinity of the equivalence point)

(I) « (A)

(15)

< K

(16)

If
K

HI

HA

the inequality 15 will be satisfied if
[I] << [A]

(17)

It is often quite easy to arrange experimental conditions so that
conditions 15, 16, and 17 are satisfied.

The relevant equilibria and associated equilibrium constant
equations that we need for constructing a model for this system are
K

H2O # 1-1+ + 0H

w

= (H +) (OH)

(18)

(H+)(A)
HA # 1-1+ + A-

K

(19)

HA

(HA)

(H)(I)
HI # 1-1+ + I-

K

HI

(20)
(HI)

The algebraic equations for conservation of mass are

[A] = (HA) + (A)

(21)

(22)

[Na] = (Na+)

[I] = (HI) + (I-)

(23)

The electroneutrality relationship is
(1-1+)

+

(Nal')

= (A) + (OH-) + (I)

(24)

The volume variables that tie our description directly to burette
readings in a titration can be introduced into the model via the
three equations
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V
[A]

M

HA HA

V HI + V

NaOH

VNaOHMNaOH

[Na]

V

+ V

HI

V
[I]

HA

(26)

+ V

NaOH

M

HI HI

VHI + V

where V

HA

(25)
+ V

HA

(27)

+ V

NaOH

HA is the volume of acid solution 'of molarity M HA ) that

was originally placed in the titration vessel, VHI is the volume
of indicator solution (of molarity MHI) added, and VNaoH is the
volume of titrant (of molarity MNaOH) which has been delivereo from
the burette at a given point in the titration.

Only V

is a

NaOH

variable during a particular titration.

With approximation 15 introduced, Equation 24 becomes
= (A ) + (OH )

(H ) + (Na+)

(28)

Equationsr18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, and 28 can be combined to
li

give

k

1

,4014-)3
`tr

1.

+

1

L-HA-HA

Kwl(e)

t

5;

VNaOH

(43

- V

HI

-

.

+ Ki (1-14-)2

HA

K14(e)
fit

-K K
w HA

KwKHA

A

(eV

+ KIIA(H ) 2

+

).
t.

I'

1

\4.

,

i-

(29)
+

HA

+ M

NaOH

l(H+)2 + iK, M

NaOH

Kw} (W) - Kw K'HA

Equation 29 contains no reference to either HI or I

as chemical

species; the volume of indicator solution appears, but this solution
functions in Equation 29 only to increase the total volume of the
titrated solution, thus slightly diluting the solution.

The re-

quirement that [I] be small has resulted in separation of variables.

The indicator plays no role in e4tahtizhing the value of (e) for
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any value of added titrant.
the species HI and I

The distribution of total I between

depends solely on the value of (H

+

).

Thus we

see that this concentration variable (e) functions as a ma4te4
valLiabte, providing the chemical coupling between equilibria 18,

19, and 20, and providing the algebraic coupling between Equation
20 and the rest of the mathematical model.

We shall now proceed to make a quantitative predictior for the
color change of the indicator in a titration.

Quantitative measure-

ment of color changes in solution is best made in terms of the
optical absonbance, A, of the solution at some appropriate wavelength.
Adsorption of visible light by either of the two indicator species
occurs when a photon of light is absorbed by electrons in the anion
or the molecule.

Association or dissociation of the proton changes

the permitted wavelengths of light that can be abscrbed by the
indicator species.

The 1%;ult is a change in the color of the-

solution containing the i dicato

;light OaAorbe0 byt)heiU :!utiqn

.

We are intercste

.%

in how much

This change in tlip amount of

iignt of each wavelengthldb
sckbed by the solution as Me titration
i
7.1

proceeds is directly rel&A fo the variation in concenraions. of
the chemical species in solution.

A beam of monochromatic light will be reduced in intensity
while passing through a solution that contains chemical species
which absorb photons of that wavelength.

The decrease in intensity

depends on the number of molecules of the absorbing species in the
path of the light beam.

If the beam has an intensity Io before

entering the solution, emerging from the solution with an intensity

I, then the Bouvr-Beer Law states that, for a solution containing

0
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only a single absorbing species X,
I = 1010

-2.e

x

(X)

(30)

where 2, is the optical pathlength, the distance travelled through

the solution by the light beam; (X) is the molar concentration of
chemical species X; ard ex is a proportionality constant, called the
molar absorptivity of species X.

If there are two different absorbing species in solution, then
Equation 30 is modified to become
I = I0[10- Lexi(X1)) [10-Lcx2"21

Species X

and X

one another.

(31)

are here assumed to absorb light independently of

Equation 31 can be written in the equivalent form

I = 1010

xi

(Xi) +

x2

(X2)}

(32)

To get from Equation 31 to Equation 32, use was made of the relationship
{10a } {10b} = 10{a+b}

Quantitative measurements of light absorption in ;lutionl

re

conveniently made in the laboratory with an optical absoTption
spectrophotometer, and the measurements are usually repoked in tilerms

of either transmittance, T, or absorbance, A.

Transmittance is

defined by
I

T E
Io

Absorbance is defined by
A E Logio[--

(33)

I

There are both advantages and limitations to the use of either T or
A.

Transmittance values are contained within the interval from zero

to unity, whereas absorbance values can range from zero to infinity.
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Transmittance is related to concentration in an awkward way, but
absorbance is a convenient linear function of concentration.

A derivation and discussion of the Bouger-Beer law is given
in M. G. Mellon, Analytical Absorption Spectroscopy, New York: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1950, pp. 90-101.

This book remains an excellent

source of information about spectrophotometry, although continuing
rapid advances in instrumentation make it necessary to supplement
such a book with the latest information from instrument manufacturers.
Alternative derivations of the Bouger-Beer Law are given by H. A.

Liebhafskey and H. G. Pfeiffer, J. Chem. Educ., 30, 450 (1953), and
by J. H. Goldstein and R. A. Day, J. Chem. Educ., 31, 417 (1954).

We shall now investigate how this linear dependence of A on
concentration comes about.

Equations 30 and 33 are combined,

taking advantage of two fundamental properties of logarithms:
log 1010" = x
1

10-x
lox

The result is
A = Le (X)
X

4

A
...

i

for volution -ontaining the single

(34)
%

\

i

.,

.

I

,

11

"layrbing 'species X.

A

1

Tlike

correAponding equation relating absorbance to concentrations for a
.
i..

solution with twii, abs ')rbing chemical species is obtained by comS

k:

t 1

biVling Equat;toits.:41 and 33.

.

The result is

1.

1 a W,X1)
1
A 4,
.-li

lx1

2..

(35)

(X2)
1

?

An important chemical r,search tool is the optical absorption
spectrophotometer, an instrument used to measure the amount:: 9f
i.

monochromatic light absorbed by a sample.

.

White light com1asfrom

an incandescent tungsten-filament electric light bulb for

easure-

ments in the visible portion of the spectrui, and this light is
passed through a prism or grating monochromator.

Monochromatic

light comes from the monochromator as a narrow band of wavelengths
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distributed around a nominal value shown on the monochromator
dial.

Numerical values of absorbance are obtained by determining,

with a photosensitive detector, the intensity of a light beam
that passes through a transparent cell containing the solution.

If, at the wavelength chosen, the only significant light

absorption is due to the two indicator species HI and I, then
the absorbance of the solution is given by
A = le

HI

where CHI and

I.

(HI) + Le _(I-)

(36)

I

are
are the molar absorptivities of species HI and

We can conveniently measure A in the laboratory, but there

is no direct method of measuring (HI) or (I), so we seek now
to eliminate both (HI) and (I) from Equation

36.

We seek an

equation relating only experimentally-measurable variables.
Combination of Equations

and

20

gives both

23

KHI
+ ----

[I] = (HI)

(37)

(H+)

(H+)

) ^ + 1.

[I] = (I

K

(38)

HI

Then introduction of both Equations
36

37

and

38

into Equation

gives
Eli

e_

A = [I]i'

;

,

:

K
11 +

t

+ ------,-,
+
(H

HI

e

(39)

.

)

+0-

.

(II+)

KHI

4

Rearranging, we get

*
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A = [I]t

eI_KHI

CHI(H)
(H) + KHI

(H) + KHI

[I]t
+)

(40)

eI_KHI

HI
KPI(H)

Introduction of volume variables by means of Equations 25, 26, and
27

transforms Equation
A =

40

into

VHIMHI
e HI (II+)

VHI + VHA + VNaOH

(41)

CI-KHI )

(II+) + KHI

If, at some particular point in the titration, paired values of

(H) and V

NaOH are known, then Equation

calculate the value of A at that point.

of A versus V
41

41

can be used to

Our computer calculation

NaOH will use this procedure.

Equations

29

and

will be used together for the calculations.
Computer calculations could give us insight into several

questions a.)out the use and usefulness of indicators in the

titration of an acid with a base:
By how much do the values o6 the two abAoltptivitie4 have

to den in otden that a 4hatp absorbance change can
occult?

what ake the Autitiction4 on the vatue o6 KHI Lon4i4tent
with an abAupt ab4okbance change?
Doe4 an abitupt ab4okbance change nece44akity coincide

with the equivatence point?
14 it po44ibte to have an abitupt change in ab4okbance
without a conne4pondingty abitupt change in (H )?
Can an ab4okbance change occult be6oke the equivatence

point? Wen the equivatence pcint?
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FORTRAN
COMPUTER
PROGRAM

FORTRAN Program 7 begins with a trial value of (e),
and calculates a value of VNaOH' using Equation 29.
If the calculated value of V NaOH is negative, a

smaller value of (e) is chosen, and the calculation is made
again.

This procedure continues until a positive volume is

obtained, and then that value of (e) is also used to calculate
A graph of A versus VNaOH

the value of A by using Equation 41.

is drawn from the points obtained from the series of further
calculations, each calculation made from a smaller value of (H+).

Finally (e) becomes so small that the calculated volume of
titrant again becomes negative, and then this phase of the
program is completed.

Then on the same coordinates, a plot of

pH versus VNaOH is drawn with numbers obtained from a new set
of calculations.

The statement following statement 22 adjusts

the scale axes so that pH, ranging from 4 to 13, can be plotted
on the same axes as absorbance, ranging from 0 to 1.

The

quantities B, C, D, E, and F were introduced for convenience
in punching cards, on the as4unptioPt1440 the chance olf
1

in punching was thereby reduce

;
t..

:

t

'

'
)

il

CONCLUSIONS: SOME
GENERALIZATIONS ABOUT
THE PRACTICAL USE
OF AN INDICATOR

7

1

The results o f i sla me, re$resentativ
re#resentat

1
.-..

i

calculations are presented on the
4 .lowing pages.

It is clear that an

abrupt change lit color of the solution (an abrupt increase ib
the absorbanct for the cases presented here) can be achieved
+

K

HI

has a numerical value equal to a value of (H ) within a

nearly-vertical portion of the pH-volume curve near the equivalence
point.

The sharpest endpoint is found when K

HI

has a value equal
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// JOB

571007,551

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER, TYPEWRITER, PLOTTER)
C
COLOR CHANGE OF AN INDICATOR
REAL KHA, KW, KHI, MHA, MMOH, MHI, L
VHA = 25.00
VHI = 0.1
MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000
MHI = 0.03
KHA = 1.E -5
KHI = 1.E -12
KW = 1.008E -14

;

L = 1.00
El = 1.5E4
EHI = 1.5E2
CALL PREP (.14, 8.. 1.. 1.)
WRITE (7.15)
15 FORMAT ('COLOR CHANGE OF AN ACID -BASE INDICATOR')
CALL YAXIS (0.. 0.. .1. 10. 2)
WRITE (7.17)
17 FORMAT ('ABSORBANCE
CALL XAXIS (0.. 0.. 5., 10. 5)°5".)
WRITE (7.16)
16 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
H = 1.
1 H = .1*H
E x VHA*(H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KHA*MHA + KW)*H
KW*KHA1 f
,F
VHI*(Hp*3 + KHA*4H**2)
KWP
?WKHA)
I
14)i

-'DEli=tita+Ar.HA+MMOH)*(Mq**4.4KHA*MMOH.10714001KHA
:

4t

I

8
C
D
A

4VHI*MHI/(VHI + VMCH + VHA)
= L'lH
KHI)
= EHt*H +
= B*4*D

IF (VMail) 1t2.2%

2 CALL FPLOT t2AMOH,A)
5 H = H
,
E = VHA*(H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KHA*MHA + KW)*H
F = VHI*(H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
KW*H
KW*KHA)
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH1*(H**2) + (KHA*MMON
VMOH = -(E
F)/DEN
B = VHI*MHI/(VHI + VMOH + VHA)
C = L/(H + KHI)
D = EHI*H + EI*KHI
A = B*C*D

1

KW*KHA)

KW)*H

KW*KHA

IF(50.VMOH) 10.3.3
3 CAL!. FPLOT (0,VMOH,A)
GO TO 5
10 CONTINUE
CALL FPLOT (1,VMOHiA)
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2

H = 1.
21 H = .1*H

VHA*(H**3 + KHA *(H * *2) - (KHA*MHA + KW)*H - Kwilk.HA)
VHI*(H**3 + KHA*(H**2) - KW*H - KW*KHA)
DEN = H**3 + (KHA +-MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH - KW) *H - KW*KHA
VMOH = -(E + F)/DEN
IF (VMOH) 21,22,22
E =
F *

22 PH * ...(ALOG(H))/2.303

P = PH/20.
C LL FPLOT (- 2,VMOH.P)
25 1- g H - .1*H

= VHA*(H**3 + KHA*0-1**2) - (KHA*MHA + KW)*H
KW*KHA)
F g VHI*(1-1**3 + KHA*(H**2)
KW*H - KW*KHA)
DEN * H**3 + tKHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH - KW)*H - KW*KHA
i..

VMOH g -(E + F)/DEN
PH = -(ALOG(H))/2.303
P * PH/20.
IF(50.VMOH) 30,23,23
23 CALL FPLOT (00040HtP)
GO TO 25
30 CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END

1

.

4/ )EQ
1

i

1

i

t

)

4

.t
1

t
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COLOR CHANGE [F AN ALIO-BASE INDICAIR
VHA

=

25.00

VHI = 0.1

MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000
MHI = 0.03
KHA = 1.E-5
KHI = 1.E-6

o
CD

KW = 1.008E-L4
L = 1.00
EI = 1.5E4
EHI = 1.5E2

A

r>

pH
8
cc

6

CCLi

4:C

4

2
C

0

10.00

20.00
30.00
MILLILITERS CF SODIUM HYDROXIDE

?, l'

'4.7 I 4

40.00

50.00
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COLGR CHANGE OF AN ACID-BASE INDICATOR
VHA

=

25.00

VHI = 0.1

MHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000
MHI = 0.03
KHA = 1.E-5
KHI = 1.E-8

CD
CD
CD

KW = .1.008E -14

L = 1.00
EI = 1.5E4
EHI = 1.5E2

pil a
t4

2

9

10 00

20.00

30.00

MILLILITERS CF SCORN HYDROXIDE

0.1
.3.)

40.00

50.00
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COLOR CHANGE CF AN ACID-BASE INDICATOR
VHA = 25.00
VHI = 0.1
tHA = 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000
MHI = 0.03
KHA = 1.E -5

KHI =
KW = 1.008E -14
L = 1.00
EI = 1.5E4
EHI = 1.5E2

A0.

2

0

10,00

2000

30,00

MILLILITERS IT SODIUM HYOROXIOE
1

5000

40.00
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COLOR CHANCE OF AN ACID-BASE INDICATOR
VHA

25.00

t

VHI

MHA
MMOH

= 0.1
= 0.1000
=

0.1000

MHI = 0.03

KHA =

1.E...5

KHI

1.E -12

=

KW = 1.008E14
L = 1.00
EI = 1.5E4
EHI = 1.5E2

pH 0
00 '10
J-)

0
-8

0 A

i

-2

.

10
00
O'J

-4

20.00

30.00

MILLILITERS OF SCORN HYOROXIOE

0

0...;:"

5000

40.00
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+

to (H ) at the basic side of this equivalence zone.

If the indicator has an equilibrium constant 100 times too

large or too small, then no abrupt change of color will be
observed, and the color change that does occur may not take place
at the equivalence point.

These calculations assumed a particular set of values of
KHA, MHA, and M
NaOH

.

A different acid, and a different set of

concentrations, would be expected to affect the results.
does your chemical intuition say?

What

How can you check your

intuition?

A

.

0.0,
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CHANGES IN THE TWO DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS
DURING THE TITRATION OF A MONOPROTIC ACID
A fruitful way of thinking about the shifts in ch mical
equilibria that occur continuously during a titration i s to look
at the behavior of the 4pecie4 distkibution 6/actions du ring
that titration.

The species distribution fractions ale functions

that tell quantitatively, for each value of (H+), how the protons

are distributed between HA and A, and how total A is dist ributed
between these two chemical species.

For the case of the mo no-

protic acid HA being titrated with NaOH, the two fractions are

(A)

(HA)

and
[A]

[A]

Note that (HA)/[A] is the fraction of all A-containing specie s
present in solution as HA, and that (A) /[A] is the fraction

present as A. To obtain algebraic equations relating these
fractions to (H+), we shall combine the defining eq ation for
the equilibrium constant KHA with the conser-ration equation for

all A-containing species.

Thus, Equations

8

and

can be

10

readily combined to give
K

[A] = (HA)
(H )

whereupon rearrangement yields
(HA)

(H+)

1

(42)

K

[A]

1 +

HA

(e) + KHA

(e)
In the same manner, we can again start with Equations
10,

8

and

this time obtaining
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97

(e)
[A] =

+

----]
K

HA

which can be rearranged to give
K

1

(A)

(e)

[A]
1

(11+)

HA

+ K

(43)

HA

4.

K

HA

Show that the Ulm 06 the two di4tnibut4 on 64action4
equal to 1.

Show that when (e)

.subAtantiatty gxeaten than KHA, the

pkedominant 4pecie4 in Aotution 44 HA.

Show that when (e) LA much tut+ than KHA, A- 44 the
pudominant 4 pecie4.
When the two di4tnibution linaction4 equal one anothen (and

thu4 each iA equal to Vs), what L the numenicat value 06 (e)?
To illustrate the u e of distribution fractions, let us
investigate the chemical changes involved during the titration of
a monoprotic acid with a dissociation constant equal to 10-5 (that
is, with pKHA = 5).

vORTRAN Program 8 can be used to plot the

titration curve and the two distribution fractions (see the output
on

pages

85 to 88).

The fraction (HA)/ A] is almost equal to

1.0 at the beginning of the titration, meaning that in this 0.1
molar solution of acid in water, most of the acid is undissociated.
Then during the titration, the fraction decreases essentially
linearly with addition of NaOH, reaching the value 0.0 almost
exactly at the equivalence point.

The fraction (A) /[A] begins

almost at zero, and increases linearly to 1.0 at the equivalence
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point.

From the beginning of the titration to the equivalence

point, each aliquot of sodium hydroxide solution has the same
incremental effect on each of the fractions.

Then, at the equivatence point, the situation mukedty
changez.

Further addition of titrant has no observable effect

on either fraction.

There is a qualitative change in the

dependence of the fractions nn volume of added _itrant.

Each

fraction ceases its linear change, and remains essentially equal
to either zero or to one.
The fraction (HA) /[A] reaches essentially zero on the linear

scale; on a logarithmic scale, we would observe this function
to continue its decrease.
In fact, for (H+) 4 KHA, Equation
assumes the limiting form (HA) /[A) = (e)/KHA' and the
value of the fraction plunges toward zero together with the value
b2

of (e).
This qualitative change signals a change in the whole character
of the significant equilibria; the chemistry is different.

The

entire first portion of the titration from start to equivalence
point can be described accurately as the reaction of NaOH with
HA.

However, at the equivalence point the solution is unable to

furnish unreacted HA to continue the reaction.

The equivalence

point in this titration marks a sharp dividing line between two
very different chemical situations.

The most dramatic occurrence

seen on these plots is at the equivalence point on the plot of
pH versus V

+

NaOH'

where the quahtity (H ) changes by a factor of

a million with the addition of just a few milliliters of titrant;
this change is abrupt even on the logarithmic pH scale.

It is

this abrupt change that permits the reliable detection of the
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equivalence point in the titration.
Note that both distribution fractions arc equal to

1/2 at

the macroscopic half-equivalence point, and that the pH at that
point is numerically equal to the value of pKHA.
For a substantially stronger acid, the picture drawn by
the distribution-fraction curves is different in several significant respects.

A stronger acid (see the curves on pages 85 and

86) is dissociated to a greater degree at the beginning of the
titration.

With an acid having pKHA = 5, we could say with

justification that equimolar amounts of OH

(from the NaOH solu-

tion) and HA react following each addition of titrant prior to
the equivalence point.

With the stronger acids (acids with a

larger value of KHA, and a smaller value of pKHA), the slope of
the (HA)/[A] versus VNaOH curve is less steep, and this fact can
be interpreted as meaning that OH

from the titrant reacts only

partly with HA and also partly with H.
With very weak acids, the distribution fractions do not
change linearly during the titration (see page 88), noticeably
just before the equivalence point.

Some HA remains in solution

even after the equivalence point has been passed.

Endpoint detec-

tion is then difficult and less precise, primarily because there
is no longer a qualitative difference between the chemistry just
before and just after the equivalence point.

Note that this

plot suggests a requirement for an abrupt pH change at the equivalence point: the 4.tope oti the di4tnibution-6Aaction curve, ptotted

on a tinean 4cate ven4u4 volume o6 added titrant, mu4t change
abnuptty at the equivatence point.

The arguments of the preceding section are based on graphs

in which (e) is presented logarithmically, and each of the
distribution fractions is presented linearly.

You may wish to

consider whether such presentations are appropriate for a
faithful and informative presentation of the relevant facts.

It

is possible that this presentation distorts some relationships.

Feel free to make your own computer-drawn graphs, plotted in
other ways, and to draw your own conclusions about the chemistry.
COMPUTER CALCULATION
OF THE DISTRIBUTION
FRACTIONS FOR A
MONOPROTIC ACID

Calculation of the fractions (A )/[A] and
proceeds by
(NA) /[A] as functions of V
NaOH

considering the concentration (e) to be
a master variable that connects Equations 16, 42, and 43.

The

chemical reason for this algebraic convenience is that the chemical spevies H+ is common to the two chemical equilibria, providing
a chemical coupling between the two reactions in solution.

For

a particular value of (e), use of Equation 16 yields the paired
value of V

NaOH'

Equation 42 gives (HA)/[A], and Equation 43 gives

(A ) /[A].

This program introduces two new FORTRAN features: writing
and use of a stored subroutine, and storage of variables in COMMON.
The COMMON statement has the general form
COMMON A, B, C,

where A, B, C,

... are variable names.

Five variables are assigned

to COMMON by our main program, and the values of these variables
are available for use by the subroutine without being redefined
in the subroutine.

The subroutine appears first, so that it can be used later
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// JOB

S71007.551

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCSICARDt 1132 PRINTER. TYPEWRITER, PLOTTER)
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
REAL NUM, KHA. MMOH. KW. MHA
COMMON V.HH.KHA.MMOH.KW.MHA.VHA
C
SUBROUTINE PLOT2
C
CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS
CALL PREP (.14. 4.. 1.. 1.)
CALL YAXIS (A.. O.. .1. 10. 2)
WRITE (7t37'
37 FORMAT ('DI
JN FRACTION')
CALL XAX1S
. 1.. 50. 10)
WRITE (7.54.

56 FORMAT (IMIs-LILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
VMOH = V
H = HH
FHA = H/(H + KHA)
CALL FPLOT (+20VMOHtFHA)
35 H = H
.1*H
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH + KW)*H + KW*KHA
NUM s H**3 + KHA*(H**2) - (KW + JKHA*MHA))*H + KW*KHA
VMOH = -VHA*NUM/DEN
FHA = H/(H + KHA)
IF(50.-VMOH) 30.33.33
33 CALL FPLOT (0.VMOH.FHA)
GO TO 35
30 VMOH = V
H = HH
FA = KHA/(H + KHA)
CALL FPLOT (1.VMOH.FA)
CALL FPLOT (+2.VMOHtFA)
45 H = H - .1*H
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH - KW)*H - KW*KHA
NUM = H**3 + KHA*(H**2) + (KW + (KHA*MHAI)*H - KW*KHA
VMOH = - VHA *NUM /DEN

FA = KHA /(H + KHA)
IF (50. -VMOH) 40.43.43

43 CALL FPLOT (0.VMOH.FA)
GO TO 45
40 CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END

// DUP

*STORE

WS

UA

PLOT2
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PAGE
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// FOR
*IOCS(CARD. 1132 PRINTER, TYPEWRITER, PLOTTER)
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
REAL KHA, KW. NUM. MHA, MMOH
COMMON V.HH.KHA.MMOH.KW.MHA.VHA
C
CHANGES IN THE TWO DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS DURING A TITRATION
VHA m 25.00
MHA s 0.1000
MMOH = 0.1000

KHA s 1.E10
KW s 1.008E -14

CALL PREP (.14. .25. 1.. 5.5)
WRITE (7.15)
15 FORMAT ('CHANGE OF THE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS DURING A TITRATION')
CALL YAXIS (0.4..1..15.5)
WRITE (7.17)
17 FORMAT ('PH')
CALL XAXIS (0.4..1..50.10)
C

CALCULATION OF THE FIRST POINT OF THE TITRATION CURVE
H s 1.
1 H s H
.1*H
PH s
(ALOG(H)) /2.303
NUM s H**3 + KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KHA*MHA))*H
KW*KHA
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH
KW)*H

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN

KW*KHA

IF (VMOH) 1,2.2

2 CALL FPLOT (2.VMOHOH)
V = VMOH
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE TITRATION CURVE
HH s H

5HsH .1*H

PH = (ALOG(H))/2.303
DEN = H**3 + (KHA + MMOH) *(H * *2) + (KHA*MMOH
NUM = H**: + KHA*(H**2)
(KW + (KNA*MHA))*H

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN

KW)*H
KW*KHA

KW*KHA

IF(50. VMOH) 10.3.3
3 CALL FPLOT (0.VMOH.PH)
GO TO 5
10 CALL FINPL
CALL LINK(PLOT2)
END
I/ XE0
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CHANGE T Tif OISTRIEUTIO1 FRACTIONS IRK A TITRATII/1
K

0

HA

= 0.1

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40,00 45.00

50.1

4
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50, (

DIANCE

[F THE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIDE LING A TINED

KHA = 1.0 x 10-2

S
ih

Jo

ca _,
0

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.0

Alb

[A]

C)$$$$4.4.4414$$$$$
0
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CHANGE OF THE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS DENG A TITRATION
K

0

HA

= 1.0 x 10-5

5.00

10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.CO 35.00 40.00 45.00

50'

C:)

(HA)

[A]

.441 tttttt 1 ttttt 1141e:444-4 *41-6.644444
0

5.00

10.00

15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00
MILLILITERS CF SODIUM HYOROXIOE
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[HANEE If THE DISTRIBUTION FRACTICNS [URINE A TITRATIEN
K

HA

0

= 1 0 x 10-10

5.00

10,00

15.00 20.00 25,00 30.00

35.00 40.00

5.00

10.00

15.00 20,00 25.00 30.00

35.00

45.00

50.r.

cp
cp°

MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYOROXIOE
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40,00

45,00 50C
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when needed in the main program.

TAe subroutine is written as an

ordinary program, with a specification of the variables the
subroutine expects to find in COMMON.

The last itatement is END.

The programmer decides on some name for the subroutine, and then
uses the // DUP statement and the *STORE statement to transfer
the subroutine into a temporary storage location on the disk.
We then proceed to the main program, written in the usual
manner.

The COMMON statement instructs the computer to store in

COMMON each of the five variables whenever they are defined, and
to replace these values with new values whenever the variables
are redefined.

The CALL LINK statement calls the subroutine from disk
storage into the working core memory, and transfers control to
the first statement of the subroutine.

The general form of the

statement is
CALL LINK (NAME)

where NAME is the name of a subroutine already stored on the disk.
There are two distinct plotting programs, and in each case
there is a pause in the execution before the plotter begins
plotting to allow you to set the pen in the proper location on
the paper.

Careful readjustment of the pen position is necessary

to assure that the second plot will be located on the paper
directly under the first.
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COMPUTER CALCULATIONS USING THE
BASIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
AND A TIME-SHARING TERMINAL
Many of the computer calcv'

illustrated by FORTRAN

programs can be readily perforffibL using a remote terminal for

input and output.
limitations,
terminal.

There are some advantages, as well as some

to use of a simple teletype or teletypewriter

The principal advantage is the ease with which the

user can interact with the program.

Disadvantages of the simplest

terminals include the necessity of relying on key' ard input of
programs and data (punched cards, while more difficult to prepare,
are more reliable for repeat runs), and the lack of high-resolution
plotting capability.

In essence, batch processing of cards with

an IBM 1130 system that includes a high-resolution plotter is
difilietent than time-sharing computations from a simple terminal.

Some illustrative programs, all written in BASIC programming
language, are presented on the following pages to show how the
inherent advantages of a terminal may be utilizei for learning more
about the chemistry of rJnoprotic carboxylic acids.

BASIC Program A is written to provide simulated data from a
titration of the acid HA with a solution of NaOH.
are given short names (for example, A, B, C,

The variables

...) so that the

program can be typed with a minimum of effort.

The output is

printed as a listing of paired values of VNaoH and pH.
Let us examine this program in detail.

The program is based

on Equation 16, and this equation appears in a somewhat disguised

form in statements 100, 110, and la.

Rather than use the symbols
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Table 2

ARITHMETIC SYMBOLS USED IN THE BASIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
+

addition 4ign

-

4ubt4action 4ign

/

divitaon tagn

N

muttiptication 4ign (do not indicate multiplication
witE7Ust parentheses)

T

means nai4ed to the power o6

=

equate 4ign

RELATIONAL SYMBOLS
<

£e66 than

<=

£e66 than 04 equat to

=

equat to

>

greaten than

>=

gneate4 than on equat to

<>

not equal to

.1

, ,q _

./
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directly from Equation 16, we have used certain arithmetic

symbols from the listing in Table 2, and we have given the various
variables the following short names:

Code for Translating Program into Algebra
BASIC Symbol

Algebraic Symbol

A

K

B

V

C

M HA

D

M

E

K

I

change in (e)

H

HA
HA

NaOH

w

(1-14)

P

pH

N

name/Eaton

D1

denominatot

V

V

NaOH

Large and small numbers are written in exponential notation,
which means that two of the BASIC statements translate as follows:
A=1.75E-5

K

E=1.01E-14

K

HA

w

= 1.75 x 10-5
= 1.01 x 10-14

Each typewritten line in the program is called a 4tatement,
and each statement has a number.

The first statements define

various variables and constants, and state the initial conditions
of the titration.

Unless there are instructions to the contrary,

the computer proceeds sequentially through the statements in
numerical order according to their statement numbers.

After one
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10 A=1.75E-5
20 B=25
30 C=.1
40 D=.1
50 E=1.01E-14
60 I=.5
70 H=1
80 H=HgI
90 P=-(LOG(H))/2.303
100 N=HT3 + Ag(Ht2)
(E+(AgC) ) gH - (EgA)
110 D1=HT1 + (A+D)g(Ht2) + ( AgD-E)gH -(EgA)
120 V=((-L3)gN)/D1
130 IF V>=0 THEN 170
1110 X=P-7

150
160
170
180
190
200

IF X>0 THEN 190
GO TO 80
PRINT V, TAB(30),P
GO TO 30
PRINT "END OF CALC ULATIONS"
END

".

.)

.7,, I .4
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RUN TITR1
8K

.194077263
.739318196
1.607182
3.10031864
5.55210606
9.10084005
13.3493431
17.4066554
20.5240076
22.5421029
23.7075563
24.336648
24.6638325
24.830836
24.9151943
24.957652
24.979062
24.9900347
24.9960329
25.0000496
25.0040919
25.0101815
25.0213661
25.0432503
25.0868258
25.1740792
25.3494378
25.7038263
26.4277668
27.9394798
31.2461742
39.2757244
64.9608534
423.050333
END OF CALCULATIONS
200,

TIME:

3.0097576:,

3.3107333
3.61170914
3.9126849
4.21366067
4.51463643
4.81561219
5.11658795
5.41756372
5.71853948
6.01951524
6.320491
6.62146677
6.92244253
7.22341829
7.52439405
7.82536981
8.12634558
8.42732134
8.7282971
9.02927286
9.33024863
9.63122439
9.93220015
10.2331759
10.5341516
10.8351274
11.1361032
11.4370789
11.7380547
12.0390304
12.3400062
12.640982
12.9419577

NORMAL EXIT FROM FROG.
0.318 SEC.
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statement has been executed, the statement with the next-higher
number is then executed.

However, you as the programmer may

change the sequence of operations by using the GO TO or IF... THEN
statements:

%The statement
GO TO 80

will be followed by execution of the statement numbered 80.

Then

the program will follow sequentially the statements that follow
statement 80.

%The statement
IF X>=0 THEN 190

transfers the program to statement 190 iti the numerical value of

the variable X is greater than or equal to zero.

Otherwise, the

program moves along in order to the statement next in numerical

order following the IF .THEN statement.
You can add spaces within a statement, almost at your own
convenience, in order to make the typewritten statement more
readable to you.

If there is doubt in your mind about the order

in which the computer will perform the indicated arithmetic within
a statement, then add some clarifying parentheses; parentheses
have the same meaning in BASIC as in arithmetic and algebra.

You

must always use a closing parenthesis with each opening parenthesis.
Statements 80

180 constitute a computation Loop.

loop is the heart of this particular BASIC program.

This

A large value

(larger than will be encountered in the actual titration) for (H+)
is assumed in statement 70.

Then this value is reduced to SO% of

its previous value in statement 80, the pH value is calculated

-i -, A

;

.1...4.
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for future reference, and then (H+) is substituted into Equation
16.

A value of the titrant volume is calculated, and this value

is tested in two IF THEN statements to sec if it is negative,
or positive or zero; and if it is negative, whether the titration
is in the acidic or basic region.

Only positive values of volume

are acceptable as having any chemical meaning.

Negative values

are encountered at the beginning of the calculations, and here
the computation loop cycles without any output being printed.

When (e) gets small enough to produce a positive (or zero) value
of the titrant volume, the cycle begins to include the PRINT
statement, and output gets typed.

Finally, when (e) becomes

smaller than its value in the titrant itself, the calculations
pass outside the realm of chemical reality, the volume as calculated becomes negative, and the program is terminated.
It is necessary that each program have a name.

It was

decided to call this program TITR1, and so the line
NAME TITR1

was typed prior to the typing of the statements of BASIC Program
A.

In order to get a listing of the program, one types
LIST TITR1

To execute the program, one types
RUN TITR1

The results of executing the program are presented on page 94.
The entry 8K is printed automatically, indicating the amount of
storage space that the computer has available for running this
program.

The output is a listing of paired values of VNaOH and

pH for evenly-spaced values of (e).
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After inspecting the typewritten output, you might decide
that you want the simulated data to be more closely spaced, and
that you have no need for data beyond VNaoH = 23 mk.

You can

get closer spacing by changing the value of the variable I.

This

is easily accomplished by typing the line
60 I=.7

The result is that the former statement 60 is replaced by this
new statement 60.

One way to end the program at 23 m2 is to add

a new statement:

125 IF V>=23 THEN 190

Typing this statement adds it to the program.

To check the pro-

gram after making the change and the addition, we call for a
listing of the program:
LIST TITR1
10 A=1.75E-!.;

20
30
40
50
GO
70

B=25
C=.1
D=.1
E=1.01E-14
I=.7
H=1

80 H=FP:I

90 P=-(LOG(H))/2.303
100 i4=Ht3 + Ag(Ht2) - (E+(AgC))gH
(H:-:A)
110 D1=Ht3 + (A+D)g(Ht2) + (Agp-E)gH -(EgA)
120 V=((-B)::N)/D1

125
130
140
150
160
170
160
190
200

IF V>=23 THEN 190
IF V>=0 THEN 170
X=P-7
IF X>0 THEN 190
GO TO 30
PRINT v, TAC(30),P
GO TO 83
PRINT "END OF CALCULATIONS"
END

We can then run the program by typing the instruction
RUN TITR1

which is the instruction to run the edited program.

The output
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of the program is as follows:
RUN TITR1
3K

2.9426o7

9.19349334E-2
.33433.'76)

.1.0'l748105

.616408749
.969502251
1.43013252
2.04068329
2.34840668
3.90104676
5.23776234
6.87524774
8.79210319
10.9136577
13.1409337
15.3226125
17.3365122
19.0926653
20.5495796
21.7090571
22.6016324
END OF CALCULATIONS
200,

THE:

3.25235531
3.40722)16
3.56210321
3.71697727
3.:':7105132

4.02672537
4.18159942
4.3364734fs-

4.49134753
4.64622158
4.:10109564

4.95596969
5.110C4374
5.2657178
5.42059105

5.57511659

5.73033925

NoRNAL EXIT Fnor nnnc.
J.274 SEC.

When a chemist is involved in a research project for the
:1

determination of the numerical value of an equilibrium constant,
he or she must be concerned with the precision and the accuracy
of that value.

How many significant figures can be justified in

reporting an equilibrium constant?

The answer is not a simple

one, but one important piece of information required for the
answer is the answer to this second question: what is is smallest
change in an assumed value of KHA that causes an experimentallydetectable change in simulated values of VilaoH and pH?

We can

easily get such information by repeating this simulation with
different values of KHA; that is, we can rerun this BASIC program
with a slightly-changed value of A, and check the output to see
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if there are any significant changes in the predicted volumes for
identical Vaiuts of

p11.

The value of A is readily changed simply

by retyping statement 10, and then the program is run simply by
typing the RUN command.
of K

The commands and the results for a change

HA from 1.75 x 10-5 to 1.76 x 10-5 are as follows:

10 A=1.7uL-5
KUN TITK1
8K

9.4J881A4E-2

2.942607

.337358772
.620592737
.)75336028
1.43C177?9
,.0516133)

3.0974'1:1)5

3.2)235511
3.4072:291.,

3.56:,1J321
3.71(1)7727

.1.662)6411

3.9199317)
3.20144359
6.903710?4

:;.J2672537
4.1: 1 0942
4.7;3647342

::.82461747
10.9'337108

4.611(2211i".

4.42131175:3

13.176494)
15.3)63779
17.3667504
19.113325
20.5703786
21.7253007
22.6140044

1;.25:;0:)(9
5.11 )3::',71!

5.2657178
5.4205)157.5

5.5751'639
5.730 ")3(1,P3

F.,41) OF CALCULATIONS

200,

TIHE:

;;ornAL 'E./AT FRuh CTN.

0.265 SEC.

Comparison of these numbers with the output listed on the previous
page reveals that the predicted volumes differ generally only by
t.02 mk, an amount comparable to the uncertainty in reading a
burette.

A closer look shows that the largest differences occur

near the macroscopic half-equivalence point, suggesting that such
mid-titration data are most useful in evaluating an equilibrium
constant.

1- 0
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USE OF A BASIC
PROGRAM FROM
PERMANENT STORAGE

The easiest way to use a time-sharing terminal
is to call a program that someone else has
You

written and placed in permanent storage.

don't need to know anything about programming language, and you
don't need to know what the program is doing.

Of course, there

is the possibility that you therefore won't know what the output
means!

BASIC Program B is such a program.

calculations as BASIC Program A.

It performs the same

In order to obtain the printout

of simulated data, the user types the following two commands:
FETCH PROGB
RUN PROGB

The results of this series of commands are given on page 102. The

FETCH command obtains the program from storage, and places it in
the user's active working area, ready for use.

(Of course, this

procedure only works if BASIC Program B has already been stored
in your particular computer system, and if it has been given the
name PROGB.)

This program is written so that it always has some

reasonable numbers supplied for each of the variables and constants.
However, if you wish to simulate data for your own special set of
conditions, you will want to enter your own numbers.

To do this,

you merely retype the statements (30, 40, 50, 60, etc.) that are
required to define your own experimental conditions.

You need a

listing of the program in order to identify these statement numbers.
Here you have a program in storage that serves as a starting
point for your calculations.

It has an output that includes some

conventional English-language sentences that describe the set of
experimental conditions assumed for the simulation.

You can then

100

10 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES DATA FROM A ";
20 PkIlTr "MNOPROTIC ACID TITRATION"
21 PRINT
;'2 PRINT
A=1.71)L-e,
(1=25

-50 c=.1
Go D=.1

65 E=1.01E-1h
70 I=.5
80 H=1.
90 PRINT "A--THE VALUE FOR
(H+)(A-)/(HA)=";A
91 PRINT
100 PRINT "6--THE VOLUME OF THE orICIUAL C00;1 SoL:ITION=";:)
101 PRIM*
110 PRINT "C--THE VALUE FOP. THE VOLARITY OF THE C000 SOLUTIOH=";C
111 PRINT
120 PRINT "U- filE VALUE FOP. THE POLARITY OF TIE NA01 SOLUTInN=";11
121 PRINT
130 PRINT "E--THE VALUE FOR (11 +)(OH-)=";17
131 PRINT

140
141
150
151
152
153
160
161
162

PRINT "I--THE DECPEHENT=";I
PRINT
PRINT "J--TdE VALUE FOP (J+)=";II
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "VOLUME OF NAOH",TA6(40),"0;1"
PRINT
PRINT

170 H=II%I

180 P=-(LOG(H))/2.303
190 N=Ht]+Ag(lit2)-(E+(A::C))%H-(EI:A)

200 ri=Ht34-(A+D)g(Ht2)+CA%p-E)gH-(EgA)
210 yz((-10:41)/p1
220 IF V>=0 THEN 260
230
240 IF :'>f. THEN 2:10

250
260
270
280
290

GO TO 170
PRINT V,TA6(J10),P
CO TO 170

PRINT "END OF CALCULATIONS"
END
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THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES DATA FROV A tIONOPROTIC ACID TITRATION
A--1HL VALUE ror

(m+)(A-)/(m)= 1.7`.A -5

U--THE VOLUME OF THE ORIGINAL COOII SOLUTION 25
C -- TI

VALUE FOR THE MOLAPITY OF THE

SOLUTION= .1

COOL

D- THE VALUE FOR THE VOLARITY OF THE NAOH SOLUTION= .1
E--THE VALUE FOR (H+)(011-)= 1.01E-14

I--THE DECREMENT= .5

H--THE VALUE FOR (H+)= 1

VOLUME OF NAOH

PH

.194077263
.739318196
1.607132
3.10031864

3.00975762
3.31073338
3.611709111

3.9126849
4.21366067
4.51463643
4.81561219
5.11658795
5.41756372
5.71853948
6.01951524
6.323491
6.62146677
6.92244253
7.22341229
7.52439405
7.82516931

5.552106013

9.10034005
13.3493431
17.4066554
20.5240076
22.5421029
23.7075563
24.336648
24.6633825
24.830336
24.9151943
24.957652
24.979062
24.9)00347
24.9960329

.126 31155?

3.42732134
2.7282971
9.02927216
9.33024863
9.63122439
9.93220015
30.2331759

25.00001196

25.0040919
25.0101815
25.0213661
25.0432503
25.0868258
25.1740792
25.3494378
25.7032263
26.4277663
27.9394792

10.53111516
10.33512711

11.1361032
11.4370729
31.7320547
32.0390304

31.211617112

39.2757244
64.9608534
423.050333
END OF CALCULATIONS

12.31100062

12.640922
12.9419577
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modify the program to suit your own purposes by adding, changing,
or deleting statements.

Happily, the original program in storage

remains unaffected by anything that you do to its copy.
We have used the PRINT command in several ways.

The state-

ment

PRINT "MONOPROTIC ACID"

results in the printing of the words MONOPROTIC ACID, followed by
advance of the paper to the next line.

The statement

sun PRINT

advances the paper one line.

The statement

Aims PRINT X

results in the printing of the numerical value of the variable X.
The number is printed with nine significant figures, except that
trailing zeros are not printed.

The empty spaces at the extreme

right end of the numbers printed on page 102 represent zeros.

If

a number happened to have only zeros following the decimal point,
the decimal point would be omitted, and the number would appear
as an integer.

The typewriter's tabulation capability can also be

used by inserting the command TAB(N) within the PRINT statement;
this results in the typewriter "tabbing" across the line.

The

computer considers the typewriter set with the left-hand margin at
column 0.

The command TAB(N) causes the next character to be

typed in column N.

N can be either a number or an arithmetic

expression.

PLOTTING WITH AN
OUTPUT PRINTER
USING BASIC

The listings of numbers that result from BASIC
Programs A and B have many more significant

figures than are needed for any purpose involving a comparison
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with experimental data.

Despite this superabundance of digits,

however, the lists do not necessarily convey the full significance of the calculations.

An overall picture of the calcula-

tions is often seen better if the data are graphed.

A graphic

presentation can be produced by a conventional typewriter or
teletype printer.

Such a graph is rather crude, since the coord-

inates of each point must of necessity be positions on the paper
where a character can be typed.

Notwithstanding this limitation,

such plots can be informative, and we shall present two programs
that produce graphical output of a titration simulation.
BASIC Program C illustrates a simple plotting program.

Very

similar to BASIC Program A, this program gives output via the
statement

170 PLOT 10+V="g", 10=+"
The PLOT statement is executed from right to left, so that the
first command is to plot 10="+".
is to type a + sign in column 10.

This means that the typewriter
And then, without advancing

the paper, the command to plot 10+V="g" is executed.

This means

that tl-e typewriter is to plot the symbol n in column 10+V.

Finally, when all the characters have been typed, the paper is
advanced to the next line.

In order to have pH plotted along the

vertical axis, the calculation loop has been instructed to change
pH by increments of 0.5 pH units, thus making each print line on
the graph correspond to 0.5 pH units.
V

NaOH

axis.

The horizontal axis is the

We used 50 spaces (50 character col "mns) for this

graph, and the volume range was from 0 to about 50 m2, so we
were able to let each space equal one volume unit.

0

Otherwise, we
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c1
LIST PROGC

10 A=1.75E-5
2C) o=25

30 C=.1
40 D=.1
50 E=1.01E-14
60 I=.5
70 P=1
80 P = P+I
90 H=101(-P)
100 N=Ht3 + Ag(Ht2) - (E+(AnC))gH - (EgA)

110 D1=Ht3 + (A+D)N(Ht2) + (AgV-E)gH
120
130
140
150
160

v=((-13)gN)/D1
IF V>=0 THEN 170
X = P-7
IF X>0 THEN 190
GO TO 80

170
180
190
200

PLOT 10+V=" g", 10="+"
GO TO 30
PRINT "END OF CALCULATIONS"
END

- (E ::A)

RUN PROGC
8K

.7:

+

END OF CALCULATIONS
200,

TIME:

NOKMAL EXIT FROM PROG.
0.218 SEC.

_v. ;,_,.` ;:
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would have been required to multiply the variable by an appropriate scaling factor so that the graph would fit into the allotted
space on the paper.

BASIC Program D is written for permanent storage, and has
several useful features.

The output begins with a title, and a

listing of the numerical values of the various constants that
characterize the particular acid being titrated and the experimental conditions of the titration being simulated.

The actual

plot has labelled axes, and an indication (with the printing of
the symbol x) of the half-equivalence point.

This program can

be called from storage and used without understanding the various
plotting statements, modifying computation statements as desired
in the same manner as described on the previous pages.

However,

there are some additional programming features which may be of
interest.

Use of a Aubnoutine is illustrated in statements 424 to 430.
These statements are a miniprogram to plot an X at the half-equivalence point.

The final statement is RETURN.

Execution gets

transfered to the subroutine by the command
GOSUB 424

After completion of the calculations or instructions of the subroutine, the execution returns to the statement immediately following the GOSUB statement.

For this graph, it was decided to use a scaling factor to
expand the horizontal axis.

Can y.A1 find where the scaling factor

is inserted?

In order to get the vertical axis labelled with pH values,
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D1
10 A=1.75E-5
20 B=25
30 C=.1
40 D=.1
50 E=1.008E-14
60 I=.5
65 H=1
70 PRINT "PLOT OF A SIMULATED MONOPPOTIC ACID TITRATION CURVE ";
71 PRINT "WITH (H+)(A-)/(HA)=";A
72 PRINT
73 PRINT
80 PRINT "A--THE VALUE FOR (H+)(A-)/(HA)=";A
81 PRINT
90 PRINT "B--THE VOLUME OF THE ORIGINAL COON SOLUTION=";B
91 PRINT
100 PRINT "C--THE VALUE FOR THE POLARITY OF THE COOL! SOLUTION=";C
101 PRINT
110 PRINT "D--THE VALUE FOR THE tIOLARITY OF THE NAOH SOLUTION=";D
111 PRINT
120 PRINT "E--THE VALUE FOR (H+)(0-)=";E
121 PRINT
130 PRINT "I--THE DECREMENT=";I
131 PRINT
140 PRINT "U- -THE VALUE FOR (H+)=";H
141 PRINT
150 PRINT
160 PRINT
170 PRINT TAB (15),"11IELILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE"
180 PRINT "PH"
190 PRINT TAB (10), "O
10
15
20
25"
200 PRINT TAB (10),"+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+"
210 FOR W= 1 TO 10
5 )

220 PRINT TAI3(10), " +"

230 NEXT W
235 X=0
240 H=HgI
245 IF H>A THEN 250
246 GOSUp 424
250 P=-(LOG(H))/2.303
260 P1=INT(10gP)/10
270 P2=INT(P)
280P=P/2
290 H=Ht3+A%(Ht2)-(E+(AI:C))::H-(ElIA)
300 D1=111.3+(A+D)g(Ht2)+(A::D-E)H-(EgA)
310 V=((-B):IN)/D1
3201 F V>=0 TI Ei.360

330
34u
350
360
361
362

X=P-7
IF X>0 THEN 42J
GO TO 24o
IF Pl<>P2 THLN 40o
IF P1 <=) THEH370
PRINT P1;
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303
364
370
380
390
400
410
420
421
424
425
426
427

PLOT 64-(2gV)+.5="g".5="+"
GO TO 240
PRINT Fl;
PLOT 7+(2::V)+.5="",6="+"
GO TO 240
PLOT 10 +(22:V)+.5="",9="+"
GO TO 24o
PRINT "END OF CALCULATIONS"
GO TO 431
TF X=1 THEN 430
X=1
P=-(LOG(A))/2.303
V1=.51:6C/O

428 PLOT 9+(2V1)="X",9="+"
430 PETURN
431 END

OUTPUT
PLOT OF A SIMULATED MONOPROTIC ACID TITRATION CuRvE
(H+)(A-)/(HA)= 1.75E-5
WITH
A--THE VALUE FOR

(H+)(A-)/(HA)= 3.75E-5

B--THE VOLUME OF THE ORIGINAL COOH SOLUTION= 25
C--THE VALUE FOR THE VOLARITY OF TH:: COOA SOLUTION=

.1

D--THE VALUE FOR THE VOLARITY OF THE NAM SOLUTION=

.1

E--THE VALUE FOR (H+)(OH-)= 1.008E-14

I--THE DECREMNT= .5
H--THE VALUE FOR (H+)= 1

OUTPUT CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

108
-IV' r4-1

I:

riLIALITLns OF .)01)IUM HYDROXIK
NH
0

+--

3

'5-

--+

10

15

20

21.i

4-N

+ n

6

9

12

X

END OF CALCULATIONS
431,

TIME:

NORMAL EXIT FROM FROG.

0.598

SCC.
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it was necessary to have integral values of pH available.

To do

this, use was made of the INT(X) command to convert a variable into

its next-lowest integer (the number rounded off to an integer by
simply discarding all digits following the decimal point).

This

program is pre!..inted to illustrate the sorts of programming

niceties that can be used to dress up the output of a printergenerated graph.

You may have other ideas.

CONFRONTATION OF
SIMULATED DATA AND
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
FOR A TITRATION

BASIC Program E provides a point-by-point
comparison of experimental data from a
titration experiment with the predictions of

a mathematical model for that experiment.
for permanent storage.

The program is written

When run, the program provides for a

dialogue between computer and user, with instructions coming from
the computer in the form of English-language questions and statements.

In the interest of simplicity, and in the interest of

getting the user involved in the actual program, this interactive
dialogue has been kept.to a rather minimal level, but you may
wish to write a more extensive program with more conversational
interaction.

The program begin_ with a dimension statement
10 DIM A(50),0(50)

that reserves storage space for SO paired numbers Ai,Bi; that is,
for SO subscripted variables that will be identified with the

experimental values of pH and VNau.

Within the program, the

subscripted variables are written as A(X) and 0(X), where identical
values of x means that the two variables are paired.
60 prints a question

Statement

that asks the user to type a number that

AV)9_t tv

tells the computer how many sets of pairs 1pH 'VNa0111 are to be
entered.

The following statement
70 INPUT N

orders a pause in the execution of the program until a number
has been entered by the user at the terminal.

That number becomes

the value of the variable N, and the statements numbered 90 through
140 then ask for values of pH and IrmaoH a total of N times, storing

the entered numbers as an array of the form
A(1), B(1)

A(2), B(2)
A(3), B(3)
A(4), B(4)

A(N), B(N)

The program now proceeds to take each of these pairs in turn,
calculating a predicted value of the volume that corresponds to

the experimental pH value, and then printing the predicted and
experimental values of the titrant volume for comparison.
In order to perform the calculations, it is necessary to have

values for the two equilibrium constants, the two molarities, and
the initial volume of acid.
enteked by atatement 160.

Theze numbeu have atkeady been
You might wish to alter the program by

deleting statement 160 from the program, allowing yourself the
option of entering these numbers during the execution of the
program.

You would need a statement prior to statement 150 that

printed out an appropriate question to indicate the form in which
these constants are to be entered from the keyboard.

E
10 DIN A(;,0),U(.,o)

20 VKINT "f HIS PROORAI. CONFroNTS LXPCRIITNTAL DATA"
10 PRINT
THE PREDICTIONS OF A rATHENATICAL roPri"
35 PRINT "FUR THL TITRATION OF A :41NOPRoTIC Acipu
40 Pi.INT

PRINT
60 PRINT " :IOU NANY SETS OF EXPEIMENTAL DATA WILL Yclo 3E ('sifirm;
70 INPUT N
80 PRINT

)0 FOR X=1 TO N
100 PRINT "PH=";
110 INPUT A(X)
120 PRINT uVoLUrE OF NA0ii=";

130 INPUT BX)
140 NEXT X
150 READ A,J,C,D,E
160 DATA 1.75,25,0.1,0.1,1.008
170 A=A;:10t(-5)
180 `= E::10? ( -14)

190
200
210
220
230

PRINT "THE VALUE FOR (H-0(A-)/(HA)=";A
PRINT
PRINT "THE VOLUME OF THE ORIGINAL HA SOLUTION="0
PRINT
PRINT "THE VALUE FOR THE NOLARITY OF THE 'IA SOLUTION=";C

2110 PRINT

250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370

380
390
400
410

420

PRINT "THE VALUE FOR THE t;OLAPITY OF THE NAM SOLUTIOH=";P
PRINT
PRINT "THE VALUE FOR (H+)(011-)=";E
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT TAB(20),"CALCULATED,TAU(40),ftEXpERIHENTAL"

PRINT "PH",TAB(20),"VOLU:iE OF HAO"Ini(40),uvoLUNE OF NAoH
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
FOR x= 1 TO 14
T=A(x)
A=101(-T)
P=-0_0G(H))/2.303
N=Ht3+Ag(Ht2)-(E+(AgC))%H-(ERA)
o1=Ht34-(A+D)g(Ht2)+(AgD-H)uH-(EgA)
V=((-0)gH)/1)1
IF V>=0 THEN 460

1430 X=P-7

443 IF X>0 THEN 1180
450 GO TO 1170
1160 PRINT A(X),TAB(20),V,TAB(40),0(X)
470 NEXT X

480 PRINT "END OF CALCULATIONS"
490 END

THIS PROGRAM CONFRONTS EXPERIMENTAL DATA
WITH THE PREDICTIONS OF A rATHEMATICAL YODEL
FOR THE TITRATION OF A MONOPROTIC ACID
HOW VANY SETS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA WILL VW! Or USING?
5

PH=?

3.04
VOLUME OF MAOH=?
.19

PH=?

3.31
VOLUME OF NA0N=?
.74

PH=?
3.62
VOLUME OF NAOH=-?
1.73

PH=?
3.89

VOLUME OF NAOH=?
3.12

PH=?
4.34

VOLUME OF MAOH=?
5.55
THE VALUE FOR (H +)(A- ) /(HA)= 1.75E-5

THE VOLUME OF THE ORIGINAL HA SOLUTION= 25
THE VALUE FOR THE IIOLARITY OF THE HA SOLUTION= .1

THE VALUE FOR THE OLARITY OF THE NAOH SOLUTION= .1
THE VALUE FOR (H+)(OH-)= 1.008E-14

PH

3.04
3.31
3.62
3.89
4.34

CALCULATED
VOLUME OF NAOH

EXPERIMENTAL
VOLUME OF NAOH

.240481747
.736393441
1.63590446
2.95390902
6.90691832

.19
.74

1.73
3.12
5.55

END OF CALCULATIONS

4)

A4 0
_k

t)

14,

,343-

/,oqe.

You can change just the value of A (that is, just the value
of K HA ) by adding a statement of the form
161 A=1.76

Note that the exponent portion of each equilibrium constant is
added later, in statements 170 and 180.

This procedure for

entering the constants is just one of many possibilities, and
you should write the program in the way that is most convenient
for you.

A sample of the user--computer dialogue, as well as the
calculated comparison of model and data, is presented on page
113.

Certain data points, taken from the region of the titration curve in the vicinity of the half-equivalence point, are
most sensitive to variations in the value of KHA, and these are
the only points that need to be considered when searching for a
value of that equilibrium constant.

A final comparison should

include data from throughout the whole titration curve.
You may wish to write a program that allows you to try a
whole series of different values of KHA, while keeping the experimental data stored for repeated comparisons.

Another worthwhile

refinement would be to have the program find the difference between calculated and experimental titrant volumes, printing out
that difference as a part of the output.

_S 'a...4 t)

USE OF A WANG 700 PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR
IN EVALUATING AN EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT

The Wang 700 calculator is a miniature computer with a
limited memory (a limitation) and with extremely simple inputoutput capability (an advantage).

Such a calculator can be of

great use to the chemist who is trying to find the numerical
value of an equilibrium constant that'brings the predictions
of a mathematical model into agreement with a few experimental
data points clustered about the half-equivalence point of a
titration.

Wang Program a performs such calculations.

The

user is closely involved with the actual calculations, having
close control over the numbers being used in the calculations.
The user intenaet4 with the calculator and with the calculations
in a meaningful and effective manner.

The Wang 700 calculator permits the user to perform arith-

metic in the same manner as with any electronic calculator, by
entering numbers and depressing keys labelled +, so forth.

9

X

9

+

9

and

Numbers at any stage of the calculations can be stored

in one of 122 data registers of the calculator's core memory.

The whole sequence of operations that constitutes a program can
be stored in memory so that the calculator can then execute the
steps automatically.

Finally, this program can be stored for

future use on a magnetic-tape cassette.
This program is based on Equation 16.

The strategy is

quite simple: we shall store (in registers 00 to 08) the various
terms that need to be added together to give numenaton and
denominaton, then perform a division at the very end.

Since the
110

-1

O il

A t.i

a

I

KEY

STEP

CODE

STEP

KEY

CODE

00

MARK

0408

33

x

0602

01

1

0701

34

+

0605

02

CLEAR x

0715

35

STORE DIRECT

0404

03

STOP

0515

36

REGISTER 04

0004

04

CHANGE SIGN

0711

37

RECALL DIRECT 0405

05

10x

0613

38

REGISTER 03

0003

06

STORE DIRECT

0404

39

STORE DIRECT

0404

07

REGISTER 00

0000

40

REGISTER 05

0005

08

STORE DIRECT

0404

41

CLEAR x

0715

09

REGISTER 02

0002

42

STOP

0515

10

x2

0713

43

x DIRECT

0402

11

STORE DIRECT

0404

44

REGISTER 05

0005

12

REGISTER 01

0001

45

CLEAR x

0715

13

STORE DIRECT

0404

46

STOP

0515

14

REGISTER 08

0008

47

x DIRECT

0402

15

xDIRECT

0402

48

REGISTER 01

0001

16

REGISTER 02

0002

49

x DIRECT

0402

17

CLEAR x*

0715

50

REGISTER 03

0003

18

STOP

0515

51

CLEAR x

0715

19

x DIRECT

0402

52

STOP

0515

20

REGISTER 08

0008

53

STORE DIRECT

0404

21

STORE DIRECT

0404

54

REGISTER 07

0007

22

REGISTER 03

0003

55

RECALL DIRECT 0405

23

t

0604

56

REGISTER 02

0002

24

RECALL DIRECT 0405

57

+

0604

25

REGISTER 00

0000

58

RECALL DIRECT 0405

26

x DIRECT

0402

59

REGISTER 08

0008

27

REGISTER 03

0003

60

+

0600

28

+

0600

61

RECALL DIRECT 0405

29

1

0701

62

REGISTER 04

0004

30

4

0704

63

-

0601

31

CHANGE SIGN

0711

64

4.

0605

32

10x

0613

65

STORE DIRECT

0404
111

CODE

STEP

KEY

66

REGISTER 06

0006

67

+

0604

68

RECALL DIRECT 0405

69

REGISTER 01

0001

70

+

0600

71

RECALL DIRECT 0405

72

REGISTER 03

0003

73

+

0600

74

4.

0605

75

STORE DIRECT

0404

76

REGISTER 09

0009

77

RECALL DIRECT 0405

78

REGISTER 06

0006

79

+

0604

80

RECALL DIRECT 0405

81

REGISTER 05

0005

82

-

0601

83

RECALL DIRECT 0405

84

REGISTER 09

0009

85

-I-

0603

86

RECALL DIRECT 0405

87

REGISTER 07

0007

88

CHANGE SIGN

0711

89

x

0602

90

STOP

0515

91

END PROGRAM

0512

.

SAMPLE OUTPUT OF THE PROGRAM
KHA

1.75 x 10-

5,

pH = 3.009, VNaoH

Mr.n

.. a0H=

0.1000, M

HA

0.1000, VHA = 25.00

0.192

3.310

0.736

3.611

1.602

3.912

3.091

4.213

5.538

4.514

9.081
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USER'S OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

PROGRAM STEP INVOLVED

depress SEARCH, then 0

00

depress GO

goes to 03 and stops

enter value of pH, then GO

goes to 18 and stops

enter value of KHA, then GO

goes to 42 and stops

enter value of MHA, then GO

goes to 46 and stops

enter value of M

goes to 52 and stops

NaOH'

then GO

enter value of VHA, then GO

goes to 89, stops, with
displayed value of
V
Na011.

STORAGE LOCATIONS AT TIME OF FINAL CALCULATIONS
Register 00

(e)

Register 01

M

Register 02

(e)3

Register 03

M

Register 04

Kw{KHA + (Hi)}

Register 05

M

Register 06

numeuttok

Register 07

V

Register 08

KNA(e)2

NaOH

(e)2

K

NaOH HA

K

HA HA

(e)

(e)

HA

.

I

13,-1

A 0
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calculations are designed for data in the region of the halfequivalence point where predicted values of VNaOH are insensitive to the assumed value of K , we shall always use the value
w

K

w

= 1.00 x 10-14

Certain keys on the Wang keyboard need an explanation, for they
are used to move numbers in and out of the storage registers.
STORE DIRECT.

This key is followed by a register key,

and the result is

It the number that is displayed in the

x-register on the calculator (displayed in nixie lights) is
stored in the indicated register.

The number also remains in

the x-register, available for further computation.
RECALL DIRECT.

When this key is followed by a register

key, the contents of that register become displayed in the
x-register, ready for further computation.

The number remains

stored, and can be recalled as many times as desired.

When followed by a register key, this command

x DIRECT.

multiples the contents of that indicated register by the
cont-ants of the displayed x-register, and stores the product
in the indicated register.

There is now a new number in the

storage register, the result of the multiplication.

The

displayed number in the x-register remains unchanged.
+,

-, x,

+

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, or divides the

numbers displayed in the x- and y-registers, and places the
result in the y-register.

In subtraction, the order is y-x;

in division the operation is y/x.
+.

Places the contents of the x-register into the y-reg-

ister, leaving the x-register unchanged.
114
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Places the contents of the y-register into the x-register, leaving the y-register unchanged.
44.

Interchanges the contents of the x- and y-registers.

If you want to become more familiar with programming and

using the Wang calculator, try to modify Wang Program a to get
some of the following features:
(Unite a program that peAmitz entry o6 azzatmed vatue4 ob

the equitibnium constant Kw.
(Unite a pnognam that netaina the vablez 06

MNaOH' MHA'
and V
NaOH' 40 that these vatue4 do not have to be entered each
time a new vatue ob pH on KHA A4 chosen.
(Unite a program that attow4 the entry o6 tepeated vable4

o6 pH with the name vatau o6 ate the conztantA, 40 that 4evenat
piece4 o6 expenimentat data can be compared with the imediction4
o6 the model without te-entry o6 constants

.

Output from the Wang is in the form of a display of nixie
lights, so the user must write down these numbers before proceeding to the next calculation.

While this may appear to be

more demanding than simply watching a high-speed printer or a
Selectric typewriter produce numerical output, it does have an
advantage: the user becomes more involved with the calculations,
and has time to think about the meaning of the numbers.

This

can often be a blessing; mistakes can be caught earlier, and
misconcenptions can be corrected earlier.

11()

AC.; ki
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Chapter 2

Titration of a
Diprotic Acid

116

The chemical model for the titration of a diprotic carboxylic acid involves an additional chemical equilibrium.

An

additional chemical equation appears in the chemical model which
in turn introduces an additional algebraic equation into the
mathematical model.

The equation for the titration curve thus

becomes more complicated.

Once we have derived the equation for

the titration curve, however, this complication need cause no
problems or inconveniences in making computer calculations.
Indeed, instead of complications, titration of a diprotic acid
provides additional insights into the chemistry of coupled reactions and competitive equilibria.

We shall investigate the analysis of experimental titration
data for diprotic carboxylic acids by again confronting laboratory titration data with the predictions of our model.

We shall

also investigate several aspects of the model by performing computer simulations of the model for avariety of different situations.

There are many common diprotic carboxylic acids, a few of
which are presented in Table 3.

Many are major constituents of

certain plants or food products, or of sign4ficant biochemical
importance.

Most of the low-molecular-weight dicarboxylic acids

are sufficiently soluble in water so that a titration curve can
be obtained without difficulty.

Some of these acids have been

studied in great detail, but the equilibria for others have been
investigated only in passing, and some research topics of interest
can be found within this class of rather simple compounds.
We shall begin this chapter with a statement of the chemical
117

Table 3

STRUCTURES OF SOME DIPROTIC CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

oxalic acid

°>-k,#°v..4"H

H-4'0

malonic acid

1

H H

succinic acid
HAvO

1

'01-4"H

I

H H

tutn4 isomer:fumaric acid
Ci4 isomer: maleic acid
H H

0 I

I

malic acid
HA''O/C I -C\OA"H

H H H
1

I

I

,0

-C-C-C-C
f

f

glutaric acid

f

H H H
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and mathematical models that we shall use for simulating diprotic
acid equilibria in solution.

THE CHEMICAL MODEL Any one of the representative diprotic carFOR OUR SIMULATION
boxylic acids represented by structural formOF THE TITRATION
OF A DIPROTIC ACID
ulas in Table 3 can be represented as an
associated acid H2A which can lose one or two protons in solution

to become anions HA

or A

In a solution prepared by mixing

quantities of the acid, the salts NaHA and Na2A, sodium hydroxide,
and water, the species present (we shall assume) are
=

-

H20, H2A, HA , A

,

Na

+

+

,

H , OH

We require a sufficient number of chemical equilibria in our model
to permit the interconversion of all A-containing species, as well
as the dissociation of the solvent water.

We shall assume the

following three chemical equilibria:
H2O !

II+

+ OH-

(44)

H2A 0 HA

+ H+

(45)

HA # A

+

=

+ H

(46)

This listing of the chemical species assumed, together with this
listing of the chemical equilibria assumed, constitutes the chemicat modet ion. the 4y4tem.

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
FOR OUR SIMULATION OF A
DIPROTIC ACID TITRATION

Associated with each of the chemical
reactions of the chemical model is an
equilibrium-constant equation.

Thus we

write the algebraic equations
K

(47)

w = (H +) (OH)

(H+)(HA)
K

H2A

(48)

(H2A)

119
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(e)(A=)
K

(49)

HA-

(HA)

The requirement of electrical neutrality of the solution gives us
the equation

2(e) + (HA) + (OH-)

=

(H+)

+

(SO)

(Na+)

Notice the coefficient "2" that appears so that two negative
,

charges will be counted for each A

anion in solution.

Finally,

we include two conservation equations in our mathematical model:
(51)

[A] = (H2A) + (HA) + (e)

(52)

[Na] = (Na+)

Equations 47-- 52 suffice to permit elimination of all microscopic spezies concentrations except fol (W.), giving us
algebraic equation relating [A] and [Na] to (W.).

an

For the

particular experimental situation of the titration of the acid
H2A with the base NaOH, it is convenient to change variables by
introducing the two equations

V
[A] =

M

H2A H2A

(53)

V H2A + VNaOH
[Na]

VNaOHMNaOH

V

H2A

(54)

+ V
NaOH

Equations 47 -- 54 constitute a set of simultaneous algebraic

equations that can be combined to give an equation that relates
the two experimental variables (H +) and VNaOH.

The equation is

[numetatot

VNaOH = -V HA

(55)

denom inatot

where the quantities numetatot and denominatot are given by the
relations

120

numenatot = (e)" + KH2A(111)3
+ {KH2AKHA- - KH2AMH2A
+ 1-2KH2AK-ZIA ._

MH2A

Kw}(e)2

Kvi(H2A1(e)

- K K HA- K H2A

denominaton =

-11+-) 4

11(H2A

+ IKH2AK-._
nR

MNa0H1(114)3

KH2AMNaOH

+ IKH2AKHA -MNaOH
-

Kw1(1471)2

KwKH2A1(14)

KirKH2AKHA_

Equation 55 is the heart of all the computer calculations in
this chapter.

PeqoAm the atgebna that conhotidateh the in6onmation o6
Equationh 47-- 54 into Equation 55.
Compane Equationh 16 and 55.

On the ba4i4 o6 thih com-

panison, ptedict the ionm (and home on att clic the detait4) o6

the dolmehponding equation 6o4 a tniptcotic acid.

How wowed

you vetitcy youn pnedictior?
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PREDICI1UNS UI- I HE MULL FUR THE

TITRATION OF A DIPROTIC ACID
Again we shall present two different methods of using an
IBM 1130 computer to simulate the titration of an acid with a
base in aqueous solution.

Comput_i programs will be presented

with output both as a tabulation of numbers and as a graph of
titrant volume versus pH.

We shall assume, for purposes of

discussing these programs, that values of the various equilibrium
constants have been obtained in some way.

In the next section,

we shall show that the pantiat-equivatenee point method, an ex-

tension of the half-equivalence point method, is an adequate
method for estimating a trial value of dissociation constants

for diprotic acids in most cases, and an excellent method in
some cases.

PREDICTIONS OF THE MODEL
PRESENTED AS A TABLE OF
pH AND VOLUME VALUES

FORTRAN Program 9 utilizes Equation
55 for its calculation of the titrant

volume that corresponds to various values of (H+).

The program

begins with (e) = 1.00, and then systematically reduces the
value of (e) with the statement
H = .8*H
a statement that replaces the value cy,": the variable H by 80% of

its value.

When the assumed value of (H +) is larger than possible

in the titration, Equation 55 yields a negative value of the
titrant volume.

Such a situation is chemically impossible, and

we reject all such pairs of (e) 'VNaOH values with the statement
!F (VMOH) 2, 20, 20

122
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S71007.551

// JOB

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER)
C
C
C

TITRATION CURVE
PREDICTIONS OF THE CHEMICAL MODEL
DIPROTIC ACID

REAL KHAt KHHA, KW. NUM, MHA, MMOH
VHA s 25.00
MHA it 0.0500

MMOH a 0.1000

KHHA a 1.E6
KHA a 1.E7
KW a 1.008E-14
H a 1.
.8*H
PH B +(ALOG(H))/2.303

1 H

I'

NUM s H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA
KHHA*MHA
KW)*(H**2)
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA
DEN a H**4 + (KHHA + MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH
KW)
* *(H * *2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH

KW*KHHA)*H

KW*KHA*KHHA

VMOH a VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (VMOH) 2t 20t 20
2 IF (PH
7.00) 1t 1. 30
20 WRITE (3.10) VMOH. PH
10 FORMAT (F10.3t F10.3)
GO TO 1
30 CALL EXIT
END
// XEO
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co to cm 0. .0 in cp. .0 tc% f:, t"

..0

v4

0. 0

(:) Ca
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which transfers the program back to statement 1 (by way of
statement 2) if the volume is negative, and allows output of the
calculated value of titrant volume only if that volume is zero
or positive.

Statement 2 checks to be sure that the negative

volume has been encountered early in the titration; if the pH
value has passed 7 and the titration has been proceeding, a
negative volume signals that we have assumed a value of (H +)

that is less than chemically possible, that we have assumed a

value of (e) lower than the value in pure titrant.

Such an

event is the sign that all meaningful calculation has been
completed, and that it is time to stop.

Transfer of the program

to statement 30 calls exit and end of the program.

Output of

the program, with the particular set of equilibrium constants
and initial concentrations and volume give in the program listing,
is presented on page 124.
Wnite a computers pnowtam that pne4ent4 output a4 eventyApaced pH vatue4.
Hexe'4 a chattengel

Wnite a computen pnognam that give4

output a4 eventy-4paced VNaoH va2ue4.
Note that the algebraic expression for NUM is too long to
fit on a single punch card, and so it was continued to a second
card.

A character punched in column 6 indicates that such a

card contains a continuation of the previous card.

The statement

gets typed on the program listing as a two-line statement, but
gets executed as if it were all printed on a single (extra-long)
line.

As expected, the equivalence point occurs at 25.00 m2 when
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25.00 mi of a diprotic acid of molarity 0.0500 moles/liter is
titrated with a sodium hydroxide solution of twice that molarity.
The criterion for equivalence is that twice a4 many motes oiS
base must be added to a given numbers o6 mote4 oli acid.

Why

"twice"?

ON SEEING TWO ENDPOINTS
IN THE TITRATION OF A
DIPROTIC ACID

The number of endpoints that can be
observed during the titration of a

diprotic acid with a solution of sodium hydroxide depends on the
numerical values of the two dissociation constants of the acid,
as well as on the values of the molarities of the acid and
titrant solutions.

On the following pages, we shall examine the

results of some numerical calculations simulating the titration
of several hypothetical acids in order to gain insight into the
effect of the values of K
tion curve.

H2A

and KHA_ on the shape of the titra-

We shall focus our attention on the question: "How

many endpoint4 can be necognized duning the titnation?"

These

calculations are based on Equation 55, and are performed using
FORTRAN Program 10.

Output for various values of the two equi-

librium constants is presented on pages 128-133.
Inspection of the simulated titration curves leads one to
propose some generalizations of the following sort:
'tin order to get a sharp first endpoint, there must be a

large separation of the numerical values of the K's, probably of
the order of at least a factor of 104.

¶To achieve a sharp second endpoint, it is necessary to

reduce the value of (e) to a value much less than the numerical
value of KHA_.
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// JOB

571007,551

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER, TYPEWRITER. PLOTTER)
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
ON SEEING TWO ENDPOINTS IN THE TITRATION OF A DIPROTIC ACID
C
KHA. KHHA, KW, NUM, MHA. MMOH
E'
Vi..
25.00
MHA le 0.0500

MMOH *

0.1000

KHHA = 1.E.-4

KHA = 1.E-13
KW

4:008E14

.EP (.2t .5t lot 1.)
WR.sE (7'15)
15 FORMAT ('NUMBER OF ENDPOINTS IN THE TITRATION OF A DIf.i0TIC ACID')
C7.1..

H g le

1 H = .5*H
PH le (ALOG(H))/2.303
NUM = H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA ..- KHHA*MHA .. KW)*(H**2)
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA
DEN = H**4 + (AHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH ... KW)
KW*KHHA*KHA
KW*KHHA)*H
**(H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH
VMOH = VHA *NUM /DEN
IF (VMOH) 1,2,2
2 CALL FPLOT (.-2tVMOH,PH;
.1 *H
5 H = H
PH * .-(ALOG(H))/2.303
NUM it H**4 +KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*1(JIA
KHHA*MHA
KW)*(H**2)
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA
DEN a H**4 + (KHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA*K10 + KHHA*MMOH
KW)
**(H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH
KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHHA*KHA

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (50. VMOH) 100,3
3 CALL FPLOT (0tVMOHtPH)
GO TO 5
1%) CALL YAXIS (0., Oot lot 15. 5)
WRITE (7,17)
17 FORMAT ('PH')
CALL XAXIS (Oot Oot lot 50. 10)
WRITE (7,16)
16 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END
// XEQ
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NUMBER OF ENDPOINTS IN THE TITRATION [F A DIPROTIC ACID
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You can learn a great deal about diprotic acid titrations
by studying and comparing and contrasting the graphs presented
here, and by trying some different sets of conditions for your
own calculations.

You probably will find the following special

cases helpful in reading some chemistry into the computer simulations.
E

Case of K

H2A

= 4K HA".

This is a simulation of the titra-

tion of a diprotic carboxylic acid in which the two protons are
bound by indistinguishable,

non-interacting groups.

For an algebraic discussion of the relationships between
macroscopic and microscopic equilibrium constants for such an
acid, and the reason for the factor 4, see G. M. Fleck, Equilibria
in Solution, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1966,
pp 91 - 93.

A titration curve calculated with such a set of equilibrium constants is presented on page 128.

This titration curve has exactly

the same shape as the curve for a monoprotic acid present in
twice the molar concentration as the diprotic acid.

Interpreted

as a monoprotic acid, what would be the numerical value of the
single equilibrium constant?

There is clearly just a single

endpoint in the titration of this acid.
(7° Case

of K

HA-

<

(H+)

lowest value in titration

.

Under these

conditions, only a small fraction of the second protons can be
removed, and the diprotic acid behaves as if it were a monoprotic
acid.

The titration curve has the same shape as the correspond-

ing curve for a monoprotic acid of the same concentration.
page 133 for one such case.

See

Interpreted as a monoprotic acid,

what would be the numerical value of the single equilibrium constant?
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M Case of K

H2A

> 104KHA_.

This large difference in equi-

librium constant values implies that the groups that bind the
two protons are chemically very different, or that they are
strongly interacting.

The titration curve reveals two endpoints

if the pH at the conclusion of the titration is high enough.
the value of K

HA"

If

is too small, or if M NaOH is too small, then

the removal of the second protons may be supressed, and the
Compare the titration curves

second endpoint may not be observed.
presented on pages 129-- 132.

Fon one o6 the zimutationz that yieedz two endpointz, 6ind
a zet o6 numenicat vatuez 011. the souk micnozcopic equitibnium

conztantz that L6 conziztent with the azzamed vatuez o6 the two
macnozcopic equitibtium conztantz.

Iz yours zet o6 vatuez Lon the

mien() conztantz the only pozzibte zet?

Inveztigate the e66ect o6 concentnationz on the ex24tence
o6 two endpointz in the titnation o6 a dipnotic acid.
any concentnation e66ect?
haz the 9/mate/I. e66ect?

Iz there

Which (acid on tf.tnant) concentnation
Why?
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EXTENDING THE HALF-EQUIVALENCE METHOD TO THE
ESTIMATION OF BOTH EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR
THE DISSOCIATION OF A DIPROTIC ACID
A close look at several computer-simulated titration curves
for monoprotic acids showed that the macroscopic half-equivalence

method yields reliable values for equilibrium constants within
the range 4 < pK < 10, and values that are useful as estimates
for a successive-approximations procedure well outside that range.

We were able to gain insight into the method, getting a feeling
for both its usefulness and its limitations, by looking at the
results of some numerical calculations.

In order to interpret your titration data for a diprotic
acid in terms of the chemical and mathematical models presented
in this case study, you need a method for making informed guesses
of the numerical values of two dissociation constants for that
acid.

It would be nice indeed if an extension of the half-

equivalence method could be used.

We shall explore the possibil-

ities, testing the validity of such an extension by making some
calculations with the IBM 1130 computer, using FORTRAN Program
11.

We shall call this extension the pattiat-equivatence point

method of estimating equilibrium constant values by inspection
of a titration curve.

USE OF A "DO LOOP" IN
A FORTRAN PROGRAM

A new programming feature is introduced
in this program.

We have used a DO loop

that enables us to do the same sequence of operations twice
without punching a duplicate set of cards.
DO loop could have been repeated many times.

Had we wanted, the
The statement
136
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11.
571007,551

// JOB

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER, TYPEWRITER, PLOTTER)
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
C
C

TEST OF THE VALIDITY OF THE PARTIAL-EQUIVALENCE METHOD
FOR EVALUATING THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS

C

DIPROTIC ACID
REAL KHA, KHHA, KW, N1M, MHA, MMOH
VHA = 25.00
MHA = 0.0500
MMOH = 0.1000
KHHA = 1.E3
KHA = 1.E -5
KW a 1.008E -14

CALL PREP (.2, .55, 1., 1.)
WRITE (7,15)
15 FORMAT ('TEST OF THE HALF - EQUIVALENCE METHOD FOR A DIPROTIC ACID')
C
C

MARKING OF THE HALF- EQUIVALENCE VOLUMES
MARKING PH = PKHA, AND PH - PKHHA
VMOH = 1.50*VHA*MHA/MMOH

PH a (ALOG(KHA))/2.303
DO 20 I = 1, 2
VMOH 1 = VMOH
3.
VMOH2 = VMOH + 3.
PH1 = PH
1.
PH2 = PH + 1.
CALL FPLOT(1,VMOH,PH1)

CALL FPLOT(2,VMOH,PH1)
CALL FPLOT(2,VMOH,PH2)
CALL FPLOT(1,VMOH1,PH2)

CALL
CALL
VMOH
20 PH =
C

FPLOT(2,VMOH1,PH)
FPLOT(1,VMOH2,PH)
= .50*VHA*MHA/MMOH
(ALOG(KHHA))/2.303

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE TITRATION CURVE
H = 1.
.1*H
1 H = H
PH = - (ALOG(H)) /2.303

NUM = H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA
KHHA*MHA
KW)*(H**2)
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA
DEN = H**4 + (KHHA+MM0h)*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH - KW)
**(H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH - KW*KHHA)*H - KW*KHHA*KHA
VMOH = -VHA*NUM/OEN
IF (VMOH) 1,2,2

2 CALL FPLOT (2,VMOH,PH)
5 H 7 H

.1*H

PH = (ALOG(H))/2.303
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2

KHHA*MHA
KW)*(H**2)
NUM = H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA
KW*KHA*KHHA
*-.(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW)
DEN z H**4 + (KHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH
**(H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH
KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHHA*KHA

VMOH z VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (35,--VMOH) 10,3,3
3 CALL FPLOT (00040HoPH)
GO TO 5
10 CALL YAXIS CO.06,16,15,5)
WRITE (7.17)
17 FORMAT ('PH')
CALL XAXIS (O., O., 5., 7, 7)
WRITE (7,16)
16 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END

// XEQ
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To OF THE HALE EQUIVALENCE- MET -a FOR A WROTH' ACID
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DO 20

I

= 1,

2

a command to execute in sequence all the following statements

to, and including, statement 20 -- and then to return and repeat
the entire sequence again.

The integer

I

is a counter which is

set initially at 1 and which increases by 1 each time through the
DO loop.

When the counter gets to 2, then the DO loop is executed

for the final time, and the program continues past statement 20.

A more general form of the DO statement is
DO N

I

= J, K

where N is a statement number (the number of the terminal statement in the DO loop), J is an integer that gives the initial
value of the counter, and K is another integer that specifies the
test value of the counter, the value which I may not exceed.
SOME TESTS OF THE
VALIDITY OF THE METHOD
FOR DIPROTIC ACIDS

We shall define two partial-equivalence
points as the points in the-titration
at which 94 and

volume have been added to the sample.

of the final titrant

16 all the protons from

a ilrticular functional group were removed before any of the
protons of the other group in the acid molecule, then the point
at which 94 of the titrant is added would represent the macroscopic half-equivalence point for titration of the first group.
Such an extreme situation never is realized, but there is nothing
to prevent us from defining these two places in a titration as
the first and second partial-equivalence points.

The relevant

question is: "L4 the/1.e a zimpte ketationAin between the pH vatue.a

at the paktiat-equivatenee point4 and the vatue.a o
equitibitium conztant.a lion the acid?"

ACt,2
VJO

the two

The answer: "Often, yes!"
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Inspection of the three titration curves, marked by the
computer to show the two partial-equivalence point volumes and
the two pH values equal to the pK values, gives us some assurance
that this partial-equivalence method does indeed have some
validity.

On page 140 we see that for a 0.05 molar acid with

pK values of 5 and 7, excellent values of the two equilibrium
constants can be obtained by direct inspection of the curve:
that is, the two crosses have their points of intersection on
the titration curve, at least within the limits of the accuracy
of the plotter.

With pK values cf 3 and 7, the second partial-

equivalence point cross lies on the curve, although there is
some discrepancy with the first; perhaps pK = 3 is too small

for the method to work precisely, although clearly this would
be adequate for a first guess in a successive-approximations
procedure.

With pK values of 6 and 7 (page 141), the agreement

is not so good, although again the values obtained would be
adequate as first guesses for a procedure that could lead to
refined values.

Then what can we conclude?

It may be dangerous to generalize

from these three calculations, but it does appear that:

1For acids with certain values of the two equilibrium cons-

tants, the two pK values are equal to the pH values obtained
when one-fourth and three-fourths of the equivalence point volume
of titrant have been added.

¶If the values of the two equilibrium constants are very
nearly equal (differing only by a factor of 10 or 100), then
the method loses accuracy, but the values obtained may be ade143
I f-/
."

I; i

quate for first guesses in a successive-approximations procedure.
IlIf one of the equilibrium constants lies outside the range

4 < pK < 10, then the method loses accuracy for that equilibrium
constant.

Fen6onm catcutation4 deAigned to inveAtigate the e66ect
o6 acid concentnation on the validity o6 the pantiat-equivatence
method.

The conctu4ion4 pneAented above are baud on the neAuttA
o6 juAt three catcutationA.
test three conctuAionA.

Pen6onm catcutation4 deAigned to

What 4ont o6 vatue4 o6 equitibnium

conAtant4 and concentnation4 would provide 4ome claticat teAtA?
Fon the pneviouAty-inveAtigated ca4e o6 a monowtotic
acid, the atgebna 4how4 that the macnoAcopic hat6-equivatence
method iA lagonouAty exact onty bon the Aingte value pK = 7.
[G. M. Fleck, Equilibria in Solution, New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1966, pp. 68 - 70.]

IA there any Aituation

in which the pantiat-equivatence method i4 lagonouAty exact

6o4 a diputic acid?
What 4ection4 o6 the fitnation curve ane in6tuenced moot
by the panticutan vatue o6 K

H2A

?

by K

HA-

?

What expenimentat

data need to be moot accurate bon pneciAe and accurate detenmination o6 three equitibnium conAtantA?

DeAign and peniconm 4ome

catcutation4 to 4ub4tantiate your AtatementA.
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CHANGES IN THE THREE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS
DURING THE TITRATION OF A DIPROTIC ACID
During the titration of a solution of the diprotic acid
H2A, the relative concentrations of the three species H2A, HA
and A= change.

,

It is informative to examine in some detail how

these concentrations change, because some of the differences
between diprotic acids are revealed in the striking differences
in the dependence of the species distribution fractions on pH
and on V

Na0H.

Equations 48, 49, and 51 can be combined in three different
ways to yield three distribution-fraction equations:

(HA)

1

(56)

(e)

[A]

K

-- + 1 +
K

HA

-

(H.)

H2A
1

(H2A)
_

K

[A]

H2A

K

(57)

K

H2A HA"

(e)2

(e)
1

(A=)
_

(58)

[A]

(H +)2

K

K

H2A HA"

(e)
K

+1

HA-

FORTRAN Program 12 uses Equations 56, 57 and 58, together with

Equation 55, to calculate the changes in the three distribution
fractions that are predicted by our model.

Three illustrative

examples are presented on pages 149 --151, and we shall examine
each in turn.

If both of the carboxylic groups on the acid H2A

are
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571007.S51

// JOB

// FOR
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARD. 1132 PRINTER. TYPEWRITER, PLOTTER)
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
REAL NUM. KHA. KHHA. MMOH. KW. MHA
COMMON V. HH. KHA. KHHA, MMOH. KW. MHA. VHA
SUBROUTINE PLOT2
C
CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS
C
CALL PREP (.14, 4., 1.. 1.)
CALL YAXIS (0.. 0.. .1. 10. 2)
WRITE (7,37)
37 FORMAT ('DISTRIBUTION FRACTION')
CALL XAXIS (0.. 0.. 1.. 50, 10)
WRITE (7,56)
56 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
VMOH = V
H = HH
FHHA = H*H/(H*H + KHHA*H + KHHA*KHA)

CALL FPLOT (2VMOH,FHHA)
35 H = H

.1*H

KW)*(H**2)
KHHA*MHA
H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA
KW*KHA*KHHA
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW)
DEN = H**4 + (KHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH
KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHHA*KHA
**(H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH
VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
FHHA = H*H/(H*H + KHHA*H + KHHA*KHA)
IF(50. VMOH) 30.33.33
33 CALL FPLOT (O.VMOH.FHHA)
GO TO 35
30 VMOH = V
H = HH
FHA = KHHA*H/(H*H + KHHA*H + KHHA*KHA)
CALL FPLOT (loVMOH,FHA)
NUM le

CALL FPLOT (- 2.VMOH.FHA)
45 H = H
1*H
KW)*(H**2)
KHHA*MHA
NUM = H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA
KW)
DEN = H**4 + (KHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH
KW*KHHA:I.H
KW*KHHA*KHA
**(H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH
VMOH = .0/HA*NUM/DEN
FHA = KHHA *H /(H *H + KHHA*H + KHHA*KHA)

IF (50. VMOH) 40.43.43
43 CALL FPLOT (0,VMOH.FHA)
GO TO 45
40 VMOH = V
H = HH
FA = KHHA*KHA/(H*H + KHHA*H + KHHA*KHA)
CALL FPLOT (1.VMOH.FA)
CALL FPLOT (- 2,VMOH.FA)
.1*H
55 H = H
KHHA*MHA
NUM = H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA
KW*KHA*KHHA
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
Al '--1 :."
.1.

i 0

KW)*(H**2)
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DEN = H**4 + (KHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH
KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHHA*KHA
**(H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH

KW)

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
'FA Is KHHA*KHA/(H*H + KHHA*H + KHHA*KHA)

IF (50. VMOH) 50.53053
53 CALL FPLOT (O,VMOH,FA)
GO TO 55
50 CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END
// DUP
WS

*STORE

UA

PLOT2

I% FOR
*IOCS(CARD, 1132 PRINTER, TYPEWRITER. PLOTTER)
* LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
REAL KHA. KHHA, KW. NUM. MHA, MMOH
C
.

COMMON V. HH, KHA, KHHA, MOH, KW. MHA, VHA
CHANGES IN THE THREE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS DURING A TITRATION
VHA - 25.00
MHA = 0.0500
MMOH = 0.1000
KHHA = 1.E -5
KHA a 1.E -3
KW = 1.008E...14

CALL PREP (.14, .250 1.. 5.5)
WRITE (7,15)
15 FORMAT (CHANGE OF THE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS DURING A TITRATION')
CALL YAXIS (0.00.01.015,5)
WRITE (7,17)
17 FORMAT ('PH')
CALL XAXIS (0.00.01.,50.10)
-.-

C

CALCULATION OF THE FIRST POINT OF THE TITRATION CURVE
H = 1.
1 H = H

.1*H

PH = (ALOG(H))/2.303
NUM = H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA
KHHA*MHA
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA

KW)*(H**2)

DEN = H**4 + (KHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA *MMOH
**(H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH
KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHHA*KHA

KW)

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (VMOH) 1.2.2
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2 CALL FPLOT (-2,VM0H,PH)
V = VMOH
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE TITRATION CURVE
HH = H
5 H = H
.1*H

PH m tALOGtH))/2003
NUM = H**4 + KHHA*CH**3) + (KHHA*KHA
KHHA*MHA
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA

KW)*tH**2)

DEN = H**4 + (KHHA +MMOH) *(H * *3) + (ICHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH
* *(H * *2) + (KHHA *KHA *MMOH

KW*KHHA)*H

KW)

KW*KHHA*KHA

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IFt50.VMOH) 10,3,3
3 CALL FPLOT tO,VMOH,PH)
GO TO 5
10 CALL FINPL
CALL LINKtPLOT2)
END

// XEO
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CHANGE CF THE DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS WRING A TITRATION
VHA = 25.00
MHA = 0.0500
MMOH = 0.1000
65-KHHA = 1.E-4
Lh.KHA = 0.25E-4
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identical and noninteracting, then the ratio of the two equilibrium constants is 1:4.

All the binding sites for protons

are equivalent, and for such a case the protons will distribute
themselves in a random, statistically-determined arrangement on
the binding sites.

At most, only half of the molecules can

ever exist as HA, and then a fourth are H2A, and the remaining
fourth are A=.

This distribution results when there are just

half as many protons as sites, so that each site has a probability
of

of being occupied and a probability of 1/2 of being empty.

The graph on page 149 shows this anticipated distribution at the
macroscopic half-equivalence point, where the distribution fraction (HA) /[A] reaches its maximum value of 1/2, and the other

two distribution fractions are equal to 'A.

Pet6otm some cameations to investigate the Shapes oi
the diattibution-64action cutves bon ()then sets o6 two equitibnium
constants that stand in the ratio 1:4.

The ptediction, based

on statistica considetations, i4 that a natio o6 1:2:1 must
tesat when them are just hati5 enough puitons to occupy att the
binding sites.

Voe4 thi4 condition necessani.ey occur at the

mactoscopic hat6-equivatence point?

Can you bind a situation

in which the 6taction (HA)/[A] does not pass thnoue% a maximum
o 6

1 /2?

In ordet to achieve a solution in which more than half of

the A-containing species are present as HA, we must chose an
acid that has equilibrium constants that differ by more than a
factor of four.

Even when the two equilibrium constants differ

by a factor of 100 (as is the case depicted on page 150), there
152

I'6

remain significant amounts of species H2A and A= at the point
in the titration where the fraction present as HA passes through
its maximum value.

In4pection 06 the gkaph4 on pages

149-151 4ugge4t4 that

the 64action4 (H2A) /[A] and (A ) /[A] are equal whenever the 64ac-

tion (HA) /[A] keachez £t4 maximum value.

Are there any con-

dition4 under which thi4 may not be time?
Under what condition4 can 4otution4 be prepared in which
two 4pecie4 have di4t4ibution 64action4 each equal to

Check

1 /2?

your an4ute4 with appropriate 4imutation4.

Two endpoints are seen in the titration curve presented on
page 151 for a diprotic acid whose equilibrium constants differ
by a factor of 104.

The condition for a sharp endpoint is

generally that a few drops of titrant must change the qualitative
nature of the chemical solution, and such is the case in this
titration.

In the vicinity of 12.5 mt of added sodium hydroxide

solution, the solution changes from a mixture of H2A and HA
a mixture of HA

and A=.

to

There is essentially no place in the

titration where all three species coexist.

At 12.5 mt, the frac-

tion (HA ) /[A] is essentially equal to 1.0, and we can say that

at this point all the H2A has been titrated to HA; the corresponding statement is not valid for the acids whose titrations
are simulated on pages 149 and 150.
a solution of HA

Likewfse, we can speak of

for this acid, but not for the other cases.

Wate and execute a computer program that give4 a numekicat output oli di4tkibution-64action vatue4 du/Ling a titration.

By how much do the equitibkium con4tant vatue4 have to di66e4

153

-if `l
,ilii

in ()Aden that the inaction (HA) /[A] can 'Leach the vatue 0.9?

the vatue 0.95?

the vatue 0.99?

the vatue 0.999?

IA the timit

equat to exactty 1, 04 ane there nestnictions that keep the
maximum attainabte vatue 06 this intenmediate species concentnation teas than 1?
Which of the vanious hypothetical cases oic dipnotic acids

presented here correspond to neat acids?

What, in fact, ane the

ratios oi equitibnium constants that aim encountered in the tabonatony with common dipnotic catboxytic acids?
acids?

()then dipnotic

Look up some equitibnium-constant vatues in the tibaany

to get a ieeting 104 the 'Lange of equitibnium-constant t'atue4

that can be neasonabty expected.
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CHANGES IN THE FOUR MICROSCOPIC-SPECIES DISTRIBUTION
FRACTIONS DURING THE TITRATION OF A DIPROTIC ACID
When talking about the equilibria involving a diprotic
acid, it is often helpful to consider indepenuently the two
different species that have the overall composition and charge

indicated by the symbol HA.
two species HAwA

and

Here we explicitly recognize the
which differ because a different

proton binding site is occupied.

These is only one species with

the formula H2A, and that is HAwAAwH.

There is also only one

species devoid of dissociable protons, and that is A.
The fully-protonated species can react to form the c-mpletely-dissociated species by either of two distinct reaction
pathways which differ in the order in which the two protons are
removed.

The four chemical steps and the associated mictozeopic
con4tants in this model for diprotic-acid equilibria

are

(e)(-AAwH)
H-"A-"H

H+ +

A-vH

Tr

(59)

1

(I-PwAA''H)

(H+)(H-*-A)
H+ +

H-v'A-1.'H

(60)

K2 =
(HA"A -,wH)

(H+)(A)
H + +A

(61)

K3

,HAwA)
(H+)(A)
AAwH

4

H

+ A

(62)

K4

(-AAwH)

where the individual species are written with indication of the
position of a hound Proton; left and right sides of the letter
A indicate different positions in tne molecule.

The molar con-
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centrations of these individual species

(we shall call these

concentrations mickoscopic-Apecie4 concentkations whenever there
is a need to make a careful distinction) are indicated by enclosing the formula by the symbols (

).

In this section we shall

indicate microscopic equilibrium constants by using subscript
numbers, and macroscopic equilibrium constants by using subscript formulas.

The four microscopic equilibrium constants K1, K2, K3, and
K4 are not independent.

If the numerical values of any three of

these K's are known, the value of the iourth can be calculated
without difficulty.
Combine Equations 59-- 62 to obtain the 'Altation4hip
= K2K3

(63)

However, there are three independent microscopic equilibrium
constants, even thou711 there are only two

microscopic equili-

brium constants whose values can be obtained by analysis of

titraTo\d4t4.

This fact implies that knowledge of.71the values

of thA4kOrimentally-determined macroscopic equilibrium constants

is not sufficient to specify a unique setlof V-aleleA for the four
microsC:Spic equilibrium constants.

We can, ho,4vei. obtain some

st

relattolOips between the macro and micro

consgntAand

we shall

.

proceed with that task at this time.
The link between the macro and micro descriptiohs of these
equilibria is the set of equations
(H2A) = (HAwAAwH)

(64)

(HA) = (AAwH) + (H"-A)

(65)

(A) = (A)

(66)

1

ri

U1,
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Combine Equationt. 48, 49, 59-- 62, and 64

66.to get

the tiottowing two netationAhip4 between the maanozcopic equifibtium cons -tants and the micnozcopic equitib4ium com4tant4:
K

H2A

(67)

= K1 + K2
K3K4

(68)

K HA _

K3 + K4

To obtain algebraic equations relating distribution frac-

tions for the four microscopic species to (e), we need the
conservation equation
[A] = (H-wA-'wH) + ( AAwli) + (EfrwA-) + (A=)
E quations 39

(69)

62 can be used to eliminate all but one of the

mi croscopic species concentrations in Equation 69.

Depending

on which concentration remains, we can get any one of four

dist inct equations which can in turn be rearranged into a consistent form so that the four distribution fractions can be

writte n as
(H,'-Ill-'-H)

[A]

(e)2

1

+
(-A-'wEl)

_...4,, )1(2

A :

(;.

_

,

Is

la,
;

1.- Aominaion

[A]

N,

(H-*-A-)

te

denomLnato't

1

+
(H

ii

)1(1.

t
,

(72)

,

[A]

i
i

denomina ton,
,

\k

,

(A)

K2K3

[A]

denominaton

(73)-

where
denom inaton = (e)2 + 1K2 + K21(e) + K2K3
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Pen6onm the agebna nequined to obtain Equation4 70-73.

You may 6ind it convenient on ntce44any to u4e Equation

63 to 4impti6y centain expne44ion4.

Show that Equation4 56-- 58 can be wnitten a4 thnee
6naction4 with a common denominator.

Stanting with Equation4 70-73, and a4ing neZation4hip4
between micno4copic and macno4copic quantitie4, obtain Equation4
56 -- 58.

Veni6y that the 6oun micno4copic di4tnibution 6naction4
together add to unity (that i4, that the 4um o6 the 6oult. linaction4

£4 equaZ to 1).

COMPUTER CALCULATIONS OF THE
MICROSCOPIC DISTRIBUTION
FRACTIONS DURING A SIMULATED
DIPROTIC ACID TITRATION

FORTRAN Program 13 provides a
convenient way to learn about
changes in the four microscopic

distribution fractions during the course of a titration.

The

numerical values of three microscopic equilibrium constants are
assumed, as well as a set of initial conditionsl(vo
solution and concentrations of acid and base).

We

of 1

id

For'tqle infq w`''

tion of the chemist who is using this program to simulate var4.pus
,.;

titrations, they

is a printout of pK values for both the

scopic and macroscopic equilibrium constants.

miicro-

Then the program

produces a huge array of numbers, a sampling of which is pre4

sented on page 160.

Actually, you probably cannot find any real

acid that behaves like this simulation, since K3 was assumed to
have a larger value than either K1 or K2.

Generally it is harder

to remove the second proton, which means that the second equilibrium constant is smaller.

-1 C.) (.b

01,0
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13
S710070S51

// JOB
//
LI:,1

:,,JUkCL ,)JokA*,

*Ivt.:)(CARO, 1132 PRIMc.:;)

REAL AUM, KHA, KHHA, KW, f4M0Ht MHAt Kl, K2. K3, K4
CALCULATION OF FRACTIO',:5 OF TOTAL A.-COATAI%Id3 SPLCILS PRESENT
AS EACH OF THE MICROSCOPIC SPECIES DURING THi_
TITRATIO% OF THE ACID H2A
K1 = 14100E4
K2 = 3.0E-4
K3 = 9.0E-4
K4 = K2*K3/K1
KHHA = K1 + K2
KHA = <3*K4/(K3 + K4)
P<1 = -(ALOG(K1)) /2.303
PK2 = -(ALOG(K2))/2.303
PK1 = -(ALOu(K3))/2.303
P',4 = -(ALOWK3))/2.303

C

C
C

PKHHA = -(AL3WKHHA))/2.303
°KHA = - (ALOO(KHA)) /2.303

WRITE (3,11) PK1, PK2t PK3,
11 FORMAT('1PK1 ='s F6.2,
*IPK4 =', F6.2)
WRITE (3, 14) PKHHAt PKHA
14 FOR :AT (e1PKHHA =', F6.2,
WRITE (3, 15)
15 FORt4AT

(H2A)

('

'K3 =1, F6.2,

F( 4,211

'

PKHA =if F6.2//)
(AH)

(HA)

(A)

PHI)

V14OH

VHA = 25.03

HA = 0.0500
volOH = 0.1000

KW = 1.006E-14
.

1

= .-(ALO1/4-ii(H))/241303

AX4 = h**4

1

KnHA*(H**1) +'(K4HA*Kt'4k.- KHH,
KA*KVHA)*h - 6.4*4J4A*KHHA
*424*K1,14*MMA
I,
r),

-

HVit

1

( KHHA +

it, r, 1
W.10H =--IyHA*.4U:,/UEm

vitNi)*(H**3

KW)*(Hg*2)

+ t.(;,<HHA*.< HA + KHHAIrn4011
.t

F **IH**2)4 MOHA*KHA*NOA:

K.7*KHHAl*.0.- Kv;*KHA*KHHA

o

IF (Vv,OH)

.

2:1,2C., 20

2 IF (PH - 7.1b0) 1t 1, 30.
2

C3NTI;'UE t t
= H1142 + (K1 + K2) *!H + K3*K?
=

(H**2) /FUEr.

it

1

FHA = H*<2/FDEN
FAH = H*Kl/FDEN
FA = K2*K3/FDE1.
ot = - (ALOG(H)) /2.303

14NITL (3,16) FHAH, FHA, FAN, FA, VWOH, PH
16 FOR.AT (6F10.6)
GO TO 1
30 CALL EXIT
EV)
// XEC
%
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tH2A)
0.91171;L

0.8E9049
0.860653

(AH)

(HA)

0.:57920
0.070599
040)854,0

C..P.J339

01J2406

0.781884

0.121267
0.14.132
0.161634
0.180399
0.195686
0.205506
0.208399
0.203900
3.192737
0.176509
U.157257
J.136913
0.116996
o.ose5oe
0.051991
0.067635

0.7292',0

0.666910
0.595526
0.516792
0.434181
0.352235
0.275715
0.208488
0.152747
0.108869
0.075828
0.051837
0.034917
0.023250
0.015343
0.010057
0.006557
0.004257
0.002756
0.001779
0.001147
0.0L0735
0.000474
0.000304
0.000195
0.000125
0.000080
0.000051
0.0,04)00

0.55416
0.045163
0.:)36659

0.029662
0.023943
0.019290
0.015518
.012469
0.010010
0.008030
0.006438
0.005160
0.004134
0.003340

0.00001

0.0'.)2651

0.000013
0.0000J8

0.002122

0.0Uu4

0.001359
0.001088
0.000870

0.00.0003

0.000002
0.000001

0.:'01695

-0.00U6q6

(A)

VY0m

rti

23,4/2
0.023533
.,0/8476

0.0165121

0,64690

0.025439
0.036118
0.056424

I.20599t'

0.040422
2.892241 2.71;'993
0.047127 0.0(3223::
5.9393: 2..:0';585
0.053876 0.117511 5.257119 2.906778
0.060133 0.163941 6.790356 3.00367U
0.065/25 :;.2?22W 8.554915
3.100563
0.066502 0.291E09 10.495376 3.197455
0.069466 0.36 3'398 12.530477 3.294345
0.067969 0.452437 14.548225 3.391241
0.064245 0.534525 16.441021
3.458133
0.058636 0.611905 18.127510 3.585026
0.052419 0.581453 19.564746 3.681919
0.045637 0.741620 20.746391
3.773811
0.038995 0.742167 21.692054 3.875704
0.032836 0.53373E 22.434822 3.972596
0.027330 0.867426 23.011386 4.069459
0.022546 0.896472 23.456131 4.166391
0.018472 0.916054 23.798408 4.203275
0.015054 0.933224 24.061981 4.360167
0.012219 0.946563 24.265407 4.457059
0.009857 0.957693 24.422943
.553952
0.007981 0.966295 24.5454C6 4.650545
0.006430 0.973132 24.640968 4.747737
0.005172 0.978570 24.715512 4.844630
0.004156 0.952899 24.774627 4.941522
0.003336 0.986347 24.820991 5.038415
0.002676 0.984096 24.857624
5.135300
0.002146 0.991289 24.805(3'. 5.232200
0.001720 0.993339 24.90:656 5.329092
0.001375 0.994436 24.927946 5.425986
0.001103 0.995552 24.942504 _70522878
0.000883 .0.996444 24.954097 %5.619771
0.000707 0.997156 24.963333 5.716663
v.000566 0.997726 24.970710 5.813556
0.000453 0.99818124.976589 5.910449
0.000362 U.938545 24.981268 6.007341
41i000290
U.998636 24.965042 6.104233
0.000232 0.999069 24.988044 6.201127

0.999255 24699044

-)-298019

0.999404 246992366

0.394911
6..91804

r,;.,,r356

0.999523 ?4.973ti9.?

, 'C2le

0.999619 24.9951'.8
0.999695 24.79011:.
0.997756 :14.7767uL,

w1b2

.0.0000.

.,u-10145

00004!!

.

,CL :4

Z.Z:).:L31

0.999804 24.977535
3.999844
0.999875 24.996462
24.9787=,:.

:)::. 57

0.999i:20 24.779067

0.000015
0.000..12

0.000030
0.000019
15

v.v0v010
Uotit1%,t

0..,00008

2.4..315
919207

Jodt.vt,IJ

0.999936
1999948
0.797959
0.999967

24.9%9298
74.9774z5
24.999656
24.999805

0.999974 2i..977950
0.999979 25.0-00.091

0.999983 25.00023/
0.999986 /5.000385
0.999969 ;"5000556

:Je5:::5697
:%01..c55c7

0.702452
6.879374
:).976207

7.073160
7.170052
7.266445
7.303838
7.400730
7.557622
7.654516
7.751405
7.548300
7.945193
8.042057
8.158978
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This program calculates pairs IV

Na011'

pH1 for a titration,

and then uses the pH value (actually, it uses the value of the
concentration of H+) together with Equations 70

73 to calculate

values of FHAH, FHA, FAH and FA, the four microscopic distribution
fractions, at each pH value.

Statement 20 has not been used in

previous programs; it doesn't do anything, but it seemed to be
a good place to branch for an IF statement.

The CONTINUE state-

ment could have been eliminated by numbering the following statement as I* 20.

One significant feature of the data from this simulation
should be noted.
the titration.

The ratio (HAk-A)/(-A-wH) is constant throughout
Since this ratio does not depend on pH, there is

no information about the ratio that can be obtained from the
shape of a titration curve.

There is in fact information about

just two equilibrium constants in the titration data.

This fact

means that analysis of a titration curve yields insufficient
data for evaluation of the microscopic equilibrium constants.
Chemists can and have evaluated the microscopic eqC

rium

-.....

constants for diprotic acids, often by very clever means.

For

a discussion of the evaluation of micro constants for amino
acids, see J. T. Edsall, "Dipolar Ions and Acid-Base Equilibria,"
2

chap.

4 in E. J. Cohn and J. T. Edsall, Proteins, Amino Acids and

2

Peptides (American Chemical Society Monograph * 90), New York:
Reinhold Publishing Corp., 1941.
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CONFRONTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITH THE
PREDICTIONS OF A DIPROTIC -ACID MODEL:

A STRATEGY FOR EVALUATING TWO EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
The critical test of a chemical model is a confrontation of
the predictions of that model with data from appropriately designed experiments.

Such a confrontation simultaneously tests

both the adequacy of the model to interpret the data, and the
adequacy of the data to test the model.

With our model, we use

the process of confronting data and model to find the set of two
macroscopic equilibrium constants that bring data and model into
the best quantitative agreement.

The result is that we can

obtain numerical values for the two equilibrium constants.

We

are attempting to obtain a consistent description of the chemistry of a diprotic acid in solution.

The shape of the titration curve is most sensitive to the

numerical value of K
in the vicinity of the first partialH2A
equivalence point (that ism,,near,the point where the volume of

lt llity
7
;
added titrant is 'A of the v lumeVelOired to reachqheequivalence point of the titration,.

Tjiese are the data that are most

useful in evaluating that equilibriuk constint.

The um rical

predictions of the model are most sensitive to the numerical
value of KHA_ in the vicinity of the second pqrtial-equivilence
point (near the point where 3/4 of the eqVivalence-point vdiume
of titrant has been added), and these data are `the most useful

in evaluating that equilibrium constant.

°ay a £ew caneliutty-

aeZeeted numbenA 6nom pun expenimenta titnation data cue
needed 6o4 the 4ueee644.ve-appnoximation4 weedune that Zeada to
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14
$71007b51

// JOB

// FO.<

* LIST SOURCE PROGRAY
*10CSICARD, 1132 il:+1ATL.:0

CONFRONTATION OF THE DATA WITH PRLD1CTIDNS FU< A I;IPROTIC ;Cie
REAL Af.A
VHA = 25.00

C

;'."4",*.OH

41A a- 0.05
-!M0H = 0.10
KHHA a .9E -6

KHA = 1.1E7
KW = 1.E14
28 READ (2.25) V. PH
25 roloiAT

F20.2)

IF (V) 30029029

29 H = 10**(PH)
NUM r H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA.... KithA**,,HA
*( 2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + t.W*KHHA )*H
&W*KHA*ICHHA

KW)*(H**2)

OEN = h**4 + ( KHHA + M;. ON )*( H**3 ) + 000-lik*KHA + KNHA*MX011
--*TRITIC21- 47-0.P.HA-410-1A411irliOrl

VMOH
VHONUM/DEN
WRITE (3.10) PH, VMOH, V

r.w*kHHA 1441 - KW*KHA*KHHA

10 FORMAT (3F7.2 )

GO TO
30 CALL EX I T

END

77YIE:r
5.03
.32
5.71
1

1.14
2.09
4.35

1.25
2.28
4.65
A

ei
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(,?;

numeticat vatue4 6ot the two equitibtium constants bon the acid.
Then the full set of data from throughout the titration can be
compared with the predicted titration curve for the full titration, using these "best values" for the macroscopic dissociation
constants.

FORTRAN Program 14 is a simple and convenient way to compare
a few data values with the numbers that the model predicts, for
an assumed pair of equilibrium-constant values.

This program

reads a card on which are punched paired values of pH and titrant
volume.

The pH value is converted into a value of (H +), and

Equation SS is used to calculate a predicted value of
The experimental and predicted values of volume are then printed,
together with the corresponding pH value.

Several sets of cal-

culations, each with a slightly different value of one or both
equilibrium constant(s), can be performed until you feel that
the best agreement has been achieved.

Design a set o6 catcutation4 to veti6y (on te6ute) the
a44ettion
that ce/"..tain tegion4 o6 the tittantion curve ate the
4
tkiswect to vatiation4 in the namely-

moot 4e sitive tegida44
!:

'

ir

icai vatue4 o6 cettain eq&itattum 'Con4tant4.
1

A4 an e.id tG efnding'Ithe 4et o6 catcutation4 that gives the
befit t agteemenA amite g. ptog amIthat compate4 the catcutated and

ptedicted tittant volume4, pithap4 by taking the di66etence, 04
the natio, o6 these two numbeIL4.

/6 you want mote 4igni6icant

6igute4 in the output, what 4houtd you change in the ptogtam?
Changing the vaeue o6 KHA_ ha4 4ome e66ect on the ptedict4on4 o6 the model in the vicinity o6 the 6it4t pattiat-equivatence point.

De4ign a 4et o6 catcutation4 (and pet6otm the
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15
// JOH

571007.551

// FOR
*ONL WUNj INTLGLR5
* LIST 5LUUCE PkOCIRA%i

*IOCS(CARD. 1132 PRINTER, TYPEwkITER, i'LOTILR)
TITRATION CURVE
C
C
C

CONPARISUA OF EXPERIMLAITAL DATA wITH THE PRLDICTIOAS OF A
CHENICAL .ODLL

C

DIPROTIC ACID, ASSUmED VALUES OF KHA ANC KHHA

C
C
C
C

DATA CARDS hAVL W4Ch PUNCHED wITHIN Tilt FIRST 20 SPACES
DATA CARDS HAVE PH PUNCHED 4I THIN ThE SECOr4D 2C SPACES
INCLUDE DECP,IAL POI %T IN EACH VALUE OF Vic.OH AM; PH

LAST DATA CARD MUST HAVE A NEGATIVE VALUE OF vY0H
REAL. KHA, KHHA, KW. NU!,4, 'AMA. ".MOH

KHhA = 1.1E-6
KHA = 0.9E-7
VHA = 25.00
Y.HA = 0.0500
'4%10H = 0.1000

Kw = 1.00SE-14
CALL PREP (.2, .55, 1., 1.)
WRITE (7.15) KHA, KHHA
15 FOWAAT ('KHHA = 1,E8.2.1
KHA = 19E8.2)
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE TITRATIQN CURVE
H = 1.
1 H = .5*H
PH =
(ALOG(if)) /2.303
NUN = h**4 + KhHA*(H**:1) + (KHHA*KHA
W..:)*(H**2)
KhHA*?4MA
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + Kw*KHHA)*0
Keg*KHA*KrHA
KA;)
DEN = H**4 + (KHHA + r!M0H)*(h**3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*;in.);
**(h**2) + (KmHA*KHA*MMOH
Kw*KHHA)*H
KW*KhA*KhHA

WIOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (VMOH) 1,2,2
2 CALL FPLOT (-2.VMOH.PH)
5 H = H
.1*H
PH = (ALOG(H) )/2.303
KW)*(H**2)
%Um = h**4 + KhHA*(H**3) + (KHHAaKHA
Ah(iA*11A
14(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + Kw*KHHA)*H
Ki*r*KHA*KHHA
KW)
= H**4 + (KHHA + NY0h)*(H**3) + (KIIHA*KHA + KHHA*M::OH
*44(':**i)

(K....1/0:K.If,A'1:.10H

*KH.IA)ikt:

;V:4-f:A*t.h!IA

=

ii;(50.-V-..);0 10.3,3

3 CALL FPLOT (0,VOH.PH)
GO IC 5
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PAGE
C

2

PLOTTIN3 DATA PCIT5 F'-(0.1 THE TITRATI,.
10 CONTINJL
28 READ (2,25)
25 FORMAT (F206201:20.2)
IF (V) 30,29,29
29 CALL FPLOT (1,V,P)
CALL FPLOT ( ..2tV,)')

CALL POI.iT (1)

GO TO 28
C

DRAWING AND LABELLING THE AXES
30 CALL YAXIS (0., 0., 1., 150 5)
i!RITE (7,17)

17 FORMAT (IPH')
CALL XAXIS (0.00.01.,50,10)
WRITE (7,16)
16 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
IND

// XEO

I
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KHHA = 0.9CE-07

KHA = 0011E-05

8
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catcutation4) to a4.4e44 the eliliect oli inteAation4 between the

two equitaAium con4tant4 on the 4hape oli the titkation curve
in Aegion4 that cute cAiticat Son the evacuation oli tho4e equi-

tibAium con4tant4.

The eigect would be expected to be ditiliekent,

depending on the Aetative vatue4 (and on the ab4otute vatue4)

oli

the equitiblaum con4tant4.

A GRAPHICAL CONFRONTATION
OF THE DATA AND THE MODEL

FORTRAN Program 15 allows you to
compare data that you have punched

on cards with predictions of the model in the form of data points
placed on a calculated curve.

Most people find the visual impact

and effectiveness of this graphical presentation much greater
than with a listing of numbers.

All the data used in the calculations whose output appears
on page 167 were simulated, using the same algebraic equations
but slightly different equilibrium-constant values.

The data

used in FORTRAN Program 14 were also obtained from a similar
simulation, but with a third set of equilibrium-constant values.

iThe

!lumbers used are as follows:

:

PROGRAM 14

PROGRAM 15

1.0 x 10-`'

0.9 x 10-6

1.1 x 10-6

1.0 x 10-7

1.1 x 10-7

0.9 x 10-7

SIMULATED DATA

1

;.)

,

.1)

i

K

K

H2A
HA-

The difference between data and predictions is just barely detectable on the graph, whereas the numerical output shows the
difference much rilore clearly.

The overall effect can be grasped

more readily by looking at the graph.

Probably both methods can

4

be used to advantage.
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ASSESSING THE PRECISION
OF EQUILIBRIUM-CONSTANT
VALUES OBTAINED BY USING
PROGRAMS 14 AND 15

An experimental scientist must always
be concerned with the reliability and
potential repeatability of his or her

experiments and calculations.

When a number is reported, he or she

should indicate (by the number of significant figures in that
number, or by a statement of the precision 'f that number) the
probability that a repeat of the work by an independent investigator would yield the same number.

Thus it is important to see if two different equilibriumconstant values give equally-good fit of the data, within the
limits of experimental uncertainties of the data.

After you

have found your "best value", you should repeat the calculation
with

slightly altered value, checking to see if any significant

variation occurs.

If there is no discernible difference in the

agreement obtained in using 1.0 x 10-6 and 1.1 x 10-6, then it
is misleading (and therefore not good science) to report a value
as 1.00 x 10-6, since the two zeros imply a knowledge of the
digits that belong in those two decimal positions.

How can you estimate the "limits of experimental uncertainties
of the data"?

This is not always easy, but it is always important.

For some guidance in assessing the limitations of burettes and
pH meters, read over the information in Appendix II.

Also keep

asking yourself the question: "If I repeated the work, would
get the same answer a second (or third, or fourth) time?"

If you

don't know, then repeat some of the work and find out!
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CAN A CLEARLY-INCORRECT MODEL
GIVE A GOOD DESCRIPTION
OF AN ACID-BASE TITRATION?

Throughout this case study, we have used a simple and straightforward criterion for testing a chemical or mathematical model:

"Pc the pnediction4 oi the model agree, within the timits o6
When there

expetimentat uncentainty, with expeiimentat data?"

fails to be adequate agreement, this criterion signals the chemist
that problems with either the model or the data (or both) exist.
But what can be concluded when there is excellent agreement?
We shall investigate a clear case in which data are interpreted in terms of an incorrect model.

In FORTRAN Program 16,

we simulate data from the titration of a diprotic acid, marking
these points with X marks on a piece of graph paper.

Then, using

the same axes, we plot as a smooth curve the predictions of a
monoprotic-acid model.

The

The results are shown on page 173.

data points lie precisely on the curve.

There is no way to tell, by analysis of titration data,
whether this acid is a monoprotic acid with KHA = 0.5 x 10-4,
or a diprotic acid (present in half the molar concentration)
with K

H2A

= 1.0 x 10-4 and K HA" = 0.25 x 10-4.

The data are

interpreted equally well with either model.

This is a special case, in which the diprotic acid equilibrium constants were chosen to stand in the ratio 1:4.

But if

welere to introduce some experimental uncertainty (some random
scatter) into the data points, we might be able to apply an inappropriate model to a rather wide range of data.

You can
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16

// JOB'

571007.551

// FOR
LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCSICARDt 1132 PRINTER. TYPEWRITER. PLOTTER)
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
C
DIPROTIC ACID DATA INTERPRETED VIA A MONOPROTIC MODEL
REAL KHA. KHHA. KW. NUM. MHA. MMOH
ymA = 25.00

MHA s 0.0500
MMOH a 0.1000

KHHA s loE4
KHA s .25E -4
KW s 1.008E -14

CALL PREP 1.2. .55. 1.. lo)
WRITE (7.15)
15 FORMAT (' DIPROTIC ACID DATA INTERPRETED VIA A MONOPROTIC ACID MODE
*L0)

CALL YAX1S 10..0..1..15.5)
WRITE 17.17)
17 FORMAT ('PH')
CALL XAXIS (0.. 0.. 5.. 7. 7)
WRITE 17.16)
16 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE DIPROTIC TITRATION DATA POINTS
H * 1.
1 H s H

ol*H

PH a (ALOG(H))/2003
NUM * H**4 + KHHA *(H * *3) + (KHHA *KHA

*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H

KHHA*MHA
KW*KHA*KHHA

KW)*(H**2)

DEN s H**4 + (KHHA +MMOH) *(H * *3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH

**1H**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH

KW*KHHA)*H

KW)

KW*KHHA*KHA

VMOH * VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (VMOH) 1.2.2
2 CALL FPLOT (- 2.VMOHtPH)
5 M = H
.2 *H

PH a (ALOGtH2)/2.303
NUM * H**4 + KHHA*(1.1**3) + (KHHA*KHA

*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H

KHHA*MHA
KW*KHA*KHHA

KW)*(H**2)

DEN * H**4 + (KHHA +MMOH) *(H * *3) + (KHHA*KHA + KHHA*MMOH
**11.1**2) + (KHHA*KHA*MMOH
KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHHA*KHA
VMOH a VHA*NUM/DEN

KW)

IF (24.5 VMOH) 10.3.3
3 CALL FPLOT (1.VMOH.PH)
CALL FPLOT (20VMOH.PH)
CALL POINT(1)
GO TO 5
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF A MONOPROTIC TITRATION CURVE ON SAME AXES
10 MHA a 2. *MHA

KHA *0.5E4
H * lo
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PAGE
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51 H
.1*H
PH
tALOGtH))/2.303
H**3 + KHA*04**2)
NUM
tKW + tKHA*MHA))*H
DEN
H**3 + tICHA + MMOH)*tH**2) + (KHA*MMOH
-VHA *NUM /DEN
VMOH
IF tVMOH) 51.52.52
52 CALL FPLOT 11.VMOH,PH)

KW*KHA
KW)*H

KW*KHA

CALL FPLOT 120/M0HoPHI
H
.1*H
55 H
PH
tALOG(H))/2.303
DEN
H**3 + (KHA + MMOH)*(H**2) + (KHA*MMOH
NUM
H**3 + KHA*tH**2)
tKW + (KHA*MHA))*H
VMOH
VHA*NUM/DEN

KW)*H
KW*KHA

KW*KHA

IFt35.VMOH) 50.53.53
53 CALL FPLOT 10.VMOH.PH)
GO TO 55
50 CALL FINPL
CALL EXIT
END
// XE0
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check on this possibility by incorporating some random scatter
in the simulated data, and running FORTRAN Program 16 for various
values of equilibrium constants.

Check the IBM instruction

manual for ways to generate a random variable to use in adding
or subtracting random "errors" from the simulated data.

How

would you decide what value to use for the monoprotic-acid
equilibrium constant?

This is a special case, as presented, but the problem is a
general one throughout experimental science, and perhaps in all
areas of knowledge.

A careful investigator can often design a

confrontation that shows i-model for reality to be invalid, or
inadequate.
"true."

Such a model probably cannot be asserted to be

But the fact that a model is faithful(in all investigated

respects)to reality does not provide proof or assurance of its
truth.

100
;10
4
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WHAT IF KHA- WERE LARGER THAN KH2A?
The removal of a proton from a molecule results in an overall increase by one unit charge in the negative charge on that
molecule

This increase in negative charge (which is equivalent

to a decrease in positive charge) results in a greater attraction
(which is equivalent to a reduced repulsion) for remaining protons
still bound to the molecule.

These electrostatic considerations

1.

would be expected to make the successive microscopic equilibrium
constants for removal of protons decrease in numerical value.
The '.inviting situation would be the case of non-inter.cting,

dentical binding sites in which the sites Are so far apart in
space that electrostatic interactions are neglible; then the two
successive microscopic dissociation constants are equal, the
successive macroscopic dissociation constants differ by a factor
> K
of four, and K
HA".
H2A
Removal of a proton does more than just increase negative
charge.

Changes in electronic configuration of the molecule are

expected, and

hanges in the three-dimensional shape of the

molecule are possible.

And it may be reasonable to ask the

question: "What would happen

some changes attened the motecate

40 much that the successive mickoscopic equitibnium constants

inenease £n numeticat qaue?" A search through tabulated values
of macroscopic eoilibrium constants has not revealed reports of
any such instances.

Maybe there are no such acids.

Or maybe

there is an alternative explanation.
CHEMISTS MAY HAVE BEEN
MISLED BY THEIR OWN DATA

We shall present some results of a
computer simulation that indicate
175
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PARTIAL LISTING OF PROGRAM USED TO PREPARE GRAPH ON PAGE 177

// JOB T

571007.551

SMITH COLLEGE IBM 1130

MONITOR

VERSION 2

LEVEL 11

CORE SIZE

8K

06

// FOR
LIST SOURCE PROGRAM

IOCS(CARD. 1132 PRINTER. TYPEWRITER. PLOTTER)
ONE WORD INTEGERS
C
HOW WOULD WE KNOW IF THE SECOND K WERE LARGER THAN THE
FIRST K
REAL KHA. KHHA. KW. NUM, MHA. MMOH
VHA 0 25.00
MHA s 0.0500
MMOH = 0.1000

KHHA s 1.E5
KHA 0 1.E3
KW = 1o006E14

.

771

Diprotic

CALL PREP to2, .55. leo 1.)
WRITE 17.15)
15 FORMAT (' DIPROTIC ACID DATA INTERPRETED VIA A MONOPROTIC
ACID MODE
*0)
CALL TAXIS (06,0so1oo15,51
WRITE (7.17)
17 FORMAT ('PH')
CALL XAXIS Woo 0.. 5.. 7. 7)
WRITE (7.16)
16 FORMAT ('MILLILITERS OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE')
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF THE DIPROTIC TITRATION
DATA POINTS
H s le

1HsH .1 *H
PH

(ALOGIH/)/2003

NUM 0 H *4 + KHHA(H**3) + (KHHA *KHA
KHHAMHA
*t2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA
DEN

KW)*(H**2)

H**4 + (ICHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA *KHA + KHHA*MMOH
KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHHA*KHA

* *(H * *2) + (KHHA *KHA *MMOH

KW)

VMOH s VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (VMOH) 1,2.2

2 CALL FPLOT (20/MOHOH)
5 H s H
PH

.2*H
(ALOG(H)) /2.303

NUM s H**4 + KHHA*(H**3) + (KHHA*KHA
KHHA*MHA
*(2*KHHA*KHA*MHA + KW*KHHA)*H
KW*KHA*KHHA

KW)*(H**2)

DEN s H**4 + (ICHHA+MMOH)*(H**3) + (KHHA *KHA + KHHA*MMOH
**(H**2) + (KHHA *KHA *MMOH
KW *KHHA) *H
KW*KHHA*KHA

KW)

VMOH s VHA*NUM/DEN

IF (24.5 VMOH) 10.3.3
3 CALL FPLOT (10/MOH,PHi
CALL FPLOT (- 2.VMOH.PH)
CALL POINT(1)
GO TO 5
C

CALCULATION AND PLOTTING OF A MONOPROTIC TITRATION CURVE ON SAME AXES
10 MHA 0 2.*MHA

KHA s 1.E4
H 0 1.

Monoprotic
176
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the possibility that a chemist could be led astray in interpreting experimental data from titration experiments if the acid
were indeed diprotic with the second dissociation constant larger
than the first.

The computer-drawn graph on page 177 shows data

calculated for an extreme case in which the equilibrium constants
are in the atypical order, and differ by a factor of 100.

The

simulated data are indicated with X marks, and are compared with
with a continuous curve, drawn on the same axes, calculated for
a monoprotic acid, with twice the molar concentration, and with

an equilibrium constant with pK the average of ON of the diprotic
equilibrium constants.(Some other value for the monoprotic K
might have been more appropriate.)

If, as has been common in many research laboratories, only
the half-equivalence point pH value(s) is used in evaluating the
equilibrium constant(s), then this acid might be incorrectly
interpreted as being a monoprotic acid with pK = 4, or as a
diprotic acid with pK values in the normal order, equal to about
3.7 and 4.2.

So maybe some such anomolous acids do exist, but

have been missed by earlier investigators.
PREDICTIONS OF CHEMICAL
PROPERTIES OF AN ACID
WITH ATYPICAL ORDERING
OF DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS

One of the most important features of
simulation methods is the ability to

make quantitative predictions about

systems that have never been studied experimentally and which may
in fact not exist.

But i6 thexe wexe an acid with pKH2A = S and

pKHA_ = 3, then we can make some predictions on the basis of the
information contained in the graphs on pages 177 and 179.
following features are worthy of note:

The

.
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MANGE PF THE DISTRIEUTION FRAFTUNifliNIV
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TITRATION

VHA = 25.00
MHA = 0.0500
MMOH = 0.1000
KHHA = 1.E-5
ul. KHA = 1.E-3
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1 A solution of this acid and its s'4ium salt would be an
excellent buffer near pH 4.

The slope of the titration curve

in the interval S mt < V
NaOH < 20 mit is closer t, zero than for
any other of the titration turves in this case study.
IT Since HA

accounts for at most only five percent of the

A-containing species in solution, the titration can be represented
by the reaction

H2A

#

AS + 2H+

without serious error in the concentrations of H2A and A.

For

discussion of the equilibrium properties of these solutions,
considering only the reactants and products, there would seem to

be no need tu even mention the intermediate species.
write down the appropriate chemical model?
constant would you use?

Can you

What equilibrium

Is there really any difference in the

predicted shape of the titration curve?
1 A Guess: Probably the shape of the titration curve would
not be very much different if pKHA- were 2, or 1, or any smaller
number.

For larger values of this equilibrium constant, the

distribution fraction (HA )J[A] becomes even smaller.

A numer-

ical evaluation of this equilibrium constant from titration data
becomes increasingly more difficult and less reliable as its
value become larger.

Can you check these guesses?

0a),1
-.

1. a`I

How?
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Chapter 3

Polyprotic Acid

Equilibria
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THE TITRATION OF CITRIC ACID IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION
Citric acid is the triprotic acid with the structure

We shall investigate the chemistry of citric acid from the point
of view of the competition in water for protons.

The competition

for the limited number of available protons is among OH
of the three carboxylate groups on citrate.

and each

This detailed exam-

ination involves a quantitative description of the distribution

of chemical species throughout the course of a titration of a
citric acid solution with a solution of sodium hydroxide.

Our

strategy in formulating a plausible, reasonable and verifiable
description of the chemical system takes the form of the nowfamiliar sequence in which we
1. Propose a chemical model.

This chemical model consists
of a statement of the chemical species assumed to be
present, and a collection of balanced chemical equations
sufficient to permit interconversion of the species.

2. Formulate a mathematical model which embodies the relevant
features of the chemical model.

This mathematical model
consists of a set of simultaneous algebraic equations.

3. Combine the algebraic equations to get an equation which
relates experimentally-observable quantities, thus
permitting a comparison of prediction with experiment.

4. Perform quantitative experiments to obtain numerical data
for comparison with predictions.

If the predictions are consistent with experimental data, then
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one
.."...tft)

we shall consider that the model is an acceptable description
With citric acid, we shall find that

of the chemical system.

the chemical model that we propose is not unique, and that many
unreasonable models will give rise to the same prediction of the
experimentally-observed titration curve.

Some chemical judgment

is required, and some data from non-titration experiments, as
well as comparative titration data from certain related compounds, becomes very helpful in making the test of reasonableness.

The proton dissociation equilibria for citric acid can be
schematically diagrammed as in Figure 1.

It is possible to

define even more microscopic equilibria, but the

collection of

explicitly-written reactions and associated equilibrium constants
given

in Figure 2 includes more than enough K's to describe

completely the distribution of species in a solution of citric
acid at any pH value.

It includes many more K's than are re-

quired to calculate a titration curve, and in fact we shall soon
find that only three equilibrium constants are required in order
to de4etibe the maeuhseopie tit/cation phenomena.

The many ad-

ditional equilibrium constants are introduced in order to
.

intetpket the phenomena.

PREDICTION OF THE SHAPE
OF THE TITRATION CURVE

For the prediction of the titration
curve, we need a chemical model written

in terms of only the macroscopic equilibria.
chemical equations suffice.

The following

Written with each chemical equation

is the associated equilibrium-constant equation that forms a
part of the mathematical model for the titration.
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(H2C )(H +)

H3C g H2C

+ H

(74)

K

A

(U3C)

(HC-2)(e)
H2C

# HC-2 + 11+

(75)

K

(H2C)

(C-3)(e)
K

HC-2 # C-3 + 14+

H2O !

C

(76)

(HC-2)

K = (e)(OH-)
w

+ OH-

(77)

The two conservation equations are
[C] = (H3C) + (H2C-) + (HC-2) + (C-3)

(78)

[M] = (le)

(79)

The electroneutrality equation is
(le) +

(4+)

= (OH-) +

(H2C) + 2(HC-2) + 3(C-3)

(80)

An equation for the titration curve can be obtained by using
Equations 74 -- 79 to eliminate the individual species concentra-

tions from Equation 80, producing an equation in which only the

concentrations [C], [M], and (e) appear; and then
volume variables.

introducing

A great deal of algebra is simplified if we

make use of the results of the next section on distribution
fractions.

So we interrupt this derivation for a digression.

DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS IN TERMS
OF THE MACROSCOPIC EQUILIBRIA

Proceeding exactly as we have
before in the cases of monc-

protic and diprotic acids, we find the distribution fractions by
starting with Equation 78, and then using the equilibrium-constant equations to eliminate all but one of the species concentrations.

Thus we can write Equation 78 as
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Figure 1

A SCHEMATIC PROTON DISSOCIATION SCHEME FOR CITRIC ACID
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Figure 2

MICROSCOPIC EQUILIBRIA IN THE CHEMICAL MODEL FOR CITRIC ACID
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[C] = (H3C) + (H3C)KA/(e) + (H3C)KAKB/(e)2 + (H3C)KAK8Kc/(11+)

(H3C){1 + KA/(e) + KAKB/(e)2 + KAKFily(e)31
(e)3[C] = (H3C){(e)3 + KA(e)2 + KAKB(e) + KAycl

(81)

In like manner, we get Equation 78 in terms of the concentration

(H2C) to give
KA(H+)2[C] = (H2C){-(-1+)3 + KA(e)2 + KAKB (H

+)

+ KAKBKC} (82)

It is significant that the quantity in { } is the same in both

In fact, this same factor appearsagain

Equations 81 and 82.

when we write Equation 78 in terms of (HC-2) or in terms of
(C-3).

Let us therefore define this factor as F den

:

(e)3 + KA(144-)2 + KAKB(e) + KAKBKC

Fden

(83)

and then write each of the distribution fractions as a fraction
with the denominator F
(Fist)

den.

The four resulting equations are

(e)1

(HC-2)

F

[C]

Fden

IC]

(e)2KA

(H2C)

(C3)

(e)KAKB

(84)

den

KAKBKC

F

[C]

RETURN TO THE
TITRATION CURVE

Fden
den
[C]
We now use Equations 77, 78, 79, and 84 to trans-

form Equation 80 into

(e) + [M]

-

Kw/(e) mr{(e)2KA + 2(e)KAKB + 3KAKBKc}/Fden

Multiplication of both sides of the equation by Fden followed by
rearrangement of terms, yields
(1.1+)

+

(e)4{[M] + KA} + (e)3{KA[M] - KA[C] + KAKB - Kw)

+

(e)3{KAKB[M]

-

2 KAKB[C] + KAKBKC - KAKW}

(e)(KAKBKc[M] - 3 KAKBKC [C]

-

(85)

KAKBKw} - KAKBKciii - 0.
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1

Recognizing that the two concentrations [M] and [C] are not
independent during a titration, we decide to change variables
so as to have a single independent variable.

The natural

choice for this independent variable is the volume of titrant
which has been dispensed from the burette.

The change of vari-

ables is accomplished by utilizing the relationships

VMOHMMOH

VHAM HA

[C] =

EM)

VMOH + VHA

(86)

VMOH + VHA

Introduction of Equations 86 into Equation 85 results in
(H+)s + (H+)4KA + (H+)3{KAKB - Kw
+ (H+)z {KAKBKc

KAHHA}

KAKw - 2KAKBMHA}

(H+){KAKBKw + 3KAkBKcMIIA} - KAKBKcKw
(87)
(H )

(4
11

(H )4{MiloH + KA}

KAKBKC

)2(151KBMMOH

(W)IKAKBKCMMON

-

(H )2fICAMMOH
-

KAKB - KM}

KAKO

KAKBKO - KAKBKcKw

Equation 87 is in the usual form which we have been using for
computer-assisted calculation of titration curves.
Without any consideration of the microscopic equilibria, we

have been able to make a quantitative prediction of the data
which would be obtained in an experimental titration.

The

description of the observable phenomena has been made in terms
of Equation 87 which is a phenomenotogicat equation written in
terms of four phenomenotogicat equitibkium constants.

We consider

as synonyms the terms

phenomenotogicat equitibkium constant
mauto4copic equitibkium constant
expeximentatty-observable equitilmium constant
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Each macroscopic equilibrium constant may describe a
process that is a superposition of several of the microscopic
The microscopic reac-

chemical reactions of the original model.

tions, and the individual chemical species used in formulating
the model for the reaction of protons with the variously-protonated citrate ions, are not directly, explicitly or unambiguously

observed by casual inspection of the titration curve of citric
acid.

To analyze a titration curve, we first decide to treat

citric acid as a triprotic acid, and obtain Equation 87.

We

then extract numerical values of three macroscopic equilibrium
constants from an experimental titration curve.

Then, supplying

additional information not contained in the titration data, we
try to interpret these three macroscopic equilibrium constants
in terms of the many reactions in Figure 2.
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE
MACROSCOPIC AND THE
MICROSCOPIC EQUILIB RIUM
CONSTANTS FOR CITRIC ACID

Equations 74, 75, and 76 are not

written with the same sy mbols as the
dozen equations in Figure 2.

We

need to make a translation between the macroscopic language and
the microscopic language, and we now do so via the definitions:
(H3C)

E sum of the concentrations
of all triply-protonated
citrate species

(88)

H

(H2C) E sum of the concentrations
of all doubly-protonated
citrate species

(89)
[1:11

,

(HC-2)

E sum of the concentrations
of all singly-protonated
citrate species

E

sum of the concentrations
of all unprotonated
citrate species

(90)

-

tl
(C-3)

H
tH1

=

H

(91)

{-1
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Direct substitution of definitions 88 -- 91 into Equations 74,
75 and 76 results in
ti

ti

+

+

{-11
}

{1-111(e)

H

-

H

KA =

(92)
H
H
H

+

(HC-2) (H+)

2

{H-1

[-

+

(H+) `

H

K KB

(93)

A

(H3C)

Ii
H

(e)3
(C-3)(e)3

[-

KAKBKC =

(94

)

(H3C)
[1,11

H

Inspection of Figure 2 reveals various ways in which the microscopic equilibridm constant equations can be combined with Equations 92, 93, and 94.
KA =

For instance, we find that

K1 + K2 + K3

KAKB = KIK4 + K2K6 + K3K,

= K1K4 + K1K5 + K2K8
= K2K6 + K2K6 + K3K7

= other combinations of microscopic equilibrium constants
KAKBKC = KIK4Klo
= K2KsKio

= many other combinations of microscopic constants
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There are more independent microscopic equilibrium constants
than there are macroscopic equilibrium constants, and therefore
experimental titration data alone contain insufficient informaThere

tion for numerical evaluation of the microscopic constants.
are many sets of values of the microscopic constants that are

fully consistent with the experimental values for the three macroscopic equilibrium constants.

The fraction of all citrate-containing

DISTRIBUTION FRACTIONS
IN TERMS OF THE
MICROSCOPIC EQUILIBRIA

species present as the microscopic
species
H

is given by the first.of Equations 84, since by definition 88

M

= (H3C)

H

We thus have
H
[I-1

HI

F

H3C

E [C]

(e)3
(95)

Fden

Combination of Equation 95 with the defining equations for K1,
K2, and K3 from Figure 2 gives

111=11

F

F

H2C1 E

[C]

0
H2C2

:'

[C]

FH3C1(11(e)

(96)

= Fu rK2/(e)

(97)

nt,
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-:,...t.0

[Id

F

Hsc3

--- = F" nKs/(H+)
[C]

(98)

nu,

Find equation4 604 computing the diAtiabution Vtaction4
04 the ftemaining mic4o4copic species.

Compote yoalt Aautt4

with the equations used in FORTRAN Pnog4am 17 Son cateutating
these diat4ibution 64action4.

A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING
THE MICROSCOPIC DISTRIBUTION
FRACTIONS DURING THE TITRATION
OF CITRIC ACID WITH SODIUM HYDROXIDE

FORTRAN Program 17 gives a
prediction of each of the
microscopic distribution

fractions during a simulated titration of citric acid with a
solution of sodium hydroxide.

Numerical values of seven of the

microscopic equilibrium constants are introduced.

The molecular

symmetry of citric acid is invoked, allowing us to equate each
of the remaining five micro constants with one of the initial
seven.

Equations such as those developed on pas:190 are used to

calculate values for the three macroscopic equilibrium constants,
and these constants are used with Equation 87 for the calculation
of the titration curve.

At each pH value on the titration curve,

Equations such as 96, 97, or 98 are used to calculate each of the
microscopic equilibrium constants.
Format

statement 11 has two programming features that make

the output a little neater and more legible.

In our previous

format statements for the printer beginning with information

within
blank.

'

marks, the first character with the " has been a
This time the numeral 1 appears, and this 1 is an instruc-

tion for the printer to advance to a new page of paper.

Appearing

17
// JOi

571007,551

// Fort

* Lisr SOURCE PRO:3RAI.'

*IOCS(CARDo 1132 PRINTER)
REAL NUM, KA, Kbt KC, KW, MOH, MHA, Kit K2, K3, K4, A5, K6t K7t
*K8o K9, K10t Kilt K12
C
CALCULATION OF FRACTIONS OF TOTAL CITE ATLCUNIAINING SPECIES
C
PRESENT AS EACH OF THE MICROSCOPIC SPECIES DURING THE TITRATION
C
OF CITRIC ACID
K1 = 10**(-3.85)
K2 = 10**(..3.35)

K4 = 10**04.60)
K5 = 10**( .4.40)

K6 = 10**(5.10)
K10 = 10**(.-5.85)
K11 = 10**(..6.05)
K3 = K1

K7 = K5
K8 = K6
K9 = K4
K12 = K10
KW = 1.008E-14
KA = 2.*K1 + K2
Kb = (K1 *K5 + 2.*K2*K6)/KA
KC = (Kl*K4*K10)/(KA*K8)
PKA = ..(ALOG(KA))/2.303
PKB = ..(ALOG(K8))/2.303
PKC 2 ..(ALOG(KC))/2.303
WRITE (3,11) PKA, PKB, PKC

11 FORMAT ('lPKA =t F6.2,
VHA = 10.00
MHA = .100
MMOH = .100

1

PKB =', F6.2,

PKC =It F6.2//)

H = 1.

1F = H

.1*H

;Alm = H**5 + (H**4)*KA + (H**3)*(kA0Kb
KA *MHA) +
Kw
*(H**2)*(KA*Kb*KC
Kw*KA
2.*KA*KB*VmA)
H*(KA*Kb*KW +
*3.*KA*Kb*KC*MHA)
KA*Kb..+KC*KW
DCN = (H**5) + (H**4)*(MMOH + KA) + (H**3)*(KA*:-:1OH
Kw + KA*N)3)
*+ (H**2)*(KA*K8*,vAOH
KW*KA + KA*Kb*KC) + M*(KA*K8*KC*MMOH
*KA*K(S *KW)
KA*Kb*KC*Kw

VMOH = VHA*NUM/DEN
IF (VMOH) 1,2,2

2 FAN = (H * *3) + KA*H*H + KA*K8*H + KA*Kb-NKC
FH3C = (H**3)/FDEN
H2C = KA*(H**2)/FDLN
FH2C = KA*(H**2)/FDEN
FHC = KA*KB*H/FDEN
FC = KA *KB *KC /FDLI

FH2C1 = K1 *FH3C/H

FH2C2 = K2*FH3C/H
FH2C3 = K3*FH3C/H
FHC1 = FC*H/K10

4-1,

':.-- 1. i
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19Vci

Z

=
=

CDH3
EDHA
f4d

ITN/H*D3
ZIN/H*14

i.0EZ/((L1)001V)

=

(ZTE)31IHm DEH4

4TDZ1-44

Z,Z14-4

E-N7114

M114

447D".4

')-1

110+,t

HA*
et 1V4H03 (ZscA4V3:OXEIG644XE4463E4XE.4'6AE.YE.5.6J)
H =

144fg°
=

g**H

VN*(47**H) + AsA*VN)*(E**H)

*V' (VHv. +

MN*ON*VN)*H
VN*MN
(VHN*9N*VN**Z
(V)4ti*DN*PN*VN*E*
MN*DN*qN*VN
MN + (9N*VN
(V)i + HOVA*VN)*(E**H)
N30 = (5**H) + H0:4W)*(47**H)
+
+
+* HOWW*ON*VN)*(Z**H)
(DN*PN*VN
Hoo!4*DN*PN*Vvl*H
VN*MN
(MN*9N*VN*
MN*DN441:4*VN
NOWA = N30/W0N*VHA
(HOWA) Z4Z40E
DN*PN*VN)*(Z**H)*

OE

IVD
ON3

// 03X

X3 1I

WiCA
=

0.914s.
0.'lL2:;2

0.72747
3.56902

,.01645
3.03031
3.05232
3.'0E193

3.11335
3.13759
1614777

00:97:
3.12E3;
_.14.137

J.33726

4.01E,16

;.2191;
:,.0511-1

.;.08856

,.11'.,?..1

3.3263.,
0.039(.1
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PKC =

0.01645
0.03031
U.05232
0608193
0.11335
0.13759
0.14777
0.14137
0.11973
0.08856
0.05695
0.03217
0.31618
0.00726
U.00287

6640

0.00005
0.00019
0.00066
U.03209
0.00579
0.01408
0.03024
0.05786
J.09801
0.14501

3.00:).38

U.00(.19

0.0005
0.00066
0.00209
0.00579
0.01408
0.03024
0.05786
J.09801

0.00.'30

3.00106
0.00332
U.00919
0.02231
0.04793
3.09171
0;15534
0.22981
0.29567
0.33347
0.33&02
0.30157
0.43905
3.16636
0.10295
0.05833
0.03124
0.01619
0.00824
3.00416

.001C3
0.00030
C.00008
0.00002

0.00000
0.03000
0600330
0.0'3300
0.033',3

0.00303
0.00030
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
Q.030f;C

0.18649
0.21072
0.212.01

0.00104
3.0.3052
,J.30326

0.00313
0.001/4:06

0.009(73

0.00001

0.0=.0

0.00j00
0.0000y

0.3000..

J.000J0
3.00001

0.0(..

1.14

25C

LIJe.=

17.33

12.

-

4624

6.16

IF.:::7

0.33434

,%!....2;

...";.'3
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0.00262
0.00131
0.00066
0.00033
0.00016
0.00008
0.00004
0000002
0.00001
0.00000
0.30000
000000j

9.02

LoU:A0V.,

:9.13
2i.:9

Oet,00j

3.1.C.,

Ullitdv.A...0

.,.999.4Z

k,0t...JOC.,

.:600'..;.,

0.0U0L0

0.00000
0.00000
0.03000
0.03000

9.64
9692
10.23
10.43
13.83
11.13
kros.A;4v:0

0.00003
0.00000
0.00000

..:.5

-.33 00

0.00000
000000
0.00300

0.9997,
3.99985
0.95592
0.99996
3.99998

3.3.3003

0000(J

-63j000
Jo...A...A)

3.00000

U6000J0
0600000
0600000

0.00000
0.00j00
0.30030

0.00003
0.03300
0.30000
0.00033
0600000
0.00003
0.J3030

CA

cr)

at the end of the statement is //, telling the printer to advance
two lines.

The computing capacity of the IBM 1130 system is exceeded
during the calculation of NUM and DEN for very small values of

(e).

As an example, at pH 11, (e) = 10 11 and (e)5 = 10-55.

This computer cannot handle such a small number, but happily the
failure is fail-safe failure for us, since the computer treats
the very small number as zero.

This would pose serious problems

for some calculations, but not for us at this time.

Each of these

very small numbers enters as an insignificantly-small term in an
indicated sum, the sum containing other terms that are properly
calculated, and no significant error results in the sum.
The output would be easier to read if a caption had been
printed over the columns of numbers.

Such .a caption could have

been printed by using a WRITE statement just after format statement
11.

ABOUT COMMONALITY OF
CHEMICAL SPECIES

The mathematical model for thit, system is

formulated by describing the equilibrium
system as involving many independent chemical reactions, each
reaction characterized by a microscopic equilibrium constant.
Coupling of these independent chemical reactions is accomplished
through the requirements of
1Conservation of mass
TElectroneutrality
1Commonality of chemical species
The phrase commonality ot5 specie4 means that a chemical symbol

has the same meaning in each of its appearances in chemical equa-
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tions, and that the corresponding ' oncentration has the same

numerical value in each of the algebraic equations in which it
appears.

This means, among other things, that the pool of that

species is available at the same concentration to all reactants.

When that species is produced by a reaction, it becomes distributed
throughout the solution.

The requirement of commonality of

species might fail to be satisfied in an irtra-molecular reaction
during which a group was transferred between two regions of a
molecule without ever being released into the main bulk of the
solution as a free and independent species.
A valuable research paper that should be read in conjunction
with this section is R. B. Martin, "A Complete Ionization Scheme
for Citric Acid," The Journal of Physical Chemistry, vol. 65,

pp. 2053-2055 (1961). Details are given of the experiments and
the assumptions required for estimating values of the microscopic
equilibrium constants for citric acid.

Equilibria involved in the titration of the amino acid
tyrosine involves twelve microscopic equilibrium constants, and
all twelve have been evaluated from experimental data and a set
of plausible assumptions.

Details are given in R. B. Martin,

J. T. Edsall, D. B. Wetlaufer, and B. R. Hollingworth, Journal
of Biological Chemistry, vol. 233, pp. 1429ff (1958)
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DESIGNING YOUR OWN RESEARCH PROJECT INVOLVING
CARBOXYLIC ACIDS AND MULTIPLE EQUILIBRIA
One way to plan a research project is to begin by reading
some relevant research papers relating to the system that you
intend to study.

Some excellent sources of references to such

papers are given on page 61.

Many common diprotic and polyprotic

acids have been studied only in passing, as parts of research
projects that other orientations and goals.

Only a small number

of polyprotic acids have been studied in sufficient detail so
that all microscopic equilibrium constants can reliably be
assigned numbers.

Even fewer have been studied with a view to

obtaining enough independent data so that assumptions made can
be checked for consistency.

Another way to plan a research project is to pick a system
that has never-been studied carefully, and perform enough preliminary experiments to get some crude data.

Then, with these

data before you, you can design appropriate experiments that can
be interpreted by some chemical model.

It is important that you subject your data and your interpretative model to stringent critical examination.

Many of the

experimental studies reported in chemical research journals are
flawed in this respect.

Uses to which computers have been put

on preceding pages of this case study are typical of the sorts
of quantitative confrontations of model and experiment that can
provide convinclng objective tests.

And you have the tools

needed to make such tests.

It is often helpful to think about the data you would expect,
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if the tentative model you propose were indeed operative.

Com-

puter simulations can be helpful in this regard, allowing you to
determine if certain experiments could be helpful, even in principle.

Many sorts of chemical systems can be informative, challenging,
or just a little bit different, and can be fun to investigate.
You may want to find out what is known about the carbon dioxide--

bicarbonate--carbonate equilibria, both in distilled water, and
in systems such as blood, or soda pop.

You may wish to unravel

the multiple equilibria in a polyprotic acid such as EDTA, EGTA,
or another of the common complexing agents.

Mixtures of acids

are important in many ways: can you design a mixture of acids
that would make an especially-good buffer over a wide range of
pH, or devise a way of titrating two different carboxylic acids
in the same solution, obtaining values for the concentration of
each?

What is the effect on the observed titration behavior of

various caids when various metal ions are added to the solutions?
How can these effects be explained?

Is there ever any difference

in the observed equilibrium constants between various optical
isomers (the left-hand and right-hand varieties of isomers), or
mixtures of both?

Or of other kinds of isomers?

Use your imagination, be creative, and show yourself (and
maybe your instructor, and perhaps the wider world of other
scientists) that you can make some critical, informed, and substantiated judgments about the nature of carboxylic acids in
solution.

4
4 h
4 h
4 h
4
h h
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APPENDIX I

PROGRAMING FOR THE PLOTTER
STANDARD FORTRAN STATEMENTS

DRAWING A STRAIGHT LINE: FPLOT(I,X,Y)
The sm,oth solid curves drawn by the plotter are in fact
constructed by instructing the plotter to draw a series of very
short straight-line segments.

The procedure is to bring the pen

to one end of the desired line, with the pen up so that the pen
is not writing.

The pen is then lowered, and moved while in the

down position to the other end of the straight line; a straight
line is thereby drawn.

An instruction to move to still another

position yields a continuation of the line if the pen is down..

The necessary information is given to the computer in the form
of FPLOT statements of the form
CALL FPLOT (I,X,Y)
I

is an integer controlling the up-down pen
position as follows:
I = 0

I = positive

no change

*

control pen before movement

I = negative

control pen after movement

I = odd

raise pen

I

= even

g>

lower pen

X and Y are the coordinates of the graph position
to which the pen is moved.
PRINTING LABELS ON THE GRAPH
If you want to place labels on the graph, use the FPLOT
statement to bring the pen to the position where you wish the
This appendix is reprinted from TEACHING ('UIDE TO ACCOMPANY
Copyright © 1971
CHEMICAL REACTION MECHANISMS by George M. Fleck.
by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. reprinted by permission of
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
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lower left corner of the first character to be.

The pen should

Then use the statement

be in the up position.

WRITE(7,J)
where .1 is the number of a format statement of the form
)

J FORMAT('

The desired label goes between the

'

'

marks.

PLOTTING A POINT ON THE GRAPH
If you wish to

p14

a point on the graph, you may use the

statement

CALL POINT(1)

This statement cause the plotter to draw an X mark at the
current pen position.

It expects to find the pen down and it

leaves the pen down when finished.

SPECIAL PLOTTING SUBROUTINE
[These subroutines were written by Professor Bruce
Hawkins, Department of Physics, Smith College.]
PREPARATION SUBROUTINE: PREP(XS,YS,X0,Y0)
This subroutine determines the scale of your graph, sets
the position of the origin, and leaves the pen in a convenient
position to write a title.

XS is the scale you have chosen for the x-axis,
in inches per unit;
YS is the scale you have chosen for the y-axis,
in inches per unit;
X0 is the distance in inches from the left-hand
edge of the graph to the origin;
YO is the distance in inches from the bottom of
the graph to the origin.

PREP types a reminder to set the pen position and waits for you
to do so.

PREP should be called before any other plotting
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subroutine.

After calling it, a title may he written using

an ordinary FORTRAN WRITE statement and its associated FORMAT
statement.

Since this subroutine uses the typewriter, your IOCS

card must mention the typewriter.

A listing of this and each of the other special plotting
subroutines appears as the conclusion of this appendix.
SUBROUTINE YAXIS(X,Y,U,N,NLAB)

This subroutine draws the y-axis the length you have chosen,

draws evenly-spaced tick marks, places a numerical scale beside
the line, and leaves the pen in an appropriate position to
write a label for the axis.

X and Y are the coordinates in your own units of the
point where the y-axis begins;
U is the distance in your own units between tick marks
on the axis;
N is

an integer such that NxU is the length of the axis;

NLAB'is the number of tick marks which are to be
labelled with the value of the scale at the
NLAB should be equal either to N or
point.
to N divided by an integer.

This subroutine should normally be called before the XAXIS
subroutine.

It leaves the character writing process set to
If you follow this statement

write characters on their side.

with a FORTRAN WRITE statement, you can label the axis.
SUBROUTINE XAXIS(X,Y,U,N,NLAB)

This subroutine behaves exactly like the YAXIS subroutine and
like that one can be followed by a WRITE statement to place a
label on the axis.
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FINISHING THE GRAPH: FINPL
At the end of a graph, or after plotting several graphs
on the same axes, it is convenient to use the statement
CALL FINPL

This subroutine plots a cross at the lower left hand cotner of
the graph pn top of a plus sign put there by PREP.
check on machine errors during the plotting.

This is a

If the two symbols

do not land exactly on top of each other, the graph should not
be trusted.

FINPL then raises the pen and moves it to an

appropriate position for beginning a new graph.
NORMS, SAVES, GETS

These three subroutines are listed because they were used
within the plotting subroutines.

ON GETTING THE DESIRED GRAPH SIZE
These programs were used with an IBM 1627 x-y-strip chart
plotter.

The system used produced a half-size graph, and so we

introduced some factors of 2. into the PREP program.

For the

standard system, one replaces the statement

CALL SCALF (2.*XS,2.*YS,-X0/XS,-YO/YS)

with the statement
CALL SCALF (XS, YS, -X0/XS, -YO/YS)
in the PREP program listed on page 86.

The student user is never

aware of these considerations.
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// FCR
*ONE ACID INTEGERS
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAff
SUBROUTINE PREP (XS9YS9X09YO)
A TI1LE
SETS SCALE, ORIGIN, AND LOCATES PEN TO
C
IT
PLOTS
A
REGISTLR
POINT
AT
THE
INITIAL
POSITIO%
OF TM: PLN AND
C
IT
ADJUSTS
THE
SCALE
TO
THE
HALF
SIZE
STEPS
OF
THIS
PLOTTER
C
XS, YS ARE X AND Y SCALES IN INCHES PER USER'S UNIT AND AiST UE
C
VARIABLES SINCE PREP CHANGES THEM
C
PREP ASSUMES THAT THE PEN IS AT THE LOwER LEFT HAND CORNER OF
C
THE GRAPH
C
XO IS THE DISTANCE IN INCHES FROM THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE
C
GRAPH TO THE ORIGIN
C
YO IS THE DISTANCE IN INCHES FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE GRAPH TO THE
C
ORIGIN
C

IF (NSW-16324) 691096
6 WRITE (191)
1 FORMAT('PLACE PEN AT RIGHT EDGE OF PLOTTER AND PUSH START')
PAUSE
CALL SAVES (XSoYS,XOPY0)
10 CALL SCALF (1.91.90.90.)

CALL FPLOT (-29.159.05)
DO 5 1=1920

CALL
CALL
CALL
5 CALL

FPLOT(09.159.15)
FPLOT (09.C59.15)
FPLOT (09.059.05)
FPLOT (09.159.05)

CALL FPLOT (190.90.)
CALL FPLOT (-290.9.2)
CALL POINT (0)

CALL SCALF (2.*X5,2.*YS9X0/X59YO/YS)
(1.X0)/XS9(10.Y0)/Y59.29.490.)
CALL FCHAR
(

NSW = 16324
RETURN
END

// CUP
*STORE

WS

UA

PREP

Written by Prof. Bruce Hawkins, Department of Physics,
Smith College. Used by permission.
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// FOR
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAY
SUBROUTINE YAXIS (X,Y,U,N,NLAB)
PUTS A STANDARD YAXIS ON PLOT STARTING AT XtY, viITH A SEGMENTS
C
OF LENGTH U SEPARATED BY TICK MARKS AND LABELS NLAB +1 JF THE
C
TICKS WITH THE SCALE VALUE AT THAT POINT, X AND Y ARE I% USERS
C
UNITS AS DEFINED BY XS AND YS WHICH ARE INCHES/ USER'S UAIT
C
MUST BE PRECEEDED BY A CALL TO PREP OR SCALF
LEAVES PEN POSITIONED FOR LEGEND
C
C

ML GETS (XStYS,X0,YO)
CALL FGRID (1,X,Y,U,N)
CALL FCHAR (X, Y, .29.3,1.570795)
IE = NLAti + 1

TENLG = .4342945*ALOG(Y+U*FLOAT(N))
DO 5 I=1,I=
YP = Y+U*FLOATHI..1)*(N/NLAB))
CALL FPLOT (0,X...1/XStYP46/YS)
IF (ABS(YP*Y5)-.05) 4,4.6
(7,10)

4
10

FORmAT (5X001)

GO TO 5
6 CALL NORMS (TENLG,YP)
5 CONTINUE
CALL FPLOT (00X-.3/XS,Y+(U*FLOAT(N))/4..)
RETURN
END

// DUP
*STORE

WS

UA

YAMS.

Written by Prof. Bruce Hawkins, Department of Physics,
Smith College. Used by permission.

rZr).11
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// FOR
wORU INTEGERS
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
(X9Y9U9N9NLAB)
SUBROUTINE XAXIS
PUTS A STANDARD XAXIS ON PLOT STAR1INu- AT X9Y, .%ITh N sEOILNT6
C
OF LENGTH U SEPARATED bY TICK MARKS Ae,1; LAULLS NLAU +1 UF 1HL
C
TICKS WITH THE SCALE VALUE AT THAT POINT, X ANU Y ARE IN U6LR:3
C
UNITS AS DEFINED BY XS AND YS WHICH ARE INCHES/ USER'S UNIT
C
:UST BE PRECEEDED BY A CALL TO PREP OR SCALF
C
LEAVES PEN POSITIONED FOR LEGE:N4D
C
*o:

CALL GETS(XS,YS,XC,YO)
CALL FGRID(09X9Y9U9N)
CALL FCHAR (X, Y9 9299390.)
IE = NLAB+1
TENLG = 94342945*ALOG(X+U*FLOAT(N))
DO 5 := 19IE
XP = X+U*FLOATHI-1)*(N/NLAB))

CALL FPLOT (09XP.5/XS9Y.25/Y5)
IF (ABS(XP *XS) .O5) 4,496
4 WRITE (7,10)
10 FORMAT (5X9'0')
GO TO 5
CALL NORMS (TE(LG9XP)
6
5 CONTINUE
CALL FPLOT (09X+(U *FLOAT(N))/4.9Y.5/YS)
RETURN
END
// CUP
UA
WS.
XAXIS
*STORE

Written by Prof. Bruce Hawkins, Department of Physics,
Smith College. Used by permission.
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// FOR

*ONE wOn INTEGERS
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE FINPL
FINPL PLOTS A REGISTER POINT It TOP OF THE ONE MADE BY PR& ANo
MOVES THE PEN TO BLANK PAPER (ASSUkING AN 8.5 OY 11 (JRAPm).

C
C

C

CALL GETS (XS.YS.XO.Y0)
)(=-X0/XS

Y=-YO/YS
CALL FPLOT (1,X,Y)
CALL FPLOT (- 2,X,Y)
CALL POINT (1)
CALL FPLOT (1,9. /XS +X,Y- .2 /YS)

RETURN
END
// DUP
*.STORE

WS

UA

FINPL

Written by Prof. Bruce Hawkins, Department of Physics,
Smith College. Used by permission.

c1(.11

.4-04
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// FOR
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
SUBROUTINE NORmS (TENLGtP)
WRITES SCALES ON AXES ADJUSTING THE FORMAT TO THE SILL OF Tilt
C
SCALE
C
C

NPOW a IFIX (TENLG+.01)
P = P+SIGN (.00005*(10.**NPOW)tP)

IF (TENLG3.4) 5,5,30
30,606
IF (TENLG+2.
6 NPOW a NPOW + 3
5

)

NP=P

GO TO (11,12,13,14,15,16),NPOW
WRITE (7,21) P
FORMAT (F7.4)
GO TO 50
WRITE (7,21) P
GO TO 50
WRITE (7,23) P
FORMAT (F6.3)
GO TO 50
WRITE (7,24) P
FORMAT(F6.2)
GO TO 50
WRITE (7,25) P
FORMAT (F6.1)
GO TO 50
WRITE (7,26) NP
FORMAT (I5)
GO TO 50
WRITE (7,35) P
FORMAT (E10.3)
RETURN

11

21
12

13

23
14

24
15
25
16

26

30
35
50

END

// DUP
*STORE

....

.

...

..

WS

UA

NoRms

Written by Prof. Bruce Hawkins, Department of Physics,
Smith College. Used by permission.
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// Ast!

SAVES AND GETS ROUTINE TO STORE SCALE AND LERo FOR PL.T A,..uTINE

*LIST
x5
YS
X0
Yo

LNT
E\T
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

SAVES
GETS

O.
O.

*-*

SAVES DC

SVLP

SVX1

SIX
STX
LDX
MDX
STX
STX
LDX
LDX
LDD
STD
MDX
MDX
mDX
LDX
LDX

SVOUT BSC
GETS DC

GTLP
GTPR

STX
STX
LDX
MDX
STX
STX
LDX
LDX
LDD
STD
PDX
MDX
MDX

GTX1

LDX
LDX

GTOUT 8SC

DEFAULT VALUES
DEFAULT vALuts

1.
1.

1 SVX1 +1

2 SVX1+3
Il SAVES
1 4

1
1
1
2
Il
L2
2
1

Ll
L2
L

1
2
11
1

1
1
1
2
L2

SVLP+1
SVOUT+1
-4
0
*-*
XS
2

GET PARAM ADDR
FOR INDEXED PICK-UP
IS ALSO EXIT ADDRESS
FOR PICK UP LOOP

FILLED bY END OF PARAM AUUK

1

SVLP
*-*
*-*
*-*
*-*
GTX1+1
GTX1+3
GETS
4
GTPR+1
GTCUT+1
-4
0
XS

EXIT ADDRESS SUPPLIED

LIKE SAVE PROCEEDURE

DESTINATION ADOR FILLED IN

I1 41-*

2 2
1

1

GTLP
L1 *-*
L2 *-*
L
*-*

EXIT ADDRESS SUPPLIED

END

Written by Prof. Bruce Hawkins, Department of Physics,
Smith vollege. Used by permission.
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APPENDIX II

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS BUFFERS
FOR CALIBRATING A pH METER
Before using a pH meter for measurement of pH, the meter
must be calibrated using a solution of accurately-known pH.
The information in this appendix, giving instructions for preparing such standard solutions and the pH values of those solutions, is taken from the following publications of the United
States National Bureau of Standards:

¶Potassium Tetroxalate (pH = 1.679 at 25°C), N.B.S. Certificate for Standard Sample 189, January 10, 1964,

¶Potassium Hydrogen Tartrate (pH = 3.557 [saturated solution],
pH ..

3.639 [0.01 molal solution] at 25°C), N.B.S. Certificate for

Standard Sample 188, January 10, 1964.
¶Potassium Hydrogen Tartrate (pH = 4.008 at 25°C), N.B.S.
Certificate for Standard Reference Material 185d, July 21, 1966.
1Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate and Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate, equi-molal mixture (pH = 6.862 at 25°C), N.B.S. Certificate for Standard Reference Materials 186-I-c and 186-II-b, May
1, 1969.

¶Borax (pH = 9.180 at 25°C), N.B.S. Certificate for Standard
Sample 187a, January 10, 1964.

For highest accuracy, N.B.S. Standard Reference Materials should
be used and the directions followed exactly.

Comparable reagents

and comparable procedures will give satisfactory results for pH
equipment which can be read to ±0.01 pH units, since the greater
precision of the N.B.S. values is not needed.
POTASSIUM
TETROXALATE

A 0.05- niolal solution of potassium tetroxalate di-

hydrate is recommended by use as a pH standard.

To

prepare the solution, weigh 1.261 grams of the salt into a 100-m2
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volumetric flask.

Dissolve the salt and fill to the mark with

distilled water.

The salt should not be dried before weighing.

Values of the p11 of this solution at various temperatures are
given in the following table:
pH

°C

pH

°C

°C

pH

0

1.666

30

1.683

55

1.715

5

1.668

35

1.688

60

1.723

10

1.670

38

1.691

70

1.743

15

1.672

40

1.694

80

1.766

20

1.675

45

1.700

90

1.792

25

1.679

SO

1.707

95

1.806

The uncertainty of these values is estimated not*to exceed
±0.005 pH units for temperatures from 0 to 60°C and ±0.01 units
from 60 to 95°C.

The liquid-junction potential of the common

H cell displays a considerably greater cariability in solutions
of less than 2.5 than in solutions of pH between 2.5 and 11.5.
For this reason, experimental pH values may differ by as much
as 0.02 to 0.05 pH units from the values given above.
POTASSIUM
HYDROGEN
TARTRATE

A solution saturated with potassium tartrate near 25°C
is recommended as a standard for the calibration of

pH equipment at temperatures between 25 and 95°C.

A 0.01-molal

solution is also recommended as a pH standard for the temperature
range from 0 to 60°C.

The saturated solution is prepared by adding an excess of
the salt to distilled water contained in a glass-stoppered bottle
or flask.

Then shake vigorously.

With a 100 percent excess of

the salt, a few minutes of shaking is sufficient for saturation.
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One hundred mt of water will dissolve about 0.7 g of the salt
at 25°C.

Allow the solid to settle and decant the clear solution,

or filter if necessary.
Pyrex or Kimax bottle.

Store the solution in a glass-stoppered
For an accuracy of ±0.001 pH units, the

temperature of saturation must lie between 24 and 26°C.

To prepare the C.01-molal solution, weigh 0.1878 grams of the
salt to a 100-mt volumetric flask.

Fill to the mark with dis-

tilled water having a conductivity not exceeding 2 x 10-6 ohm-lcm-1
at 25 °C.

Shake well.

The salt need not be dried before use.

These tartrate solutions are very susceptible to mold growth
which is usually accompanied by an increase of a few hundredths
in the pH value.

For the most accurate results, tartrate stand-

ards should be prepared fresh each day.

If they must be kept

longer, they should be stored in a refrigerator.

Values of the pH of the saturated solution are given in the
following table.

It is assumed that the temperature of saturation

is in each case 25°C, and that the temperature of measurement of
pH is the temperature listed in the table.
°C

pH

°C

pH

°C

pH

25

3.557

45

3.547

70

3.580

30

3.552

50

3.549

80

3.609

35

3.549

55

3.554

90

3.650

38

3.548

60

3.560

95

3.674

40

3.547

The uncertainty of these pH values is estimated not to exceed
±0.005 pH units from 25 to 60°C, and ±0.01 units from 70 to 95°C.
Values of the pH of the 0.01-molal solution at various
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temperatures are given in the following table:
pH

°C

.

°C

pH

pH

°C

20

3.647

40

3.632

0

3.711

25

3.639

45

3.635

5

3.689

30

3.635

50

3.639

10

3.671

35

3.632

55

3.644

15

3.657

38

3.631

60

3.651

The uncertainty in these pH values is estimated not to exceed
±0.005 pH units.

A 0.05-molal solution of potassium hydrogen phthalate

POTASSIUM
HYDROGEN
PHTHALATE

is recommended for the standardization of pH

equipment.

The salt should meet the specifications of the

American Chemical Society for reagent grade chemical, and should
be dried for 2 hours at 110°C before use.

To prepare the solu-

tion, weigh 1.012 grams of the dried salt into a 100-m2. volu-

metric flask.

Add sufficient distilled water to dissolve the

salt, and then fill to the mark with distilled water.
solution thoroughly by shaking.

Mix the

The distilled water should have
The solution

a conductivity not exceeding 2 x 10-6 ohm-lcm-1.

should be protected against evaporation and contamination by
molds.

It should be discarded if mold growth occurs.

Values of

the pH of this standard solution at various temperatures are:
°C

pH

°C

pH '

°C

pH

0

4.012

30

4.014

60

4.089

5

4.005

35

4.023

70

4.12

10

4.002

40

4.033

80

4.16

15

4.001

45

4.045

90

4.20

20

4.003

50

4.058

95

4.22

25

4.008

55

4.073
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The uncertainty of these pH values is estimated not to exceed
±0.005 pH units for temperatures from 0 to 60°C, and ±0.01 unit
from 70 to 95°C.

PHOSPHATE
MIXTURE

A 0.05-molal phosphate solution (0.025 molal with
respect to both KH2PO4 and Na2HPO4) is recommended for

the calibration of pH equipment.

Both salts should meet the spec-

ifications of the American Chemical Society for reagent grade
chemicals, and should be dried for 2 hours at 110 to 130°C before
use.

To prepare the solution, weigh 0.3388 grans of the dried

potassium dihydrogen phosphate and 0.3533 grams of the dried
disodium hydrogen phosphate into a 100-mt volumetric flask.

Dis-

solve the salt and then fill to the mark with carbon-dioxide-free
distilled water.

The water can be freed from carbon dioxide by

boiling distilled water for 10 minutes and guarding it with a
soda-lime tube while cooling.

The distilled water should have a

conductivity no greater than 2 x 10-6 ohm-lcm-1.

Although elab-

orate precautions to prevent contamination of the buffer solution
with atmospheric carbon dioxide are usually unnecessary, the container should be kept tightly stoppered at all times when a sample
is not actually being removed.

The solution should be replaced

after a few weeks, or sooner if molds or sediment appear, or if
it has been exposed repeatedly to air containing carbon dioxide.
°C

pH

°C

pH

°C

pH

0

6.981

30

6.850

55

6.832

5

6.948

35

6.841

60

6.836

10

6.920

38

6.837

70

6.845

15

6.897

40

6.835

80

6.859

20

6.878

45

6.831

90

6.877

25

6.862

50

6.830

95

6.886
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The uncertainties in the pH values listed in the preceding table
are estimated not to exceed ±0.005 pH units from 0 to 60°C and
±0.01 units from 70 to 95°C.

Minor variations of the order of

a few thousandths of a pH unit may be expected to occur between
different lots of phosphate salts.

BORAX A 0.01-molal solution prepared from Na2B40710H20 is
The salt should

recommended for the calibration of pH equipment.

meet the specifications of the American Chemical Society for
reagent-grade chemical.

The water content of this salt, stored

under ordinary conditions, is less than indicated by the formula.
How-

This does not affect the use of the salt as a pH standard.

To pre-

ever, the salt must not be dried in an oven before use.

pare the solution, crush gently any large lumps of the salt, and
Weigr. 0.380 grams into a 100-m2 volumetric flask.

Dissolve and

then dilute to the mark with carbon-dioxide-free distilled water.
The water can be freed from carbon dioxide by boiling distilled
water for 10 minutes and guarding it with a soda-lime tube while
cooling.

The distilled water should have a conductivity no

greater than 2 x 10-6 ohm-lcm-1.

To avoid contamination of the

buffer solution with atmospheric carbon dioxide, keep the stopper
in place except when removing a portion of the solution.

If

desired, the solution may be protected with a soda-lime tube.
pH

pH

°C

pH

°C

0

9.464

30

9.139

55

8.985

5

9.395

35

9.102

60

8.962

10

9.332

38

9.081

70

8.921

15

9.276

40

9.068

80

8.885

20

9.225

45

9.038

90

8.850

25

9.180

50

9.011

95

8.833

°C
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0,1a
Of

The uncertainties in the pH values listed in the preceding table
for standard borax buffer solutions have uncertainties estimated
not to exceed ±0.005 pH units from 0 to 60°C, and ±0.01 units
from 70 to 95°C.
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